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Bite into Sound Forgé 8 software, and enjoy the full-bodied production experience that only the industry's leading .iigital audio 

editor can deliver. Savor its extensive feature set and relax knowing you're using the audio editor that sets the standard for 

power, efficiency, and rich wholesome goodness. Version 8's new bold flavor comes from an exclusive blend of Jown-home 

scripting functionality, sweet VST effect and ASIO driver support, satisfying batch processing and other secret ingredients. 

To further tempt your palate, Sound Forge 8 now comes with a heaping side of CD Architect' 5.2, freshly spiced with CD-taxt support. 

The industry's leading audio editor coupled with the industry's favorite CD creation and mastering application - it's a tantalizing taste 

combination that's tough to beat. 

LIKE NO OTHER 
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WaveLab 6-Complete Native Mastering Suite 

There's more musk: being voduced these days, and in more formats than ever defore. To get yourself 

heard, you need to make sure that your final mastered mixes have punch, clarity ard sonic power. That's 

what WaveLao 6 is all about. Using WaveLab to master your CDs, DVDs and MP3s is the final step in making 

truly professional sounding productions. You've spent a lot of time and money on producing your music. 

Fortunately, with WaveLab 6, you don't have to spend a lot on mastering and making sure your music 

gets heard loud and clear... 
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TREP . UNDER BOOM 
What do ROGER WATERS, SCHULKEY 
& GLASCOCK, horror movie meister 
JOHN CARPENTER, and scoring R:dley 
Scott's the KINGDOM OF HEAVEN have 
in common? VVhat?You don't know? Oh. 
You will. 

6i 

40 WILD ABOUT HARRY 
HARRY GREGSON-WILLIAMS was a 
monster contribJtor to the aforemen-
tioned Kingdom of Heaven, as well as 
The Chronicles of Narnia, Team America, 
Shrek 1 and 2, and even the video game 
Metal Gear, and his take here on making 
the most of audio for video is as close 
to priceless as you're likely to get. Who? 
What? Why? Where? Exactly. 

50 WELCOME TO EQTV: INTRODUCING 
THE DON WAS 11 GARY GOLD SHOW 
Yeah.You heard it right. In our palatial sound stage in beautiful 
downtown Burbank we filmed the first installment of our-soon-to-
be-webbed-out tete a tete. Looking even better than it sounds, TV 
the way God intended it to be: in print! 
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Introducing the Genelec 8020A - the newest model ir the 
Genelec 8000 MDE 1m Series. This 4" -amplified monitor 

offe-s all the genuine Genelec quality you've come to expect 

in packages that fit into the smallest space and budget. 

The new 8020A mcnitor draws upon 27 years of Genelec 

eng.neering excellence to introduce a brand new category of 

playback monitor. Genelec's revolutionary all aluminum 

Minimum Diffraction Enclosure TM technology provides pinpoint 

imaging and the lowest distortion levels, with a frequer cy 

response extending to a remarkable 65 Hz. 

Genelec also Droudly introduces the new 705013 8" Active LSE rm 

5.1 channel subwoofer Combined with the 8020A this system 

offers an astonishing 25..Hz - 21kHz experience with packages to 

accurately stimulate your stereo and multi-char nel workflow. 

Go ahead, get off the decaf. You need some serious sound in 

your audio suite - and the choice is clear. It's Genelec. 

GENELEC® 

8020A.LSE Espresso System 

www.genelecusa.com 

International .nqtiries: Genelec.0y, Olvitie 5, FIN-741)0, lisalmi, Finland 
T + 358-17-83881. F +358-17-812267 Email genelecgenelec.com 
In the USA: T 508.652.090C. F 508.652 0909 Email genelec.usa@genelec.com 
In Clina: T +86 10 8580 2130, F +86 1.0 8580 2181 Email genelec.ffiina@geneledcom 



Talk Box 
YOU OUGHTA BE IN PICTURES. 
NO. REALLY. 

We had an issue a few years ago. Believe it was called the LIGHTS, 

CAMERA, AUDIO! issue. The schema then seemed to be to chat 

about AN products and gear and so forth and so on. It was a great 

idea. Great mag. And a great take on the functional end of the 

operation. So, perfect, right? 

Not so perfect though: It was greeted with a colossal collective 

yawn. A yawn so stunning that the after effects have spanned the 

ages. And so when after an evening of copious absinthe 

consumption and the germination of an idea that we should do 

ANOTHER one, EQ's eminence grise, none other than Craig 

Anderton, like the guy in the horror flick who says, " Don't leave the 

spaceship in the name of God!!!," torpedoed it. " It didn't work 

before, it won't work again. And in the name of God don't leave the 

spaceship!!! I mean unless you really want to. In fact, fine. Go 

ahead. Leave the spaceship. See if I care. You never listen to ME 

anyway. So forget about me. I'll just sit like a dog in the dark eating 

wet cigarettes for all YOU all care." 

But that was then and this is now. We asked you all, all of you 

all who over time have written to correct my spelling, grammar, 

usage, tone, timbre, and wearing of blue shirts with black slacks (to 

quote Dylan from Don't Look Back, " I could sing better than Caruso 

. . . if I WANTED to"], all of you MI guys, everyone: and there 

seemed to be a consensus. And that was: Whether it's music 

video, video games, TV, film, or staged events, increasingly, the 

significance for producers has grown since the THEN to where it is 

in the NOW: big business. 

So into the breach once more. 

From ROGER WATERS' 12-year Proustian journey into the 

completion of his amazing opera to the painstaking scoring of 

RIDLEY SCOTT's Kingdom of Heaven and on through our minis with 

horrorshow-rific JOHN CARPENTER and the big dynamic audio duo 

SCHULKEY & GLASCOCK, right into HARRY GREGSON-WILLIAMS, 

this issue is everything the absinthe told us it could be. 

Did we mention the first version of EDT'!? With DON WAS and 

GARY GOLD? Here? In print, as well? Or my bow in the worst 

movie of 1987? Bill Cosby's Leonard Part 6? Well, pull up a chair and 

glass. Now, where to begin? Right here? 

Perfect. 
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TASCAM's DM-3200. The 32-channel 
digital center of your universe. 
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32 channels and 16 aux returns for 48 total inputs @96k/24-lait 16 busses or two 6.1 surround busses 8 aux sends 

16 analog mic/line inputs with inserts Powerful automation with 100 mm totich-sensitive motorized faders Dedicated 

DAVV control surface layer for Pro Tools®, SONAR®, Dr", Logic, Cubase° and Nuendo® EC) and dynamics on each channel 

2 built-in effects engines with TC® reverb Per-channel LED ring encoders for pan, aux sends, EC) and more 24 channels 

of TDIF and 8 channels of ADAT built in 2 expansion slots for FireWire ., Surround Monitoring, ADAT", AES/EBU, TDIF and 

analog cards TASCAM Mixer Companion software (VVin®XP/OSX) with driverless USB connection to computer for back-up/ 

restore of mixer data Get the whole DM- 3200 story on-line @wvvw.tascam.com or visit your TASCAM dealer today. 

©2005 TASCAM, a division of TEAC America, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
All tiademarks are the property of their respective holders.. And so forth. And so on. 

TASCAM 
www.tascam.com 
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GREGORV BUTLER 
PROJECT: RECORMING VOX 
FOR THELONIOUS 
MONSTER'S BOB FORREST 

DATES OF RECORDING: 

March - December 2005 

STUDIO: Hell Pony Studio 

LOCATION: Los Rngeles, CR 

OFFICIAL ALBUM 

TITLE: Wednesday 

PRODUCER/ENGINEER: 

Gregory Butler 

WEBSITE: alleged 

entertainment.com/ 

When Thelonious Monster's Bob Forrest 

decided to record a solo project under 

his own name, he enlisted the recording 

and producing prowess of long-time 

friend, Gregory Butler, producer and 

engineer for Dweezil Zappa, Switchblade 

Symphony, Sparklemotion, and Loma 

Lynda, as well as films like Wicker 

Park, Napoleon Dynamite, and the TV 

show, Punk'd. 

He also brought along a few guest 

contributors for the project including Flea 

and John Frusciante from the Chili 

Peppers, Josh Klinghoffer from PJ Harvey, 

as well as lkie Owens from The Mars Volta.The project was 

recorded at Hell Pony Studios — the home studio of 

Lakeshore Records' exec/indie film director/producer 

(Better Living Through Circuitry, Call It Democracy, and East 

of Sunset) Brian McNelis — which also happens to be the 

home base for Butler, who co-designed and built the 

studio with McNelis. 

Butler took some time to give us the scoop on how he 

captured the former Monster's vox for Forrest's solo release, 

Wednesday. 

SIGNAL PATH 

In order to properly capture the direct fury of the beautiful 

madness that's the Bob Forrest experience, Butler started 

recording Forrest's voice using a GT67 tube mic running into 

a Vintech 1272 pre amp. " I just want a mic to not destroy 

the sound more than to add anything to it," he says. " The 

GTs are good for that. They're solid, 'put on your work 

boots and get to it' kind of mics." He deployed the Vintech 

1272 because — as he puts it — " It does something at the 

top end that makes me feel happy inside." 

The signal coming out of the Vintech went straight into 

a couple of Nuendo-branded RME 96K 8 I/O boxes. From 

there the signal fed into a PCAudioLabs (pcaudiolabs.com/l 

custom-built PC computer running Nuendo. " I've had two-

inch tape machines that were less stable than this setup," 

says Butler. " It's really amazing and fast." 

MIC POSITION 

In general, Butler would set up the mic about four to six 

inches from Forrest. " But when we were working on a song 

that had a lot of emotion, I would have Bob do multiple takes 

at varying distances from the mic and then comp them 

together according to the delivery," he explains. " This 

helped out tne most on the trac z 'a love triloiagy in four parts' 

where we had four completely different sorgs that were 

turned into one." 

PROCESSING 

The vox tracks were processed using effects powered by a 

UAD-1 DSP card. " I'm a big fan of the UAD-1 and especially 

the LA2A and Reverb plug-ins — they are used fcr every mix 

t do," says Butler. " The other effects that I used for Bob's 

vocals were Classic Delay — which is a rea ly coo, share-

ware aelay; Northpole — whicn is great for ins:antly mak-

ing things sound BAD; and BlueTubes — just set the delay 

on ' 77 and let the punk roll!" 

TRACK NOTES 

When Buller and Forrest were getting ready to record the 

secono song of the session, they found out that the guitarist 

scheduled to play on it was runr ing late. " Bob , usl stood up, 

walked over to the mic and said Let's just stan vviliout him," 

reflects But er. 

"Asa producer, I immediately wanted to go . nto a diatribe 

about how we couldn't record the vocals without any 

musical frame of reference," he says. " But then I ealized 

that I was just invoking some sort of rule that I had never 

tested. So we went ahead and recorded all the vocals to the 

drums. as I guided Bob through the pitch as I imagined it 

would be.Then, when Josh cane in, he just tuned to the 

vocals ana i1 turned out great!" 

Butler was happy w th the results of the recording. 

"Where most of my other records are fairly polished — or 

at the very least ' indie' polished — this one feels raw," he 

says. "And cot MC5 raw — it's acoustic-punk-folk-anar-

chist raw." 

6 EQ MARCH 2006 www.eqmag.com 



Stellar Sound•Boutique Build•project Price 
. • Classic Putnam 610 & flagship Precision 110 Mic Pre & Ut 
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• Gain, Level & Impedance selection for maximum tonal variety • Portable, "Go-Anywhere" design. Hand-built in the USA. 
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SOLO/110 
Precision Class A 
le c Pre t DI Blx 

Introducing the brand new SOLO/611r and SOLO/ii 0- mic-pre St 01 boxes from Universal Audio. All the UA heritage, tone and hand-built US-made quality you 
ever dreamed of in a single-channel format, at a price every Project Studio can afford. Now its no longer a choice between the sound you covet and the gear you can realistically afford. UA designed 
the SOLO series to be portable, functionally lean yet sonically mean, with the familiar solid build and audiophile components that define UA quality. 

From desktop studio to stage, the SOLO/610 and SOLO/110 are the go-anywhere essential preamp & instrument Dl. Choose either the all-tube SOLO/610 for that silky vintage warmth or the 
SOLO/110 (from the mighty 8110) for lightning-fast transients, and sheer tonal versatility— ultra-clean to crunchy Class A. The SOLO series preamps will flatter the humblest to the most esoteric 
microphones with their own signature sound. The best news of all is that UA's innovative engineering and meticulous manufacturing mean you don't have to make a choice: you can afford both! 

UNIVERSAL AUDW 

www.uaudio.com analog ears I digital minds toll-free: 1-866-UAD-1176 
333 Encino' St • Santa Cruz CO • 95060-2101 • USA voice: 831-466-3737. far: 831-466-3775 • 02005 Unrversal Audio, Inc. NI rights reserved. Universal Audio. the Universal Audú togo. 5060/610. SOLO/110. and 'Analog Ears Digital Minds' are trademarks CO registered trademarks of Universal Audm. ler id! features and speriticatons subject to change vnthout neice 
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GONE GAMING: 
JUSTIN LASSEN 

CONTACT: empireofmodernthought.com/ 

LOCATION: Los Angeles 

KEY CREW: Justin Lassen 

Justin Lassen was a 

studio kid, composing 

music from his bedroom 

in his parents' house in 

Phoenix, Arizona. He'd gotten props from folks like The 

Dust Brothers and bands like Opiate for the Masses for his 

remixing work and his dark chamber symphony And now we 

see through a glass but darkly. But Lassen's big break 

came when he was tapped by Intel to do the score for 

RoboBlitz — a video game that is currently distributed with 

all Pentium D processors worldwide. 

RoboBlitz is sort of a stylistically different remake of the 

classic NES game Smash TVwith a hit more of adrenaline to 

its physics and robotics. " So the score definitely needed to 

have the energy of an arcade game, the pulse of industrial 

electronic music, and the soul of classic beats and guitar," 

explains Lassen. 

Shredding for Multithreading 

Lassen composed 11 tracks totaling just over 20 minutes 

of music for RoboBlitz. "Each of the tracks had to loop 

perfectly, since players would basically be in the levels for 

different amounts of time — and we didn't want the music 

to get in the way, but just to ride with the player," he says. 

No stranger to the video game culture, Lassen explains, 

"I've always been working on video games, even since I was 

a kid making games in QB, VB, or C++, both in playing and 

in modifying and demoing. So this was just another won-

derful opportunity to get involved with yet another cool game 

project, but on a much higher level." 

And it was a pretty revolutionary and bleeding-edge 

project for Lassen to work on. "We were using next-gen tech-

nology like advanced physics driven game play, dual-core 

multi-threading and the mind-blowing Unreal Engine 3," 

he explains. " So I wanted the music to be electronic and 

orchestral, but mostly just gritty, raw, and on the edge — 

to match the amplitude of the game itself." 

Lassen composed all original material for this project, 

working on half of it in Paris and the other half of it back in 

the U.S. — all done on a super-tight, three-week schedule. 

Scoring with Sonar, Cakewalk, and NI 

For the score, Lassen relied on a multitude of PC-based audio 

apps, plug- ins, and software instruments. " I used some 

wonderful sampling and soft synths by NI and East West, 

Garritan Personal Orchestra, and tracked and sequenced in 

Sonar 4 Producer Edition and all its delicious plug-ins and 

mixing stuff:' he says. " But my baby was a Schecter S1+ with 

custom EMG active pickups, running through a giant con-

figuration of BOSS and other stomp boxes, pre amps, etc." 

Lassen trashed it up a bit with some bit-destruction plug-

ins, including Analog X's Bit decimator. " I 

also sang my own choir/pad parts with a 

dozen overlays and used Cakewalk's reverb 

plug-in to process that," he adds. " Of 

course, I did a bazillion drum edits and programming — stut-

ters and all — by hand." Lassen also usea a Roland XP-30 

syntti and mixed the tracks through Behringer nardware. 

Working on RoboBlitz gave Lassen the opportinity to get 

his hands on the next-gen UE3 technology, and street cred 

for his talents as he took the helm as audio supervisor for 

the E3 version of RoboBlitz and producer/composer for all 

versions of the video game. 

Fast Forward 

As if that wasn't enougi polish for one year ii Lassen's 

successful rise to recognition as a talented composer, 

remixer, and sound designer, Cakewalk commissioned him 

to write a flagship demo for its Sonar 5 64-bit DAW soft-

ware. " My demo track is sort of a smooth/cinematic elec-

tronic/orchestral/trip-hop pleasure-trip, that takes advantage 

of their various new soft synths," he explains. 

Next, Lassen will be doing the orig nal score for 

another game, Hexen: Edge of Chaos and woKing on the 

original soundtrack for Linda Bergkvist's dark fairy tale 

world, Furiae. He also plans to continue his remixmg exploits 

and finish a second symphony in 2006. 

Not bad for a studio kid. 

'-/ou got a story to tell about your rocket ride to riches and/or 
successful significance? Well, we want t3 hear about it. Email us at 
eg@musicplayer.com. 
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lexicon 

:: record 

:: arrange 

:: edit 

:: process 

:: mix 

0* 
You don't follow the crowd, you pray to them. You don't dream of being in a 
recording studio, you own one. The new Lambda Desktop Recording Studio-

- n and Omega Desktop Recording Studio- are complete computer recording 
® solutions. Both with multi-input USB I/O mixers, Steinberg® Cubase® LE 48-track 

kani recording software and the world class Lexicon® Pantheon- reverb plug-in. 

Visit www lexiconpro.com to find out how YOU CAN. 

LAMBDA QMEGA 
DESKTOP RECORDING STUDID DESKTOP RECORDING STUO 

- A Hannan Internanonai Company 



TAC Benc,by Todd G. Taman 

UPDATING VOW 
I've seen hundreds ... no make that thousands of problems 

that are either solved by software updates, or are caused 

when software is updated without checking first to make 

sure that the update is OK to perform. Here are a few 

frontline tips on how to update your software without 

downgrading your deal. 

Both Mac and Windows operating systems offer services 

that automatically check for system updates and even run 

those updates for you. The catch is that your DAW software 

and drivers may not work properly with those operating sys-

tem updates. When most systems check for updates on a 

When most systems check 
for updates on a schedule, they 

could be going online without 
regard to what and how you're 
using your system. This could 

potentially sap resources 
while you're in the middle of a 

recording session. 
schedule, they could be going online without regard to 

what and how you're using your system. This could poten-

tially sap resources while you're in the middle of a record-
ing session. 

Solution: I'd recommend checking periodically rather 

than the system checking for you. In the Mac OS, visit 

System Preferences from the Apple menu, and click Software 

Update. There, simply un-click " Check for Updates..." so that 

it doesn't check automatically. Every few weeks, you can 

simply click " Software Update" from your Apple menu. 

After a brief search online, any Mac OS updates will be 

listed for you. 

g UmiserbIsIbreisea installed Updates 

Software Update checks for new and updated verrons of your software based on 

mforrnaloOn about your computer and current software 

Check for updates 

ant updates .n the bac , 
you ace be watirbed *ghee the updates ere . 1,aMee 

Now 

Windows (XP) has similar options to check for updates. 

You can stop updates from installing without your 

knowledge by clicking Start > Control Panel > 

Performance and Maintenance > System and finally 

clicking the Automatic Updates Tab. 

IMPTES 
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.dteree tic before any Gee/ updates I 

qSM-A2CIAllege.2-12fieti_eie:: 

Automatic Irocomoistmledl 
AkiCerdhCaly dobredoed recommended uxledes log mr,r confute 
and nual there 

>Wood teem fa me but let me duo« when lo netall them 

0 telly me bat don% mambo* downbad or nod Mom 

9 You coirputer wi be more ytenegible unless you under updates 
mauled,/ 

Instal updates Wm WreefliVppy_e2,02fe 

OK 'inr el teolY 

Select " Turn off Automatic Updates" and click "Apply." 

To check for updates periodically in Windows, launch your 

Internet browser (Explorer) and choose, " Windows Update" 

from the Tools menu. 

CAUTION: Computer operating systems are oftal updated 

before some software developers can test, develop, and 

release compatible updates. Before you proceed with any 

operating system updates, it's always important to check 

with your DAW software and hardware developers first 

in order to make sure their product will work with 

the new OS. This means EVERYTHING related to your 

workstation: your DAW software, hardware drivers, and 

extras like plug- ins. Most developer websites have 

information on updates and compatibility right at their 

website. A really good example of this is Digidesies web-

site, where they clearly lay out compatibility gu delines 

at digidesign.com/comoato and all available updates at 

digidesign . com/download. 

Which brings us to a few big operating system updates 

you should be aware of: 

• Mac OSX 10.4 " Tiger": Several developers found t -let their 

software required updates to work properly in Tiger. 

• Windows XP Service Pack 2: adds several services that 

aid in the safety of your PC when online. However, these 

same services often collided with DAW software. Again 

updates were necessary to add compatibility. 

So before you update, check first, and check frequently. 

And if you're still not sure, ask the experts. 

Todd G. Tatnall, despite seeing all and knowing all is the 

Senior Tech in Sweetwater's Technical Support department. 
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Digidesign Music Production Toolkit 

Corsterat 
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Announcing the Digidesign' Music Production Toolkit. 

With an impressive collection of plug- ins, increased track 

count, and a comprehensive set of additional capabilities, 

this add-on package offers an easy way to expand the 

power of Pro Tools LE ' and Pro Tools M-Powered — systems. 

PRO TOOLS LE 7 SOFTWARE 

More : ,.an $2.000 iri effects and instrument Plug -1',̀, 

- Digidesign Hybrid synthesizer 

- TL Space— Native Edition convolution reverb 

- Smack'' LE compressor 
- SoundReplacer^' drum replacement tool 

- DINFC LE noise reduction plug-in 

• Multi-track Beat Detective" 

• 48 mono or 48 stereo audio tracks at up to 96 kHz 

• Pro Tools MP3 Option 

PRO TOOLS M- POWERED 7 SOFTWARE 
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TUNE IN, TURN ON, PUNCH OUT 
BY THE EQ STAFF 

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS 

THE WILD WORLD 
OF POST PRODUCTION 

'7; In the wild world of post-production, 

àr' adhering strictly to content delivery 

requirements is not an option — it's .c 
essential. Gary Tole is a freelance engi-

>- neer/mixer who understands this all too 

well. Along with loads of TV mixing 

credits, he's worked with the likes of 

Whitney Houston, Bon Jovi, Eric 

Clapton, and Nile Rodgers. 

I recently caught up with him at 

Gizmo Studios in New York, where 

we both happen to do a lot of our work 

and Tole shared some of his experi-

ences with getting big sounds out of 

small speakers. 

What level do you have to deliver TV 

promos at? And why? 

Gary Tole: The Food Network QC (qual-

ity control] requests a level of -10dB 

with peaks of no more than -8dB. 

If we deliver anything hotter than 

that it'll get kicked back and we'll then 

have to readjust levels. I find if I go hot-

ter than -10dB the broadcast limiters 

really do a number on the mix by mak-

ing it sound one dimensional without 

dynamics — the overall level is per-

ceived as lower on air compared to the 

commercials around it. By mixing with 

dynamic peaks no more than -8dB and 

then adding my own limiting resulting 

in -10dB, I get the best results. 

Everything seems to pop dynamically 

and the overall level is as loud as the 

commercials around it. 

But when you hear spots you've 

mixed on TV, what do you notice 

compared to how they sounded in 

the studio? 

GT: When I first started mixing for tele-

vision it took me quite awhile to get 

used to how things sounded on air. I 

found my mixes always sounded more 

squashed and one-dimensional thanks 

to the limiters at the networks. I started 

to experiment with different master lev-

els and dynamics until coming up with 

a combination that works for me. I 

was then able to achieve what I hear 

in the studio. 

OK. So, tips or tricks to get your 

mixes to punch through a TV set? 

GT: I find having several different moni-

tors to reference to gives me a good 

perspective on the mix. I'll usually 

monitor in stereo and go back and forth 

between mono. If I'm mixing 5.1 I will 

usually stay in that mode and listen to 

the stereo down-mix, as I get closer to 

see if there are any adjustments needed. 

At Gizmo when I'm mixing promos or 

long format I will also monitor through 

a TV monitor and strap a brick wall lim-

iter across the mix — which let's me 

check a faux broadcast curve. I find the 

Sony Inflator very useful for this as it 

retains most of the dynamics but adds 

punch. After using it on several records, 

I ended up using it in post-production 

mixing for shows and various promos 

for the Food Network, HGTV, and TV 

commercials I work on. It basically 

assures my clients and me that the 

broadcast limiters will have little influ-

ence on the outcome over the air. I 

struggled for years with broadcast lim-

iters ruining mixes but now it makes it 

a no-brainer for me. 

So what's your typical signal path 

for TV, in terms of EQ? Compression? 

Consoles? 

GT: Nowadays, for TV I'm pretty much 

mixing in the box [Pro Tools]. I find it 

more expedient, and in many cases the 

plug-ins I use are better for notching 

and repairing bad location tracks than 

analog equipment. Processing tasks are 

varied depending on the work at hand. 

In the case of promos there isn't a 

whole lot of sound design — it's more 

111111111111M1111111•11111 

fixing and mixing. A typical promo 

will usually consist of the VO [Voice 

Over], Music, SOT [Sound on Tape; 

location audio], and effects. I usually 

put a little compression and EQ on 

the VO channel, and then fix any of 

the location audio with AudioSuite 

plug-ins so I can make the most out 

of the processing. Next I'll add any 

'verb's, delays, or sound design ele-

ments as needed. As far as overall 

mix processing goes, the only thing I 

use is the aforementioned Sony 

Inflator, or sometimes the Waves L1. 

I almost never use overall EQ, as it 

would have already been taken care 

of on the individual channels. 

However, when I work on albums I 

still prefer running things through a 

good analog desk with outboard 

compressors and EQs! 
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1VE DON'T NEED NO STINKIN' TIMECODE 
c The trick to good video: good audio. 
o 
t Ever wonder what kind of mic they o 
2 use to pick up the guys talking n the 
et middle of a battle scene where 

63. entire star systems are exploding left 

and right? Answer: They don't even 
.o 

try to get good audio. They get what 

they can, then in post-production, 

replace the dialog in the studio. 

(Just to confuse life even more than 

it already is, this is called " looping: 

although it has nothing to do with 

looping as in samples that sustain. 

or looping like groove boxes.) 

But when you're shooting your 

rock band with a camcoraer, or 

making some bucks on the side 

doing sound for an industrial video, 

you don't have that luxury. And 

the mic in your camcorder probably 

sounds like it came from K-Mart. 

So what's the ticket to g000 audio? 

The answer lies in a technique 

from the distant past: " Flying in" 

audio recorded separately (also 

called " free sync" or " wild" sync). 

Basically, you record the audio on 

something small and convenient, 

like the new generation of portable 

recorders that record to solid-

state memory, professional 

Minidisc recorders, and so on. 

(See page 60 for recorder reviews.) 

Virtually all of these let you trans-

fer audio to the computer where 

you'll be editing your video. The 

person doing the talking can usu-

ally wear a lapel mic, and keep 

the recorder in a pocket or attached 

to a belt. This beats trailing a 

bunch of cables back to the cam-

corder mic input (although the lat-

ter adds excitement when some-

one trips over it and rips the con-

nector out of the camcorder). 

During the editing process, you 

then lihe up the well-recorded audio 

with the crapistic audio fi.om your 

camcorder mic, and once you have 

them in perfect sync, you mute 

the camcorder audio (rot erase, 

just mute) so you don't hear it. 

Sounds easy, right? Well, there 

can be some complications, so 

let's address them. 

CATCH MY DRIFT? 

In the days of aralog, flying in 

parts was hellishly difficult because 

of the timing instability of analog 

devices. With digital, drift is much 

less of a problem but still exists. 

Even though your camcorder and 

recording device are both digital, 

the eghtest timing discrepancy in 

their little crystal-controlled brains 

means that eventually, they'll drift 

apart. Even a few milliseconds' 

difference between wnen some-

one says something and when 

you actual'y hear it is noticeable. 

If the audio drifts behind the 

video, then periodically make a cut 

in the audio and slide it ever-so-

slightly forward in time (i.e., to the 

left) until their peaks match Jp per-

fectly. Make the cut at the begin-

ning of a word, preerably one that 

711111WRIIMIAIgIMU 

starts with a plosive (P or BI to 

help mask the cut With music, 

cut at a drum hit, The more cuts you 

make, the less you'll have to shift 

each segment of audio, ard the 

less noticeable any shift wit be. But 

in general, you'll probably need to 

do this only every minute or so. 

if the audio runs ahead, then 

matters get slightly mo-e com-

plex. Look for pauses between 

words, make a cut at the beginning 

of a word, then move the file 

slightly to the right However, this 

will leave a gap and you have dif-

ferent ways to deal with it. 

• If there are a lot of other sounds 

going on, the gap may not even 

be noticeable. 

• Try adding a short fadeout to the 

section leading into the gap. 

II Copy a portion of the sound just 

before the gap, then crossfade it 

with the section at the end of the 

gap to extend it ( Figure 1). If this 

is short enough, no one will notice. 

If none of these options is 

possible, then look for a better 

place to make the cut. 

YES, YOU TOO CAN FLY 

It may sound tedious to match 

up good audio with the existing 

audio, but in reality, it's not hard 

at all — and certainly eas.er than 

having someone come in and try 

to loop the dialog. 

FIG. 1. THE TOP TRACK SHOWS 

THE GAP CAUSED BY SHIFTING 

THE AUDIO LATER IN TIME. THE 

LOWER TRACK SHOWS THE SAME 

SECTION, BUT WITH SOME OF 

THE AUDIO JUST BEFORE THE 

GAP CROSSFADED WITH THE 

EXISTING AUDIO TO COVER OVER 
ANY DISCONTINUITY (CIRCLED IN 

RED FOR CLARITY). 

LOOK SEE 

. • , 

MUSIC 

FACES OF 
MUSIC: 
25 YEARS 
OF LUNCHING 
WITH 
LEGENDS 
The phone rings. " Illi.You may 

not know me but they call me 

Mr. Bonzai." As in the miniature 

tree? Or as in the battle cry of 

the Asian wing of the Axis 

powers? "Yeah yeah, look, I got 

a book...." And so it went.The 

famous Mr. Bonzai talking at 

me like Charlie Rose zapped 

out on valium. He had a book. 

Faces °Music. His interviews. 

It was great. I should read it, 

live it, love it. The phore went 

rocking back in the cradle as 

soon as the conversation 

crawled to a close and was for-

gotten in its entirety until the 

book actually showed up 

Make that THE BOOK. 

It's a monster of a tome 

and it reads like Bonzai sounds 

and the questions are a curi-

ous mix— equal parts clunky, 

awe- inspired, and having you 

run the razor's edge of laugh-

ing both at and with— of 

something that will have you 

feverishly thumbing through 

the whole thing just to find 

out what happens next. 

Making this? 

You got it: an unqualified 

work or mad genius. —Eugene 

Robinson 
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Punch In 
LOVE LETTERS FikM FIGHT FANS 

WHO? HOW? WHAT? 

I've enjoyed reading EQ for years. This is the 

first time I've wanted to write in and I can't 

tell from the magazine or your website where 

or who to email. [You want Eugene? Try 

erobinson@musicplayer.com.] But I've got a 

question about Matt Donner's "The 3 Best Pro 

Tools Tips Ever" ( Oct. 2005 EQ). In Tip 1 

he describes setting up a send to use as a 

headphone mix. When he instructs to choose 

Edit>Copy to Send, I don't find that option 

in my PT LE 6.7. He claims Pro Tools users 

other than Mbox users can use this technique 

and I'm a Digi 002 user so I should qualify. 

What information is missing here? 

Thanks, 

Brian 
MATT DONNER RESPONDS: 

I. Pro Tools LE DOES NOT support copy-to-send 

as the article mentions. Author's error. 

II. Copy Special/ Paste/Special is reserved for 

HD ONLY. THIS WILL NOT WORK. 

III. Suggested work-around: 

a. Hold CTRL while assigning the outputs 

of the tracks to output 7-8. This will mir-

ror the outs 1-2 to outs 7-8. This will 

allow you to use outs 7-8 as feeds to the 

headphone mixer AND maintaining any 

automation without having to split outs 1-2. 

However, any changes in the main mix will 

be reflected to out 7-8 as well and there is 

no adjusting the levels of mix to talent. 

OR YOU CAN: 

b. Hold CTRL while assigning the out-

puts to a series of internal buses. For 

example, CTRL assign the drums to bus 

1-2, bass to 3-4, etc. This will split the sig-

nal from each track to BOTH outs 1-2 

and the buses. Create Aux Sub-group 

channels whose inputs match the buses 

used. Set the levels to OdB as a starting 

reference. Route these Auxes to 7-8. 

From here, you now have individual con-

trol over how much of each track goes to 

the headphone mixes. This allows the 

Automation from the mix to be main-

tained while ALSO having control over 

adding or subtracting gain to the HP 

IF PAINGLOSS SAYS IT IS 

SO, IT MUST BE SO 

It was great to read Joe Chiccarelli inter-

viewing Ken Scott. As one of Bowie's other 

producers, I worked with Ken on the early 

stuff and other projects as well. I have 

always regarded him as an engineer's engineer, 

right up there with Geoff Emerick. As a pro-

ducer he's made a wonderful contribution to 

our culture. A few things that Ken said 

should be remembered and taken seriously 

by today's producers and engineers though. 

I thirk a 10-year old child can plug a mic 

into a pre-amp and record it flat, there is no 

art in that. Ken ( Geoff, Roy Thomas Baker, 

etc.) started shaping the sound from the 

git-go, making hundreds of decisions by the 

time it came to mix. That's the way, sonically, 

great records were made. Even today I have 

to have an equalizer and a compressor after 

a stand alone pre-amp, otherwise I couldn't 

live with myself. He also points out that 

we should encourage musicianship, 

"talent in the artists and players." 

Production is not only about comping 

25 takes, it's about coaching the artist with 

useful feedback and respect. He also 

reminas us that great guitarists like Jeff Beck 

and Mick Ronson knew how to get great gui- 0 

tar sounds by themselves. Congratulations 

Joe and Ken on a very informative interview. NOT WITHOUT A 

Yours, 

Tony Visconti 

your rag! I prefer grown up materia, for my pro-

fessional eeducation [ sic]. I will never read 

you [ sic] rag again. 

Thanks, 

Lou Judson 

ANOTHER SATISFIED 

AMERICAN 

A few issues back, an EQ subscriber wrote a 

letter criticizing EQ for writing about common 

equipment and techniques that everyone 

knows about. Well, I want to thank you for writ-

ing about common equipment and techniques 

that everyone knows about, because now I also 

know about it. That's why I subscribed to your 

magazine. And that's why I will continue to sub-

scribe to your magazine. Thank yo ki for being 

so informative. 

I am a drummer who is trying to learn 

everything about sound engineering and the 

music industry. I've purchased a few books on 

the subjects, but the higher learning comes 

from magazines and the professionals who 

write for these magazines. 

Thank you very much, for everything. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Hartwick 

Collegeville, PA 

SHORT, SWEET: AN 

OBJECT LESSON 

Great interview with en Scott. 

Ai Best I've read in forever. 

Eddie Ciletti 

THE OUTRAGE OF 

LOU JUDSON 

Recently your publication has left my world 

completely and gone somewhere else. Your 

covers and themes are objectionable to me: 

glossy, ugly pictures, shaved headed dudes sit-

ting in Cadillacs [ Positively Pogue, November 

2006] by the waves, columns 

called " Letters from fight fans" 

[sic] (I am not a " fight fan" so 

that is objectionable to me as 

well), where you call the 

writer an ass and the rest of 

the co•ntent no longer 

serves my professional 

needs. Cease sending me 

GUIDEBOOK 

To EC) magazine & Gary Garritan: 

I enjoyed your article " From MIDI-Mockup to 

Real Orchestra" [ November 2005, EQ. It was 

fun to read about musicians getting -heir first 

taste of orchestrating for a live symphony. There 

is, however, one point of fact that I feel should 

be addressed — the point about bow length 

and the duration of phrases. 

The article states, " Few know that at any 

dynamic level, basses can play a longer slurred 

passage than violins. The reason is 

simply that the bow is longer and the 

player can therefore spend more time 

before changing bow direction and thus 

breaking the slur." 

In fact, the opposite is true. Violin 

bows are 74-75cm long, cello bows are 

72-73cm, and my French-style bass bows 
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Punch In 
are 70.5cm long. (The length varies depending 

on the type of bow used. German bows have 

a longer screw cap making them seem longer, 

but the length of the hair is similar.) 

It is rare for string players to play long 

phrases in a single bow. They just make it 

seem so. In fact, the sizes of the instruments 

and the lengths (or the weight) of the sticks 

have nothing to do with phrase length or 

dynamics. Good players are capable of playing 

phrases of any duration and dynamic. They 

utilize techniques such as silent bow changes 

(where the player employs a " figure 8" type 

motion to scrape the hair sideways on the 

string to mask the change of bow direction), 

and free bow changes (where members of 

the section change bow direction at different 

times rather than simultaneously) to simu-

late long phrases. 

In the hands of a good player, you would 

not be cognizant of bow changes unless the 

player wanted you to (for aesthetic reasons). An 

irrelevant but amusing point is that, if you made 

a bass bow's length in the same proportion to 

the instrument's size as a violin, the bass 

bow would probably be several feet long and 
as thick as a log. 

Obviously, a stick that size would be imprac-

tical, even though it might look interest-

ing. And where would you find hair that long? 

Thank you for an enjoyable and enlightening 

article. 

Mark Gruen 
Enterprise Musical Arts & Sciences 

Bethesda, MD 

Ea USED TO SUCK!!! 

I stopped subscribing to EQ magazine THREE 

years ago for two reasons: 

First, the magazine's reader-useful editor-

ial policies had slipped. Most of the content of 

the magazine had deteriorated to the point that 

it was more useful to the advertiser than to its 

professional audio readership. The lack of any 

reader's letters to the editor and the loss of 

columns like Roger Nichol', Al Kooper's 

"Microphile" and " Bedroom Warriors" meant 

that most of the text of the magazine was left 

to product reviews. Those product reviews 

were basically useless to any audio professional 

because they were ALL " raves." It seemed that 

in EQ's opinion, every product was " the latest 

and greatest." 

How can someone make a valid purchas-

ing decision when all products introduced 

are great? 

If all products are great, then all products 

are the same. To make matters worse for the 

buyer, many reviews did not get into the most 

important point of all — a detailed description 

of how the product sounded. 

The second reason 1 let my subscription 

lapse was the fact that EQ ceaselessly and mer-

cilessly sold my name to junkmailers. Due to 

a deliberate misspelling in my name, I know that 

the original source for this mailing was the EQ 

subscription list. Since 1 have not received 

your magazine for years, I am not receiving any 

compensation in return for the annoyance 

caused when I receive mailings from people 

who have bought my name from you. No, I do not 

wish to receive the magazine again for the rea-

sons I listed above. Just cease all distribu-

tion of that information to other parties. Thank 

you in advance for your complete co-operation 

in this matter. 

Chris Gately 

Ardmore, PA 

Editor's Note: Will do on the junkmail. In 

regards to your other points, wel11111, it's been 

awhile hasn't it? We've revived 

the letters column with 

a vengeance and 

EQ 's reviews 

THESE days are 

all about actual 

opinion. Not only 

that, all of our 

reviewers, studio 

pros, young turks, 

Grammy winners, and 

up-and-comers alike, are 

usually done in the midst of real sessions 

that are all about SOUND, at the very least. So 

you might want to corne back in about 

now. The water's just fine. 

fr 
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the MD, but you fail to tell readers that doing 

so is a fucking DISASTER. Don't you read the 

forums about Sonic Stage? Do your home-

work, buddy, before you start presenting your-

self as a " professional" journalist. You're a 

fucking idiot. 

Doug McNichol 

dougmcnichol@netscaoe.ca 

Craig Anderton responds: EQ is a magazine for 

recording professionals. I use MD primarily for 

field recording of audio that is later synced up 

with video tracks, but also for "flying in" long 

samples for live performance. 

I recorded material on the MO and had no 

trouble transferring it to my hard drive. The 

material was not protected originally, nor did 

Sound Stage add any protection, and it can be 

freely duplicated. 

The MD had been previously used by the 

editor of EQ who recorded his band's rehearsal. 

He inadvertently left the disc in the player. I 

transferred the contents to my computer 

and burned a CD from it, again with-

N 

• 

LETTERS WE MIGHT 

HAVE SENT TO OUR-

SELVES 

1 am writing a book called How to 

Waste Time and Lose Money. Would 

you care to write a brief forward for it? 

I don't intend to put a lot of effort 

k . into this book because lam lazy. Most 

of the book will probably be blank. ED/ROL 

Happy holidays, • ; 

JC 

Editor's Note: Write it ?!?! We're 

willing to LIVE it! Thanks for asking. 

XT 
kONY 

o 

NAME CALLING & FINGER 

POINTING: A PRIMER 

Your comparison of the Edirol R1 and a Sony 

MD [December 2005, EQJ misses the point 

entirely. You make mention of uploading from 

out incident. 

I have had no disasters. I 

• 6, -•Z.. can report only wha, I experi-

, ence. As to problems that people 

• have trying to download music, or 

rip CDs, or copy MP3s recorded 

to the MD, or whatever, that's not 

what EQ is about nor is that its 
a 

intended audience. 

I am also not sure that you have 

read the manual, which as I recall, makes it very 

clear what material is limited by copying and 

what material isn't. Unfortunately 1 cannot 

quote you the sections of 

the manual that 

relate to this, as I 

had to return the 

unit to the maga-

zine when the 

review was finished. 

I consider 

spending about a 

month with a unit, 

trying it under multi-

ple conditions and on 

multiple computers, 

with multiple exam-

1 ples of source materiel, 

t N E as "doing my home-

work." Although I sup-

pose it would save time, and be much easier, 

just to read comments off websires and 

reproduce those as fact. 

I am going to buy an MD Pro as soon as 1 

can to augment the MD I bought in 1998, 
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which has served me well both for videos 

and on stage, on two continents. 
And FWIVV, in the spirit of equal time, I 

have been extremely vocal in my opposition of 

the Sony/BMG copy protection malvvare, which 

I consider an insult to the CD-buying public. 

KRAMER? THE ONE FROM 

SEINFELD? 
I'd really love to blast (with all due respect) 

Eddie Kramer for hating MP3 audio files (" K 

is for Kramer," January 2006), when he 

loves DVD audio. DVD audio is a 

320kbs MP3 file. 

He's also got to stop 

using the Jimi Hendrix 

crutch. . . . You're only as 

good as your last record, not 

Best-Of box set or reissue. 

Now that that is off my 

chest. . . . 

I love EO magazine. It's 

starting to overshadow Mix 

as a must read every month. 

Good Job! 
Steve VVytas 

audio911.com 

WHILE THEIR GUITARS 

GENTLY WEEP 

TAKE 1 

I look to you for facts. 

Perhaps a bit of insight. 

I find it appalling that you would get the facts 

wrong on Jimi (" K is for Kramer,' January 2006). 

It was Albert King, one of Jimi's masters, 

who actually played a 

right-handed guitar left-

handed. That was 

because it was the only 

guitar his uncle had and 

they didn't have any 

money for new strings. 

Jimi, on the other 

hand, took a right-handed 

guitar and strung it for a 

left-handed player. (Big E 

on top and little Eon the 

bottom). Because of the 

staggered bridge pick-up, his little E string came 

across the pick-up in a different place than it would 

on a properly strung right-handed guitar. 

That is the source for some of his unique 

sounds on the Stratocaster. Oh, it also 

wasn't a super-dee-duper Fender Custom 

Shop strat either, it was a piece of shit 

strat like all of us regular guys play. 

You should really get your facts 

straight before you print. It is that 

LOVE LETTERS FROM FIGHT FANS 

kind o buUshit, half-assed reporting that turned 

Jimi into a heroin addict junky to the major ty 

of mindless sheep out :here. 
John Scott 

TAKE 2 
In reference to the interview with Eddie 

Kramer, J mi Hendrix DID 

NOT " sting his guitar 
like a right-handed ve'sion, with the high E on 

top" as reported by Craig Anderton. Hendrix 

strung his guitar in the "usual" fashion with the 

low E string on top, high E at the bottom. 

(I'm really surprised someone who has been 

around as long as Mr. Anderton would make 

such an egregious encl.. I mean, c'mon, all you'd 

have to do is look at a close-up shot of .limi 

playing.) Perhaps Crag was thinking of 

another legendary southpaw, Albert King, 

who did string his guitar thinnest strings 

at top, then to bottom. ( In addition, Doyle 

Bramhall II also uses this unorthodox 

stringing method 1 

But other than that, I thirk this was 

the best EC in a long time, with some 

pointed and accurate comments on " the 

biz" as it exists today. And I can relate 

strongly to Nate Kunkel's "Do The Dor'ts" 

list! Th s is coming from someone who 

showers, then goes on the treadmill. 

Dan Buxbaum 

N. Merrick, NY 

TAKE 3 

GREAT article on Eddie Kramer. I 

knew who he was. but not nearly 

to what extent he had influerced 

the music I listen to! Had I known, 

I might have dropped and bowed 

before him! 

I also noticed that while EO has gotten slim-

mer .. . this issue was full of great jewels! No 

fluff, just quality writing. 
Dendy Jarrett 

TAKE 4 
Craig made a whopper on page 26, last para-

graph. Hendrix sure DIDN'T string his guitar like 

a righty — he strung it with high E pointing 

toward his toes, according to Guitar Player. If 

that weren't enough, just look at any picture 

or video, especially Jimi Hendrix Live at 

Woodstock. 
I thought everyone knew this by now. 

Thank you 

Joe Cesare 

Editor's Note: While we'd like to stick to the jour-

nalistic tried and true of not apologizing, not 

explaining or not deigning to place the blame 

on somebody, anybody else (blaming your 

drinking is a close second), Craig felt compelled 

to defend his integrity (he's the only one 

around here with any of THAT stuff) and so here 

you go. "Sorry, this was due to my misun-

derstanding something Eddie Kramer had said 

during the course of our interview I specifically 

asked Eddie about Jimi's stringing thing with 

the high E on top, and he said yes, that's the 

way it was. But I think he didn't hear my ques-

tion correctly so I'm not going to lay it on 

him. And hey, I did send him the piece for fact-

checking. How about this as a correction 
though? In the Eddie Kramer interview, the arti-

cle stated incorrectly that Jimi Hendrix played 

a right-handed guitar left-handed. He in fact 

took a right-handed guitar and strung it for a 

left-handed player." 

SOUTHERN MAN NEEDS 

US AROUND ANYHOW 

Just finished reading November. 

I've also read Tape Op. 

Both are good. 
Different styles. EO is definitely more fun. 

So from the individual who equates fun with 

frivolity, you are probably getting the " no con-

tent" jab. But for those of us who wish to be 

entertained while informed . . . well, that 

speaks for itself. 

And I like the letters from the Editor. Yes, 

sometimes I have to begin a passage back from 

the front, because, it can be a little, um, Yoda-

like, the message, you see. But fun is what it 

makes for us that read the letter. And abstract 

art is the art I like, and boring writing, that you 

can read while feeding the dog, is just that . 

. . boring . . . no matter how informative. 

Pete Kelly 

Chapel Hill, NC 
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YEAH. YOU KNOW WHO I AM! 

In December 2005, we ran this. 

Of course course that was the same month that Rolling Stone had printed 

the photo with his ID [ it was Rick Rubin and his Flipper copy band, 

Hose D'oh! Curses Rolling Stone. In any case we've delivered hearty 

handshakes or maybe even T-shirts to the following young wags. 

David deMarco, BZ Dooley, Zach Meadows, Jason Caffee 

from The Jam Room Recording Studio, Stephen Bloome, Michael 

Miller, Robert Voso, David C. Somerall, Steve VVytas, Johnny B., Eric 

Nixon, Tim Denmark, Lynwood Robinson, Operafan77, 

Adam Simon, Curt Gibbs, Dana Jon Chappelle 

Well done, all. 

WHO AM I? 
One o' these people is a famous producer. You get a cookie 

and hearty handshake if you can tell me who, wnat, which, 

what. You game? Send guesses to erobinson@musicplayencom. 

OUT WITH YOUR HANDS UP 

WE. GU I YOU 
SURROUNDED 

▪ With the advent of Home Theater In a Box 
N 
N (HTIB) and the proliferation of surround sound 

▪ into millions of living rooms, the market for mul-
o. 
• tichannel production is ripe for those in the 

12". know. But what happens when your carefully 

crafted mix leaves the studio? 

Unlike traditional CD stereo playback, the 

world of surround sound is largely based on the 

need for encoding and decoding. Whether it's 

a concert DVD-Video, HDTV broadcast or a 

video game, the 5.1 format currently reigns 

supreme. The term ' 5.1' represents a Left, 

Center, Right, Left Surround, Right Surround 

and Low Frequency Effect (LFE) channel con-

figuration. Virtually every home theater currently 
sold can handle this type of playback, with 

some even adding extra ' rear' speakers for 

more ambiance beyond 5.1. 

To confuse matters a bit more (or to clear 

them up), there are two additional formats 

called Super Audio Compact Disc (SACD) and 

DVD-A (Audio), which both provide hi-resolution 

stereo and 5.1 audio. However, both need to 

be fed through six analog RCA outputs into that 

same home receiver that handles your movies, 

CDs, and TV broadcasts . . . ugh. 

Since I happen to own an Onkyo HT-S780 

71 home theater system with matching uni-

versal player ( DVD-Vs, SACDs, and DVD-A 

discs), I asked their National Education Manager 

;  

1211 RR UM MI MR RR BM UM IM RR 

.7.— ...,.........-- -Wida-X7iiEle;«act .....,. ... ."•........" 1 
e . 

M 'ç'ç .'.. e I ..e' 0.9 S :  N..... 1 r. _ - RAI., % 
Ill Millaill. • MUM EVOINTICŒ 

lli p....m. 

Bob Tamburri to elaborate on the matter at 

hand. "One of the important things about the 

surround receivers role is that in most cases, 

you can assign or pre-assign how it treats the 

various signals being fed into it," he noted. 

"Typically, a surround mix from a DVD-V would 

be in the Dolby Digital or DTS formats. Both 

of these are encoded bitstream and would 

be handled by the player and the receiver 

through the coaxial or optical digital feed." 

"From there you have a couple of options," 

he continued. "A Dolby Digital 5.1 mix will be 

handled as a Doty Digital encoded signal and 

therefore you'll get a discrete 5.1 playback 

from the receiver ( Left, Center, Fight, Left 

Surround, Right Surround, LFE). Similarly, if it 

sees a DTS signal, the receiver would treat it 

accordingly. DTS is the parallel process lo 

Dolby Digital, and while it is still 5.1, the 

receiver uses a different codec to decode it. 

However, it is very similar in terms of what it 

outputs to the end consumer." 
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Virtual Voices, Real Results 
HARIVIONYZ 

Natural, intelligent vocal harmony for ProTools HD and PowerCore 
If you've dreamed of producing a hit song, you've surely thought about great harmonies. Now think 

about arranging and stacking the perfect harmony parts long after the singer has done the main 

work and gone home. How about adding that one last high harmony part... during mixing! Maybe 

you could quadruple each of the three parts your singer did in three quick passes through the 

plug-in. These are your options with Harmony4. With a choice of MIDI controlled and automatic 

control methods, anyone can take advantage of this new way of working regardless of instrument 

skills. The sonic difference lies in TC-Helicon's research and implementation of humanization 

features, the accuracy and speed of the patent-pending pitch detection and other great algorithms 

you'll discover when you use Harmony4 on your next song. 

Features: 

▪ Creates convincing virtual harmony tracks from a single vocal 

8- Latest generation harmony technology with robust input pitch detection and smooth harmony sound 

▪ Produces rich vocal harmony and memorable special effects 

P• Individual voice control of humanization features and more 

• Harmony voices can sound like clones of the lead singer or 4 different singers 
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Punch In 
SURROUNDED 

And don't always assume that when it says 

Dolby Digital, it means there's a 5.1 mix involved.. 

Often you will find a Dolby Digital 2.0 or 2.1 mix 

(with LFE) — especially in television broad-

casts. If my Onkyo detects a Dolby Digital 2.0 

mix, it will simply play it back as transmitted — 

in stereo. 

This however, brings up our next issue. 

What are all those 'Surround Modes' on the 

receiver? "A Dolby 2.0 or 2.1 mix will playback 

on a two-channel system, assuming they have 

Dolby Decoding ( in some cases there is a 

decoder in the player itself)," Tamburri continued. 

"But any two-channel signal that's digital (or ana-

log) can then be processed in the receiver with 

Pro Logic or Pro Logic II ( if the receiver has it), 

which is a 5.1 matrix surround algorithm. It will 

take all the low frequency information, output 

it into the sub, interpolate a center channel 

from the left and right, and provide a matrixed 

surround. Often that surround information is 

matrix encoded into a Dolby Surround two-

channel mix, and that's what you get on a lot of 

VHS tapes that have the ' Dolby Surround' label 

on them. Pro Logic and PLI) were designed to 

take that matrix surround and decode it for 5.1 

systems. It's surround through math." 

Tamburri continued to describe several other 

'Surround Modes' available on a typical receiver. 

"PLI) X (Pro Logic II X) is where the PLI) (Pro Logic 

II) system decodes a 5.1 surround output from a 

two-channel source and takes it up to 6.1 or 7.1. 

So you can take a two-channel source and actu-

ally get a 7.1 surround output from that, if your 

home theater can handle 71. It will actually extrap-

olate an additional two channels for 'Surround Back', 

not just Left and Right Surround. Then there is DTS 

Neo6, which is that company's version of Dolby 

PLI) and PLI) x. Neo6 will take a two-channel 

source and convert it to 5.1, or 6.1, and so forth. 

It uses an algorithm process — so again, it's 

basically synthesizing a surround matrix!' 

' nOK SEE 

Now, stay with us here folks, nobody said this 

would be easy. We've gone this far into the 

receiver, so we have to keep going. "There is also 

Dolby Digital EX and DTS ES," Tamburri says. "A 

Dolby Digital EX mix will generally include a sin-

gle discrete surround back channel, providing 6.1 

output. DTS happens to have two types of ES, 

matrix and discrete. Discrete will take DTS ES 

encoded tracks off the DVD and play them back 

discretely in 6.1, where as the ES matrix will 

take a 5.1 signal and give you a synthesized 6.1. 

On the higher end type home theater systems, 

you're going to have THX processing, which also 

gives you 71. That's essentially their version of Dolby 

Digital EX, but it gives you two channels in the back, 

not just one — although it's the same information 

coming out of both. That's applied more to movies, 

but they do have a spec for music." 

Now let's look at a scenario where a 5.1 mix 

from your studio is placed onto a DVD-V, and 

encoded for both Dolby Digital and DTS. Once 

placed into the DVD player, you would have 

to choose either the Dolby Digital or DTS audio 

in a typical " audio preferences" menu. That 

encoded mix would then stream out the opti-

cal or coaxial output and be detected by the 

receiver — which would then decode and play 

the full discrete 5.1 audio. If you only output 

stereo, such as a Dolby Digital 2.0 mix or 16-bit 

CD, the receiver could either play it as such, or 

you can use one of the many 'faux' surround 

modes for a surround-like experience. 

The next concept that's important to under-

stand about home theater audio is that of bass 

management. With a Dolby Digital or DTS mix, 

the receiver will filter out any bass information 

and direct it into the subwoofer. This crossover 

selection is located in the receiver, and typically 

varies from 60 up to 150Hz — with 100Hz being 

a common setting. Simply put, bass management 

allows home theater systems with small satel-

lite speakers to reproduce bass properly. Some 

of them even allow you do direct bass to any 

speakers that can handle it, such as the Front Left 

and Right on my particular system. 

But what about SACD and DVD-A discs, 

why are they hooked up analog into the 

receiver? " The universal player on'y outputs 

DSD ISACD's audio format) or DVD-A out of the 

six analog outputs," Tamburri noted. " They are 

not bass managed either from the player or at 

the receiver end. Essentially, it's a channel for 

channel analog feed with no processing going 

on. Some higher end players do feature bass 

management for these formats, but many don't" 

Another reason that the SACD and DVD-A 

output is generally only analog is that there is 

no standard " codec" for these formats. The 

processing for these must therefore be handled 

by the player and output as a discrete 5.1 sig-

nal. " Some newer players and receivers 

equipped with iLink ( SACD and DVD-A) and 

HDMI (currently DVD-A only) can handle these 

formats in the digital domain — with no addi-

tional D/A or AID processing," Tamburri said. 

"Many, such as our Onkyo's DV-SP1000, do 

feature bass management as well." 

What this all means to you as a producer creating 

a surround mix is that you need to consider what 

the consumer will hear in their home theater. If your 

project is encoded for Dolby Digital or DTS, it will 

generally be sent digitally into a receiver ard be bass 

managed. If it's a higher resolution DVD-A or 

SACD, chances are good it will be heard with no 

processing — so be careful of your low and. If it's 

broadcast over a cable network in Dolby Digital, con-

sumers with a surround home theater can hear it 

as such; otherwise they will just get stereo. 

But wait, there's more! 

The next generations of hi-resolutior disc for-

mats are just around the corner. For new, enjoy 

the surround sound home theater experience, 
because that next mix pumping through the 

system might just be yours. 

POWER TOOLS 
FOR REASON 3.0 

There are three main target audiences for this book . 

• Reason newbies who want to be awed by what the program 

can do. 

• Reason experts who want to be surprised by all the things 

they haven't discovered yet. 

• Those teaching college-level courses on how to write third party books about 

music software, and need a book they can use as an ideal example of 

the genre. 

There are lots of books about Reason 3.0, many of which are basically rewrites 

of the manual — which seems like a somewhat pointless exercise, as Reason 

already has an excellent manual. So, Power Tools goes Jvhere 

the manual doesn't go by revealing a host of extremely cre-

ative applications that exploit some of Reason's least-

understood features. Many of the techniques rely on clever 

patching; for those who weren't raised on modular synthesis, 

this alone is worth the price of the book for showing the 

power of the patch cord. 

But even ReDrum ( about as obvious a module as 

you'll find) gets some surprising expert tips, and the sectio-is on 

exploiting Reason's signal processors are masterful. The book also 

folds in a ton of shortcuts and time-savers, describes how to add your 

own " skins" to the Combinator patches, provides a concise course 

on mastering, and much more. The end result is a book that doesn't just 

teach, but enlightens. —Craig Anderton 
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"You exceeded my 

expectations of what a 

company can and will 

do for its customers. I 

am sure you have orders 

for large studios, but 

my purchase seemed 

equally important. 

Sweetwater will be my 

first recommendation 

for pro audio gear." 

—Derek Bristow 

MUSIC INC. NIACAZIN 

T GEAR 
BEST SOLUTION 

Buying gear is 3bouit more than getting a box. t's about getting a SOLUTION That will help you produce your 
music faster, easier, and better than before. Sweetwater offers unparalleled knowledge, experience, and 
service to ensure you're baying a solution to your needs, not just another box 

•.:.. 

• • 
• • 

Hi're's how Sweetwater is providing solutions to musicians, 
engineers, and producers everywhere: 

• Kncwledgeable, highly trained Sales Engineers with real-world experience 
personally consult on your cear purciases. 

• Immense in- stock invertory ready to ship to your dgor. 

• Free technical support with any purchase. 

• Ir-housa service and repair f)r all products we carry. 

Fast free shippirg f3r most tarns. 

Massive website with thousands of pages of tips, tricks product information, and support. 

Amazit,g, prices and unmatcl-ed customer service. 

Sweetwater 
nIti›it_ technology Ofltri 

CO . 
0000no:  

TO FIND OUT MORE, CALL SWEETVVATER TODAY 

(800) 222-4700 
wvvvv.sweetwater.corn 
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ROGER WATERS, 
CR IRR, & VET 
ANOTHER EPI 

PINK FLOYD'S former 
front man goes operatic in the 
producing, recording, staging, and 

screening of 12 years oi 
IN 4 DIMENSIONS studio servitude. 

e listened to The Wa// for the first time in 8th grade. While the music 
was initially what attracted me, Waters' lyrics were the first form of 

poetry I'd ever been exposed to and the combination of these 

words and music would set an extremely high standard for every-

thing I listened to for the next quarter century. On The Wall, The Dark 

Side of the Moon, and on and on, Waters manages to make lasting works 

of art and he's done it again, creating, arguably, his life's masterpiece, 

Ca Ira, which debuted at Number One on Billboard's classical charts late 

last year. 

Classical? Classical. 

And Ca Ira's message of liberation of the human spirit is a work of 

staggering scope and complexity that quite possibly moves beyond what 

he'd ever have achieved with Pink Floyd. The album, produced by 

Roger Waters and Rick Wentworth, and engineered by Simon Rhodes 

at Abbey Road Studios, is the result of an exhaustive 12-year process 

that also, darkly and unfortunately, saw the death of Waters' three close 

friends and collaborators, Philippe Constantin and Etienne ard Nadine 

Roda-Gil. 

It's an opera in three parts, set in the context of the French 

Revolution, featuring an 80-piece orchestra, child and adult choirs, and 

a cast of well known opera singers including Welsh bass-baritone Bryn 

Terfel, Chinese soprano Ying Huang, and American tenor Paul Groves. 

And this is its story. 

THERE'S R RUMBLE UNDER THE GROUND: 
ROGER'S EARLY DEMOS 

Ca Ira came to life when Waters' friend and associate for many 

years, Philippe Constantin, got Etienne Roda-Gil, Nadine Roda-Gil, and 

Waters together in 1988 to discuss the idea of setting music to a 50-

page French libretto that Etienne and his wife had written and illus-

trated. Etienne initially wanted Roger to repurpose some of Waters' 

earlier material, but after reading the libretto and seeing the accom-

panying illustrations, Waters was transfixed and started wr ting and 

recording a new score. 

Throughout his career, Waters has been a tech aficionado. [ Fun 

faact: He recorded the coins that appeared on The Dark Side of the 

Moon in 1972 on his old Revox A77 machine.I The very first demos 

of Ca Ira were recorded at Waters' home studio in Hampshire, 

England, using a pair of U67s on his grand piano land a U47 on his 

voice) into a Studer 24-track machine. " I always sing through a 

U47, which is like a bar of gold to me," said Waters. " I do all my vocals 

with that mic, and I've had it for 20 years. It's much bigger than a 

U67, and has that chrome bit that goes across the top. It's a fabu-

lous machine." In these early demos, he also used an E-mu 3 sam-

pler: " Really the best sample it had on it was bombs going off and 

shells arriving, and stuff like that. 'Armageddon' was the sample; I 

used that one a lot." For the early demos of " To the Windward Isles," 

Waters employed a Linn Drum, excerpts of which are audible in the 

DVD that ships with Ca Ira. 

As the piece developed, Waters found that he needed to bring in 

someone who was a master at orchestration and arrangemert, so he 

brought in producer Rick Wentworth as a co-producer. Waters and 

Wentworth refined the score, working at Waters' home on an archa-

ic Atari system running Notator, which was eventually swapped out for 

Logic Audio. For Waters, it was love at first sight: " Logic Audio is such 

a brilliant system; I've worked in Logic ever since then." 

But Waters had to personally overcome many technical challenges 

to create Ca Ira, and had to fully re-adjust the way he was used to writ-

ing and arranging. In creating the score, he had to work hard to 

understand the possibilities and limitations of every single element 

in the orchestra, as well as learn to read and write notation. " The 

biggest challenge for me was the technical stretch of coming to grps with 
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how a symphony orchestra works. I think I always had a pretty good han-

dle on the way choral music works, but I didn't know much about 

orchestral instruments; what their ranges were and so on and so forth. 

So quite often when I finished an orchestration, I would go to Rick, who 

worked on it with me, and he would say, ' I think that's very beautiful, 

but you do know that an oboe can't play that line, it doesn't go that high: 

or that low, or whatever. So I would say, ' give it to a bassoon,' or ' well, 

let's make it work.'" 

'1 also had to learn to make sense of notation and manuscript; up until 

this point, I'd never even bothered to look at a piece of manuscript, and 

so I had to learn to read and write, which I dd. I row know all the oasic 

stuff about notation_ Obviously I sort of knew a lot about it before because 

of the work I'd done in music before, but it was all done by ear." 

SO TG THE STREETS OF LONDON: 
RECORDING COMMENCES AT %BEV PORE) 

As they continued refining the arrangements, the recording of Ca Ira 

began in earnest at Abbey Road. Initially, the lyrics and storyline for tne 

opera were all in French, taken directly from Etienne's libretto. Howeve-, 

on hearing the early recordings out of Abbey Road, Sony Music sug-

gested a move toward doing tne piece entirely in English, believing (quite 

rghtly, as it turns out) that it had crossover potential So, at Sony's behest, 

Roger translated and substantially added to the lyrical aspect of the com-

position before an English recording could begin. During this rework, 

the scale of the piece increased dramatically as Waters reworked it to 

translate to the stage. 

A false start occurred though, perhaps predictably, when the 

record company provided people " because they wanted marquee 

names on it," Waters says. " So we spent four days with a producer and 

an engineer that came in from New York; it was an absolute disaster. 

They reassured me, and said, ' Don't worry, we've got everything 

covered.' I sort of believed them, but then I pulled the mu titracks after 

they'd gone and realized they might have as we'l had a pair of stereo 

mics over the conductor's head for all the separation that there 

was. It was just awful. So unfortunately, I had to can that first 

attempt. Sony, to their eternal credit, picked up half the tab; it cost 

us $300 grand to record that; they picked up $150k and I picked up 

$150k and we started again." 
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ANOTHER EPIC IN 4 DIMENSIONS 
On the second go-round, Waters and Sony brought in Simon 

Rhodes, the acclaimed Abbey Road engineer, who Roger states is 

.. probably the top classical engineer in England." Waters says that 

it became obvious at the very beginning of the new sessions that it was 

absolutely the right decision to start again. The chosen venues for the 

recordings, which occurred over an extensive eight year period, 

evolved over time and included Air Lyndhurst, Abbey Road, Angel, 

Whitfield Street, Sony and Sphere in London, and Guilliaume Tell and 
Mega in Paris. 

The sessions were originally tracked on a Sony DASH 48-track dig-

ital machine using a variety of Neve and SSL consoles. This subsequently 

changed over to a Pro Tools/Pyramix combo: Pro Tools for the vocals and 

Pyramix for the orchestra. Everything was mixed in the Abbey Road 

Penthouse Studio through a Neve Capricorn desk onto a separate Pro 

Tools mix rig in two 5.1 and a 3.0 stem. The virtually premixed effects 

were then combined with this session by David Novack and David 

Paterson in New York and the whole was then finally mixed simultaneously 

in 5.1 and stereo, in English and French, back in London. 

NOV HERR YE! 
Rhodes recorded the basic orchestral parts with Wentworth conduct-

ing, then proceeded to record the adult and children's choirs, then the 

soloists. His objective was to make it very natural sounding, using a 

very standard symphonic arrangement of instrumentalists. Rhodes was 

careful to capture all the individual elements within the orchestra that 

required controlling later: " I was aware of Roger's background where 

there is 100% control of every element. But with an orchestra there's 

so much spill; that's what recording classical music is all about — con-

trolling the spill from one mic to the next and using it to your advan-

tage." As standard practice, Rhodes doesn't like to record with any 

processing; if something isn't sounding right, he prefers to change or 

move his microphones, or rebalance the orchestra. 

While the recording was in process, Waters would often make on 

the fly changes to lyrics and arrangements, so everyone involved had 

to stay on their toes: " He would experiment with different notes and 

lines as we went along. Once we figured out where he was coming 

from with this, we were very able to steer the ship in that direction. 

The project was evolving the whole time, and you had to keep track of 

where you were every single moment," Rhodes says. As producer, most 

of Waters' time was spent on the studio floor with co-producer/conductor 

Wentworth and the artists, while Rhodes manned the controls and kept 
track of all the takes. 

To facilitate overdubs and keep the orchestra in synchronization, 

Rhodes says the conductor had to be videotaped to serve as the 

common reference point: " It was quite interesting, because we video-

taped the conductor and then we edited him on U-matic tape Then we 

had the orchestra digitally edited using two 48-track machines. We had 

to edit the conductor at the same time, which is just a case of slaving 

You Don't Know e 

LSD-2 
Dual Large Diaphragm 
Adjustable Stereo Image 
(Upper Capsule Rotates 270) 
Indtvidualty Selectable Polar Response 
(For XY, MS. or Blumlein Techniques) 
-1oe Pad High Pass Filter 
S549 Estimated Street Price 

C4 
Small Diaphragm Condenser 
Factory Matched Pair 
Interchangeable Capsules 
i2 Sets - Cardocl, Omni) 
S319 Estimated Street Price 

But Audio Runs in My Family! 
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ANOTHER EPIC IN 4 DIMENSIONS 
the two video machines together; the one you recorded on and the one 

that you're playing the conductor off of." 

Waters has a particular fondness for the human voice, and the rich 

sounding choirs are one of the most obviously appealing elements of 

the album. The adult choirs, which included the London Voices and the 

London Oratory Choir, consisted of about 60 people and the Italia Conti 

Children's Choir of about 20. While recording the choirs, Rhodes was 

thinking in 5.1 the whole time, using left, center, right and two room 

mics. For the front mics, he used Neumann U47s, for the rear mics 

he used U67s, and the room mics were KM 84s. Apart from the 

room mics, no microphone was ever placed more than 10 feet away 

from any element in the choir. 

To record the soloists, Rhodes used a Neumann U47 and employ-

ing an operatic distance of about three feet, which he says gives the 

voice a greater chance to develop overtones. This is particularly fascinating 

to watch in the DVD that comes with the album. Rhodes describes how 

the sound can change over very short relative distances: "When you 

record a vocal a few centimeters away, you have a colossal difference 

in perspective. If you record the vocals at an arms length, you'll find 

that the whole thing integrates more comfortably." 

KINGS, STICKS 8e, DRAMATIC 
SOUND EFFECTS 

Ca Ira presents us with a wide array of sound effects: barking dogs, wind 

and rain, creaking ships, and, of course, the guillotine. These add an enor-

mous amount of dimension to the recording, and are placed very strate-

gically in the 5:1 field: " You have to create on and offstage effects," says 

Rhodes. " This was an area in which we had a lot of fun and had to be 

very creative." David Novack and David Paterson handled sound effects 

design on the record, which Waters says involved chopping melons in 

half to create the guillotine noises, among other things. For the wind 

noises, Waters' employed his original tried and true Putney VCS3, the same 

machine used for all the wind effects throughout "Wish You Were 

Here " It was made in 1965, and just pre-dates the Moog by a few months, 

I think. It has only three oscillators, but it makes great wind," Waters says. 

VIVE L'ENREGISTRANT DE CR IRR: MIXING 
AND MASTERING 

Since Ca Ira was recorded in so many different venues over a period of so 

many years, Rhodes was faced with a challenge in achieving a common 

acoustical feel throughout the record.To help even the score, Rhodes inte-

grated a Sony 777 convolution reverb along the way: " The Sony was the 

only one available at the time. I actually sampled Air Lyndhurst and used 

it on the entire record:" Rhodes says this helped assimilate the vocal tracks, 

which were recorded in both large and small rooms. 

For the most part, Waters let Rhodes drive during the mix phase, 

apart from suggesting that he slightly alter the overall perspective of 

the singers in the mix: " In the originals, the singers were much more 

in your face, and I said ' Simon, we need to pretend we're in an audi-

torium and at least try and make the singers sit on a stage somewhere 

in front of us, with an orchestra behind them.' I wanted it to sound like 

it was a performance of a piece," Waters says. 

The album's mastering is an achievement in itself though: there 

are many very quiet intimate sections on the record, as well as many 

loud, powerful sections. The balance of all these elements have been 

handled solely by Rhodes' expert hands at Abbey Road, using the 

dynamic algorithms of no less than a TC Electronics M5000. After 

Roger listened to it in his car and said it was a little too dynamic, 

Rhodes gently added some multi-band compression to smooth it out 

"I hope I've struck a balance between not being too dynamic and 

being exciting; loudness is subjective though. In the real world, it's 

more dynamic than you can really get on a CD," Rhodes says. The 

end result is that all the emotion and variety of the performances 

have been preserved. 

And having worked on the recordings for eight years, Rhodes 

feels that no stone was left unturned: " We've spent a long time 

reflecting on all the recordings, all the mixes, every aspect of it." 

Ca Ira is quite an accomplishment not just artistically, but also technically 

considering the mammoth changes that have occurred in the record-

ing industry during the last decade, not the least in the area of 

recording software." 

SCHULKEV 8k In Good Night and Good Luck, Being John Malkovich, and the upcoming 
ATL,the dynamic duo of Curt GLAscocK! cSicnheumlkaeysoaunnddAealvtyn editing Ilaosockowckaym.rokoe easy. 

the world of sonic storytelling known as motion picture 

sound editing contains one immutable truth, it is this: 

There's Always Something. 

Even at the very pinnacle of the profession, with 

the most noise-conscious directors, the most-skilled on-set mix-

ing engineers, the best mics, it's almost impossible to stop 

unwanted clicks, hisses, clunks, and pops from sneaking onto a 

dialogue track. For sound editors Curt Schulkey and Aaron 

Glascock, the highest expression of their calling is crafting the aural 

ra component of a director's creative vision, as they did for George 

Clooney on Good Night and Good Luck. But a good chunk of this 

tag-team's work is, was, and always will be what Schulkey calls 

"housekeeping." 

Leaning back on the couch inside an editing suite at the Warner Bros. 

Studios lot in Burbank, Schulkey, whose lengthy list of credits includes 

Insomnia, Being John Malkovich, and The Empire Strikes Back, 

describes a particularly annoying sound that made it onto a dialogue 

track in his and Glascock's current project, ATL. 

"We have a scene in this movie where there's two guys driving 

in a car," he says. " They were actually driving the car instead of 

being towed, and it was a ' 79 El Camino that's sending out ignition 

bursts that are interfering with the radio mic, so every two seconds 

there's a ckk-ckk." 

Back in the old days, a bug like that might have caused cats like 

Schulkey and Glascock to throw up their hands and beg the director 

to get the actors back into the studio for an ADR session. But on ATL, 

26 EQ MARCH 2006 www.eqmag.com 
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SCHULKEV 81 GLF1SCOCK! 
as on Good Night and Good Luck, 

digital saved the day. Bundling in 

the plug- ins ( Sony Oxford 

Restoration Suite et al) for restor-

ing old, degraded recordings they 

got to work. " We're not restoring 

old recordings, we're restoring 

brand-new things they shot last 

week that are just messed up and 

have issues with noise," Schulkey 

notes. "The software doesn't know 

that that's not a record snap or 

pop or whatever. So we use all of 

those things for slightly different 

purposes than that for which they 

were intended." 

"As a sound editor, you develop 

this ability to become a scavenger, 

and you're always changing the 

interface of tools or solutions or 

sound effects," Glascock says, 

perched in his swivel chair in front 

of his monitor and mixing board. 

"Our job is to find the best sound 

or set of sounds to work dramati-

cally, but that's not always the 

sound you're ' seeing.' There's a 

certain amount of sleight of hand 

involved, and we do that with the 

tools too." 

This sonic legerdemain used 

to be a much more physical 

process, involving heavy cans 

of film, bulking editing machines, 

tape, and razor blades. " You'd 

come to work in clean clothes 

and leave in dirty clothes," 

Glascock says. Now? Well, ATL 

will be mixed on an Icon console 

on Stage 6 at Warner Brothers, 

and it'll be a virtual mix until 

the very end. " That's fairly rare 

in medium- to large- size fea-

tures, to remain in that world," 

Schulkey says. " It takes some 

horsepower out of the systems 

that a lot of people don't have. 

Luckily, Warner Bros. does have 

that right now." As far as other 

favorite tools, Schulkey says 

they are using a lot of impulse-response reverbs, 

ating environments and matching post-production 

tion dialogue. 

Glascock relates how he and Schulkey will often try to pull a fast one 

on Pro Tools. "The current version of Pro Tools is very rigid as to how it 

will search and find a missing file," he says. " We're doing all kinds of 24-

bit OMFs, which the current Avid doesn't allow for. So we revert to an older 

version of Pro Tools that allows us to be a little bit more sneaky about locat-

ing sounds and telling it one thing and doing something else with it. 

"The current version of 
Pro Tools is very rigid as to 
how it will search and find 
a missing file," he says. 
"We're doing all kinds of 
24-bit OMFs, which the 

current Avid doesn't allow 
for. So we revert to an 

older version of Pro Tools 
that allows us to be a little 

bit more sneaky about 
locating sounds and telling 

it one thing and doing 
something else with it." 

bath for cre-

ard produc-

"The use of tools for something else is some-

thing we do all the time," Glascock says. " It 

seems like all these plug-ins are aesigned for 

music use. We use them to make things sound 

weird or funny or interesting or abstract." 

And the nature of the business means that 

they need all the help they can get. " The sound 

mixer on the set has a very difficult job in that he's 

the last person who's consulted about ,ocation 

and recordirg conditions and setup," Glascock 

says. " I think it's really hard to end up with a per-

fect track. There are a few guys who car. We've 

been very fortunate on some of these movies to 

work with great mixers, but we're always going 

to be repairing stuff." 

Of course, if the offending sound is strong 

enough, no fancy plug-in is going to make it 

disappear entirely. " There are some people 

who believe there are miracle tools that can 

make it all sound great," Schulkey says. " There 

are no miracle tools. The best of all the 

restoration things make improvements, but 

they don't fix it, they don't completely fix it. 

One of the most powerful tools we have is just 

to re-record it. Unfortunately, that hurts the schedule, it hurts the 

budget, it hurts performances sometimes. But that is one of the 

most significant tools we have, which we don't ever like to use, 

because it loses a certain amount of freshress and vitality that's 

in the original track." 

Glascock notes that some directors flat-out refuse to use ADR in 

their films, which can work if those same directors make a strong com-

mitment to not making the sound designers' jobs impossible: towing 

cars (and boats) instead of driving them, closing doors instead of 
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SCHULKEV & GLASCOCK! 
leaving them open, and being very careful about where they put the 

finger food. 

"We were on one set when they were filming a scene, and we kept 

hearing this funny noise behind us," Schulkey remembers. " There 

were chafing dishes for the craft service table with hot snacks on them, 

bubbling through the scene. That's the kind of thing; it's really hard to 

keep control of everything that's going to ruin the sound on the set. 

There's always something that's making noise that they can't control. 

We have to be prepared to fix things as best as we can." 

On Good Night and Good Luck, Schulkey and Glascoclz faced an 

interesting challenge: weaving together the sounds of archival 

footage and those of present-day actors. " When I talked with 

[producer, director, and star] George Clooney as he was in pre-

production on that, he played music that he thought would be in 

it, he played me scenes of movies that were done in that period, 

and had this kind of quality to them that he wanted to capture," 

Glascock recalls. " He didn't want it to be the conventional sounding 

film. He didn't want to make full use of every bell and whistle that 

every theater has. It needed to keep a 

Part Art. 
Part Science. 

40.1111e 
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focus and not lose its shape. 

"One of the areas that we nad to be 

careful about was not to over-polish it," 

Glascock adds. TV broadcasts of the 

McCarthy era " wouldn't have sounded pris-

tine then." 

"Across the board, with all of these 

tools, you can't use them as erasers," 

Glascock stresses. " Especially wien work-

ing with new recordings and doing EQ, you 

have to be very mindful of the irrtegrity of 

the content. On Good Night and Good 

Luck, we had to be aware of how things 

were recorded back then, and they would 

have only sounded so good. We weren't 

going to add noise to everything else that 

was good to level it out, so we had to find 

a happy medium. 

"In some cases, what we represented 

might have sounded a little better Than what 

a typical television show would have 

sounded like in that moment — though I don't 

think we went too far," Schulkey says. " I 

don't think there were any scenes in there 

that really represented the TV I had in 1960. 

It was set in the CBS News studips where 

they did have reasonably decent equipment, 

so we didn't have to worry about making it 

sound really bad. 

"I think our approach on all of that is 

much the same as our approach on any-

thing else that we do," Schulkey cpntinues. 

"The vintage footage had problems, and 

we improved them, found a level at which we 

would be happy with them. It's the S3me with 

a lot of production sound on any movies, 

where we get it and it has some problems, 

and we try to figure out how to fix it. About 

the only thing we degraded to match back 

to the old stuff were some questioners in 

some of the interviews were being played 

by a modern-day actor, so the actor's voice 

had to be put in there and made to sound as 

if it was in the same world. 

"But it's really pretty easy to degrade 

sound," Schulkey concludes. " It's harder to 

make it sound good. There's all kinds of 

things we can do to make it sound bad, and 

we know 'em all," he adds with a grin. 
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SCRERMING Family Carpenter, John and Cpcly, FILM SCORING will tear your ears to pieces. 

S
howtime was going to kick off its fall season by inviting 
Hollywood's A-list of professional scarers to dig into its 13-episode 

anthology series, Masters of Horror. Among the chosen horror 

mi genre elite was John Carpenter, renowned for both his directorial ,n 
in achievements with cult favorites like Halloween, The Thing, and The Fog, 
cu 
•-• as well as for his consistent ability as a composer to support nightmarish .... 
a) 
c imagery with equally chilling scores. 
in 
clà Perfect. n 
›i• Carpenter embraced Showtime's vision and immediately got to work 
.ca 

on " Cigarette Burns," the eighth episode of the series that sends its 

main characters on a dangerous quest for a rare film print that, accord-

ing to legend, drove its first (and only) audience to murderous hyste-

ria. After tending to the usual filmmaking details that define his work 

and mark his process, Carpenter did something quite out of the ordi-

nary when it came time to score the episode: He handed the music 

keys to someone else. 

Enter Cody Carpenter. 
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SCREAMING FILM SCORING 
He composed the score for " Cigarette Burns," after doing some 

previous scoring work on individual scenes in Ghosts of Mars and 

Vampires. He's also John's son. "One of the things that's great about 

this time in my life is I can watch Cody go beyond me musically," says 

John Carpenter. " His playing ability in his ear is way, way beyond me. 

And his feel is starting to go beyond mine also. A lot of this is just 

creating emotion with music, that's what it's about, and in conjunc-

tion with the image." 

In an astoundingly short time frame of just 4.5 days, Cody 

Carpenter composed the entire synthesizer-based score for the 

film onsite at Cherokee Studios. With the Korg Triton as his primary 

instrument, Cody Carpenter also made use of the Korg MS 2000s 

for some analog sounds, and rounded out the composition with an 

acoustic piano, an electric guitar, and a drum kit. Aside from 

pre-writing the main title piece, his process was completely impro-

visational, playing to the picture as it ran on a big screen in 

Cherokee's Studio 1. 

"It's just not as fun 
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to pre-write music," says Cody Carpenter 

about his preference for improvisation. Add 

to that a shared artistic philosophy that film 

scores should favor simplicity and subtly, and 

the Carpenter gene pool starts to reflect a 

mutual mad musical genius that debunks the 

Hollywood adage of " it's not what you know, 

but who you know." 

So along with studio owner and pro-

ducer Bruce Robb, whose credits include 

Saturday Night Fever, Boyz in the Hood, 

Village of the Damned, aid Shrek, 

Carpenter made the big decision to go 

digital on this one. Generally a die-hard 

fan of analog, Robb went Pro Tools HD on 

account of it being Cody Carpenter's first 

full-fledged score: Robb wanted to leave 

Carpenter more flexibility than analog 

might have allowed. 

"What makes Pro Tools really cool is 

your ability to manipulate things, to edit, 

to move beats around when something's 

not quite on, to change tempos to change 

keys, to change all of that," says Robb. 

"But, as with Cody's record, it turned 

out none of that was needed for the 

score. So I think if we do another one and 

get into anything that's other than synths, 

we'll definitely end up doing it analog. But 

we did ' Cigarette Burns' on Pro Tools HD, 

and it worked well with synths, and it 

sounds great." 

Robb also recorded the score for 5.1, 

rather than recording in stereo and then 

mixing it in 5.1 after the fact. The technique 

afforded Robb and Cody Carpenter more 

creative options, particularly ir terms of 

servicing the film with a final sound mix 

that played an active role in maintaining the 

drama and tension of the story. 

"Rather than just doing two things left 

and right, you've got five speakers so you 

basically have five channels al your dis-
posal. You can do a lot of different and 

really dramatic things by using rear 

speakers for something other than just 

taking what's in the front speakers and 

putting it back there," says Robb. " It's 

very effective, and it's something I'd 

personally like to hear more of in theaters 

and in scores." 
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write the music, pre-pro-

duction work would get 

o unaerway; the music would be recorded, then edited, mixed, and c 
1̀3 delivered to the dub stage. Finally, if necessary, a soundtrack went to 
E 
e the record company. 
cc 
= These days, proceeding in a linear fashion is the exception, not the 

Ï norm. Take Kingdom of Heaven, for example. With numerous tracking 
a. 
.ce sessions (on two continents) and a seriously edited final cut (the film 

was slashed by an hour as well as having been continually reworked 

throughout the entire production process), recording the score for 

Ridley Scott's medieval epic was anything but simple. For one, things 

were in constant flux. "When I joined Kingdom of Heaven, which 

was six months prior to when a lot of the recording was done, the 

movie was nearly three-and-a-half hours long," explains composer/con-

ductor/co-producer Harry Gregson-Williams [ Profile, page el. "Story 
lines came and went, and we ended up with not much over two hours." 

Gregson-Williams and his staff camped out in London's Sarm 

West studios to track all of the changes and ensure specific scenes were 

in sync with the director's overall vision. ( Ridley Scott, of course, 

would approve of cues.) Scenes would change and sometimes get 

deleted, and Gregson-Williams, who might have just gotten everything 

in sync for the latest version of the film, would have to work through 

more changes. "The filmmaker isn't trying to toy with you or sabotage 

your best-laid plans," explains Gregson-Williams. " There were a lot of 

last-minute choices that affected what I was doing. This is all part of 

film scoring." 
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"We had to respond to the latest cut," says co-producer/recording 

and mixing engineer Peter Cobbin. " The composer in these situa-

tions is keeping an eye on whether we need to do new cues, if we need 

to rescore or readjust, or can we get by with what we have done." 

It seems from the very start, the film was decreed adventuresome. 

"Harry comes from a rather classical background, which for this film 

is essential," said Ridley Scott. " But there is a way tc mix it up." 

THE PROCESS 
Gregson-Williams worxed from freshly recorded tracks to build an 

orchestral mock up through samples. ( Initial recordings at Sarm West were 

used to collect raw material to be edited by Gregson-Williams, nis Los 

Angeles assistant Toby Chu or London technical assistant David Walter) 

"A sample might simply be a recording of a cello section all playing one 

note, then a note above, then another note above, then loudly or softly:' 

Gregson-Williams says. " Then 1 can play my keyboard as though 1 am 

playing a whole sectior of cellos. It has never been my way to sit down 

by the piano and fly through a cue and say, 'This ls where the brass is 

going to come in," Gregson-Williams continues. " I write my musc 

and then program it." 

"Harry would take away [choir and viol sessions] and I would do 

submixes of those and sometimes straight to stereo for Harry to 

continue writing with," explains Peter Cobbrn. " He could then use 

that to build up other cues." 

"I inherded a Pro Tools session with something like 160 tacks play-

ing together just for the percussion," says Pro Tools programmer 

Simon Change)-, who was piesent at most of tne recording sessions 

for Kingdom of Heaven. "They needed somebody to put that in a 

form that Harry could manipulate and use so he could continte to write. 

I would chop up all of [these tracks] for him ard bounce it into stereo 

so he could have it in Cubase, which he writes an. He could then manip-

ulate what 1 gave him and go back and con'orm everything he was doing 

in Cubase with the original multitracks." 

"VIRTUAL" RECORDING SESSIONS 
Principle recogding and mixing took place at London's Abbey Road (Studios 

1 and 2) from January through March. Additional work was done in 

Istanbul, Turkey, (superv'sed by contributing violinist Hugh Marsh), as 

well as Air Lyndnurst in London. At Abbey Road, Peter Cobbin was record-

ing with a Neve 88 RS routing to Pro Tools. " There were upward of 100 

cues, some of which were 200 tracks wide with various orchestras, choirs, 

viols [Consort of Viols dubbed Fretwork], programming [samples], 

percussion, synths, and solo instruments," says Cobbin, who was 

recording and mixing for over 50 days. 
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KINGDOM OF HEAVEN 
Cobbin used what he calls his " virtual 

recording" method. "I always record with dif-

ferent layers of microphone settings, so I still have 

some control when I come to mixing it," Cobbin 

says. " Even though the choir was overdubbed 

separately to the orchestra, they are sitting in the 

same chairs as the first violins, sweeping right 

around to the cellos. I would use the identical 

microphones for the choir as I did for the orches-

tra to help this homogenous feel." 

Cobbin's three-layer microphone tech-

nique was composed of spot mics (placed 

three or four feet away from the source; per-

cussion instruments might be miked within a few inches), main perspective 

mics ( 10 to 12 feet distance from the source), and " ambiance" — a layer 

for which Cobbin places three mics at varying distances apart from each 

other and from the sound source. (For this " wide screen" perspective, 

a choir might require the left and right mics to be placed six feet 

apart; for an orchestra, a distance of 20 to 30 feet apart.) 

What mics were used? " I used a number of different mics as 

spots and for my main perspective, it is a combination of the Neumann 

The plot unfolds as French blacksmith Bailan 

(Orlando Bloom) — dealing with personal tragedy — 

makes a pilgrimage from Europe to the Holy 

Land, Jerusalem, in search of himself, his faith, 

and moral strength just before the time of the Third 

Crusade ( roughly the late 12th Century). Though the 

film is ultimately about finding peace — a " kingdom 

of heaven" as envisioned by leper King Baldwin 

IV — Gregson-Williams beautifully captures the 

clash ( literal and otherwise) of Eastern and Western 

cultures, which is best exemplified in tracks "To 

Jerusalem," "Wall Breached," " Better Man," "The 

Battle of Kerak," "Terms," and " lbelin." As the 

recording for the score progressed, Ridley Scott 

needed more Central Asian ethnicity to reflect the 

literal and spiritual journey through the Holy Land. 

A number of solo sessions were arranged in 

London and Turkey, which focused heavily on the 

Eastern side of the East-meets-West equation. 

Canadian violinist Hugh Marsh was in charge of 

overseeing and organizing two- plus days of record-

ing sessions in Istanbul, Turkey. Gregson-Williams 

gave Marsh mockups of cues as a guide, and Marsh 

then would have each individual instrument play the 

lead or melody so Ridley could choose which one 

made the best fit for a particular cue. After each day 

(of 17-hour work days), tracks of vocals, percussion, 

and other instruments such as oud, kemence ( tra-

ditional stringed instrument of the Ottoman Empire), 

and quanun ( steel guitar) would be sent back to 

London. Musicians were generally recorded in 

groups of two or three. " It was all Pro Tools based," 

says Simon Changer. "A mic pre-amp was used 

with no real compression." 

"As far as the mic placement, we would have 

M50 valve mics. I listen to those to achieve 

what I call the ' main balance' of what is hap-

pening in the room," says Cobbin. " I should 

be able to listen to the seven mics in my main 

array and be able to determine how the 

whole thing should sound. In other words, as 

I co-produce with Harry, I will give him imme-

diate feedback while we're recording as to 

whether we need to change the balance in the 

room, whether the second violins could actu-

ally play up a little bit as compared to the bal-

ance of the first violins and so on. I am a stick-

ler for achieving the best possible balance in 

the room at the time, because you can achieve more by getting the sound 

right in the room than if you try to manipulate it later. 

"Once I am much further out — for the third perspective — I like 

using some of the European mics like Shoeps and B&K omni pattern 

microphones that don't color the sound so much but give me a much 

more straight up sound of room," Cobbin says. " I like using those micro-

phones that have a great signal to noise ratio. Obviously, the sound is 

taking much longer to travel to it." 

to take into account how the instruments resonate," 

says Marsh, who was familiar with Turkish music and 

notation. "A lot of times, the player would give 

direction because these are exotic type of instru-

ments that not everyone has experience with mik-

ing. The musician might suggest, 'Let's put a mic on 

the bass end this time.— 

Back in London, other period instruments were 

being recorded. "[The lute] is the quintessential 

East-meets-West instrument, as it was brought to 

Europe from the Middle East during the medieval 

period, and the entire rich corpus of European lute 

music in a sense owes its very existence to the 

Moorish occupation of Spain in the middle ages," 

explains lute player Jacob Herringman, who 

recorded at Abbey Road. 

"I played an instrument called a daf, which 

is a Kurdish frame drum," says percussionist 

Hussein Zahawy. " Frame drums and kettledrums 

were the most important drums used at that time. 

One mic was placed by the front head, the other 

by the back. That fit in perfectly with the theme 

of the film." 

Hurdy gurdy player Nigel Eaton ( Page & Plant, 

Loreena McKennitt) remembers Gregson-Williams 

wanting to isolate elements of the sound ( melody, 

drone, buzz). (The gurdy's low clacky drone is clear-

ly heard on the opening track, " Burning the Past," 

of the CD soundtrack.) "I delivered Harry every-

thing the hurdy gurdy can do: the droning sounds, 

the buzzing, and unusual string effects," says Eaton 

who recorded at Sarm West. "I thought I'd mix 

the three classic elements of the gurdy and then 

send them to Harry in mono. It was all pre-mixed 

through a Mackie desk. However, Harry wasn't 

after a traditional hurdy gurdy sound, or the entire 

spectrum of sound it could produce, but anything and 

everything it could do." 

"Nigel had a D.I.," remembers David Walter. 

"We also put an AKG mic in front of him so Harry 

could have control over mixing the two. There's a sort 

of ' clacky' element to the hurdy gurdy that the mic 

picked up. If Nigel was doing a drone, we'd take what 

he had done and with a sampler, called Battery, Harry 

mapped out passages on his keyboard." 

Countertenor lestyn Davies' private sessions 

at Sarm West and Abbey Road's Studio 1 ( with the 

Choir of The Kings Consort) evoked an overtly 

ethereal quality of the movie. "I heard a mix of 

the tracks I did at Sarm West and Harry had super-

imposed the soprano section of the Bach Choir, so 

I was sort of wrapped up by hundreds of ladies," 

says Davies. " I think I probably pop up in various 

places albeit disguised by electronic effects and 

synthesized distortions of my voice. Harry showed 

how he could turn what I had recorded, my voice 

that is, into a violin, for example." 

Counting the additional sessions there were 600 

tracks of film mixes, with the cues (and individual 

elements of the cues) being mixed in 5.1 surround 

sound by Cobbin. "When I mix a soundtrack, if the 

soundtrack has, say, 12 titles, and it is in stereo, that 

is 24 tracks," Cobbin reminds. " Considering the 

number of cues we had, we sometimes delivered 

up to 10 stems of six tracks. So, one cue might 

have as many as 60 tracks. With the way this film 

was mixed, and because of all the changes, we 

printed the stems. It was incredibly time consum-

ing, but for this film the amount of options became 

very necessary." 
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Harry Gregson-Williams, at the bright 
nexus between sound and picture, manages 
to make musical magic for a life on and off the 
silver screen that sounds like it should: 

»iirril AIL 
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"Once he gets a piece of 
audio, like the kantele part, 
he'll run it through reverbs, 
delays, all sorts of effects 
and EQs Any kind of audio, 
whether it's a real kantele 
player or a drum loop, he's 
going to run it through a 
bunch of effects looking for 
something that excites him." 

1 
EQ MARCH 2006 

When Harry Gregson-Williams sat down to score 
The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, 

he'd worked on almost 50 scores over the last 10 years. His vitae 

ranges from Narnia director Andrew Adamson's Shrek and Shrek 2, 

to Ridley Scott's Kingdom of Heaven (page 36); from Trey Parker's 

Team America: World Police, to video game music for the Metal Gear 

Solid series. But for Narnia, he quickly spotted a unique obstacle: 

Set the music for a fantasy world, under constrains of reality. 

Which is to say, for a fictional place where furry woodland creatures 

— plus centaurs and fauns — can talk and where he couldn't set a 

believable aural backdrop using only traditional composition and famil-

iar instruments. So he hunted down various ingredients to add a suit-

ably fantastic touch to the score and found his match in the kantele, 

a kind of small box zither from Finland. You can hear it in the score, 

but you can't quite place it. It's like a dulcimer, but lighter. Foreign. 

Magic. Childlike. Which was exactly the point. 

Now take that kantele, add a 120-piece choir ard 75-piece 

orchestra, massive amounts of overdubs, and four months of 18-

hour days, and Harry was in the running for a Golden Globe. 

Well, okay, maybe that's simplifying things a little too much. 

To start, Harry ardently believes that electronic bells and whistles 

cannot salvage a potentially dull score. " There's no button that 

says, ' make it great,' and you push that," he says. " It's never, never, 

all about the technology. It's about how one can use the technology 

as a means to an end, to get to where you want to musically." 

Harry's new three-story Wavecrest Music studio in Venice, 

California, is his base. There, the aforementioned great power he 

employs runs along the lines of Cubase SX 3.1 on a Dual Xeon and 

behemoth mirrored SATA drives. They run MIDI over LAN to Gigas, 

and use Emagic Unitor 8 and AMT8 for synths and Ableton Live 5. 

After sequencing, they move audio to Pro Tools, running on two sys-

tems — one for adding FX to Gigastudio, one for recording and print-

ing — each with one analog interface, seven digital. They use 

custom and commercial sound libraries, about 20 different hardware 

synths, and for recording: an Avalon 727, Eventide DSP4000, 

Lexicon PCM 80 and 90, and a Manley Massive Passive. 

His buddy and mentor Hans Zimmer introduced him to Steinberg's 

Cubase about 10 years ago, when Harry left his native England to 

work with Hans at Media Ventures in Los Angeles. Harry's musi-

cal career began with classical training at age six, 25 years before 

he first touched a sequencer, so he's most comfortable working out 

kinks on the piano. 

But, as Zimmer explains, "We're dealing with recordings. We're 

not dealing with a live performance. How can you transcend the 

limits of a recording, and then make things more exciting?" 

Harry's classical training is buttressed by his embrace of technology 

to create a modern sound, says Hans, who calls him "the first truly 

modern composer." 

Costa Kotselas is music tech engineer at Wavecrest. "I think that 

the stuff Harry does is quite electronic and modern," Costa says, 

referring specifically to the scores for Phone Booth and Men on Fire. 

"I think Harry is definitely more into audio editing and plug-ins and 

effects (than other composers]. VST instruments-wise, he probably 

uses more of them." 

The scoring process for Narnia began, as always, with Harry's fin-

gers anxiously tapping a piano, running through scenes and search-

ing for emotional arcs to generate his point-of-view for orchestration. 

Not a straightforward task. " Many times, one's actually writing 

music playing against what you see on the picture, therefore bringing 
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another dimension to what's happening, as opposed to underscor-

ing the obvious emotion or tension or whatever on the screen:" Harry 

says. " Before I set sail on a score, there's usually a couple weeks 

of panic, thinking, What the hell am I going to do? How am I going 

to bring something to the party? I spend a lot of time in a state of 
high anxiety. It's sort of like getting into a cold swimming pool. 

There's no easy way of doing it. You've just got to jump." 

But it's not ' til after hammering out themes in his head and 

on his piano, that he wrests the score from its organic phase and 

into Cubase. 

"Once I've had those thematic ideas approved by the director, 

I move to Cubase and start programming and orchestrating my ideas:' 

translating the final product into a workable demo. "What Cubase 

allows me to do is to not just tinkle out a little demo on piano and 

say, 'Well, when I come to do the orchestra, there'll be banks of 

French horns playing that tune. And I'll throw in a big chair, and it'll 

sound great!' That's not good enough these days." 

Instead he uses a combination of VST instruments and 

orchestral samples he recorded with Zimmer, fleshing out the 

most accurate demo possible. That way, the director can geve a quick 

"'What would happen if I took those 10 viols that 
nobody has used in 200 years, and shoved them through 
a fuzzbox?' Would it all explode, which would be 
interesting, or would it create a beautiful piece of music, 
which would be equally interesting? A healthy sense of 
anarchy is always very welcome." 
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thumbs-down to the tympani if he's not feeling it in the battle scene. 

Or in the better-case scenario, the director loves every track and 

gives Harry a full-on green light. 

"You could play your director your main theme, which you 

believe in and have worked hard on, and he'll maybe turn around 

and say, ' You know what?That doesn't move me.' So, okay, it's time 

to move on and find something that does. In one way or another, 

you've got to deal with it." 

Regardless of the director's gut reaction, a demo's verisimili-

tude is key to dealing with movie music. The closer-to-life the 

samples are, the better the demo will be. The better the demo, the 

faster orchestration can move. And so on. 

Harry elaborates. The demo " may only be samples, but at 

least the orchestral colors and the emotional content of the cue is 

there. And with a lot of care and attention and programming, 

which is what I try and give it, you can make your demos sound 

absolutely blinding. And then there's no surprises. For instance on 

Narnia, where Disney is spending maybe hundreds of thousands 

of dollars on orchestras and choirs, we don't get to a point where 

the director is saying, 'Well, hold on a second. I don't think we should 

have a choir entering there and I'm not sure about how the music 

sounds here.' Because of the fairly accurate sounding demo 

process, these things will have been sorted out already." 

As resident gear guru, Costa helps guide the process from fre-

netic beginning to frantic end, fixing bugs and rebuilding the studio 

between film projects. He mentions Reaktor — for bath synth and 

effects — because " nothing else sounds like it. But at the same time, 

Harry uses all the standard classic synths: Virus, Nora, Supernova. 

A lot of times, software versions don't quite sound like the originals." 

And the studio uses " Native Instruments, Steinberg, 

Spectrasonics — all the big commercial plug-ins. But we also down-

load weird, wacky plug-ins. Some guy makes a set of filters or distortions 

that's 35 bucks? We buy them. Or ones you could download for free." 

But essentially it comes down to Cubase for all the creative edit-

ing. " Whether it's a real audio part going through a bunch of 

effects, or a VST instrument, whether it's going to be something 

mangled, effected, treated, or processed to sound like something 

else — or something that doesn't exist — Harry's creative tool is 

Cubase SX with all the audio tracks, the plug-ins, effects, the VST 

instruments. That's really the center of everything. Gigas serve as 

an orchestra. And Pro Tools serves as a mixer with playback." 

Take the kantele part in Narnia. Costa explains that they sent 

sheet music and a stereo mix over an FTP server to their Finnish 

kantele player, who played the part and sent it back. "Once he gets 

a piece of audio, like the kantele part, he'll run it through reverbs, 

delays, all sorts of effects and EQs. Any kind of audio, whether it's 

a real kantele player or a drum loop, he's going to run it through a 

bunch of effects looking for something that excites him." Costa 

doesn't get specific about which effects they use, exactly, but notes 

that Harry rarely uses factory presets. 
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Music is your passion, make it your career. 
Learn Audio Recording at The Conservatory 

2 locations I 8 control rooms I 6 labs I 6,000 sq. ft. live sound venue 

Conservatory of Recording Arts & Sciences 
2300 E. Broadway Rd., Tempe, AZ 85282 I 1205 N. Fiesta Blvd., Gilbert, AZ 85233 

800-562-6383 
www.audiorecordingschool.com/eq.html 

Nationally Accredited by ACCSCT I Internship as part of graduation I Financial Aid available to those who qualify 

Manufacturers certifications include: Digidesign, T.C. Electronic, SIA, Antares & Waves 
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Narnia was a joint effort between Harry and his team: mixer Joel 

lwataki, music editors Adam Smalley and Bryan Lawson, Men i Gavin 

and Toby Chu on score prep and overdubs, and some trusted 

orchestrators. Harry switched feverishly between fine-tuning the 

score, conducting the Hollywood Studio Symphony recordings at 

Todd-A0, and monitoring the choir as it was recorded across the 

globe at Abbey Road Studios. 

Harry: " I recorded the orchestra by themselves. Everything else 

was overdubbed. And believe me, there were a lot of overdubs." 

'He has a lot more live instrumentalists coming in than I 

expected before I started working for him!' says Costa. " Beside Harry's 

studio he has an overdub booth, which is where a lot of overdubs 

are recorded. There is a window between the studio and the booth 

so the person Harry's recording — like vocalist Lisbeth Scott [for Namia 

and Shrek 2], or a wind player or percussionist — can also watch the 

picture, and Harry can talk back and forth about what he wants!' After 

fine-tuning a track, they do the final record as-is to Pro Tools, and 

deliver it to the music editor — who works as a go-between for the 

director and composer — or the dub team. 

Adam Smalley, music editor for Narnia, says the film's music pro-

duction process "was extreme in many cases. All the processes that 

usually happen linearly happened vertically. Writing, recording, mix-

ing, and dubbing were all happening concurrently!' The film itself was 

shot chronologically; so Harry kept pace with over two hours' worth of 

score, composing scene-by-scene to flank the picture. Adam describes 

Harry as a composer who "works on adrenaline, and that creates this 

whole speeding train that's nonstop until you get the last note done. The 

biggest challenge on this film was that the director is also very musi-

cal. It was very rare for the director to clear a piece of music right away. 

Narnia was the first time he heard a theme and approved it right away!' 

"You know, it's not rocket science!' Harry says. " It is what it is. And 

I feel fantastically fortunate that I'm involved at the level that I am!' 

Hans Zimmer's take on Harry underscores his characteristically 

jocular perspective on composition and editing. " It's playfuness!' Hans 

says. "[ His] inquisitive mind. 'What would happen if I took those 10 

viols that nobody has used in 200 years, and shoved them through 

a fuzzbox?' Would it all explode, which would be interesting, or would 

it create a beautiful piece of music, which would be equally nteresting? 

A healthy sense of anarchy is always very welcome." 

The playfulness and experimentation — be it orchestration or 

using a homemade filter on a violin track — seems to be working. 

Harry has three releases for 2006: The Number 23, a " very dark" 

Jim Carrey movie directed by Joel Schumacher, Tony Scott's Déjà 

Vu, and the DreamWorks animated film Flushed Away. 

"I went to see King Kong yesterday, and it was only a short line 

to buy tickets," he says during a quick phone call from his Venice stu-

dio, where he is no doubt grinning on the other end of the line. "And 

right next door I noticed there was a huge line for Namia, and peo-

ple were being turned away because it was sold out. And I had a lit-

tle chuckle to myself. The lion beats the ape." 
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In this all-encompassing book, more than 50 engineers provide a 

fascinating—and sometimes controversial—history of hit-making, 

revealing their unique approaches to the art of recording. From grunge 

gurus to hip-hop masters, the multi- platinum engineers interviewed 

in The Golden Moment share vivid, behind-the-scenes anecdotes 

and easy-to- understand how-to advice that will improve the quality of 

every recording you'll make. Covering a wide range of topics—from 

high-resolution digital audio and podcasting, home-studio acoustics, 

producing your first band, working with vintage gear, and how to get 

the most from your console, mics, and effects— The Golden Moment 

includes both a foreword and an in-depth interview with 17-time 

Grammy-winning engineer Al Schmitt. You'll glean insider secrets from 

producers including Bruce Swedien, Richard Dodd, Ed Cherney, Chuck 

Ainlay, Jimmy Douglass, Mick Guzauski, Joe Barresi, Mitch Easter, Elliot 

Scheiner, Bil VornDick, Chris Lord-Alge, Bob Rock, and many more. 
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By Keith Hatschek 

Keith Hatschek is Director of the Music Management program at the 

Conservatory of Music, University of the Pacific, Stockton, Cal forma.During his more than 30 years in the music industry, he has been a 

recording-studio owner, manager, engineer, producer, musician, writer, 

and music-technology marketing and public-relations executive.. 
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6600 Sneed Way, Gilroy, CA 95020 USA 
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By Timothy Ford 

Detroit native Don Was emerged as the Was-part of the duo Was 

(Not Was). By 1989 he'd produced Bonnie Rain Grammys-sweeping 

album Nick of Time. He also won the 1994 Grammy for Producer 

of the Year. More? Don recently produced the 2005 Stones release, 

as well as an R&B tribute to Hank Williams entitled Forever Is a Long 
Long Time by his group Orchestra Was. 

Drummer Gary Gold played with John Lennon and Yoko Ono, 

Steely Dan, the Chambers Brothers, Al Kooper, Robben Ford, and 
Chuck Berry. As a producer or engineer, Gary's worked with the 

Neville Brothers, Bonnie Rain, and Keith Richards, and he is just 

completing two albums with Smokey Robinson. His song "Ode to 

5am," co-written with Ivan Neville, won the 2002 Prism Award. 

Ell INVITED YOU GUYS HERE BECAUSE YOU BOTH TEND 

TO TURN YOUR BACKS ON TRADITIONAL RECORDING 

STUDIOS, OFTEN IN FAVOR OF SOUND STAGES. YOU 

GUYS CAN RECORD ANYWHERE YOU WANT . . . WHY A 
SOUND STAGE? 

Gary Gold: It's in between recording your stuff at home and hav-

ing the budget to record at, say, Ocean Way — when, say, you want 
to record strings, or need a lotta air. . . . 

SO YOU HAVE A CHOICE BETWEEN A $3,000/DAY 

RECORDING STUDIO AND A $3,000/WEEK SOUND 

STAGE — SO IT IS A MONEY ISSUE, RIGHT? 

GG: It's not just the money. If I can free the artist up to just do— 

and keep the tape rolling, in a big space, I 

feel like my job is getting done. It's like set-

ting up camp, eight weeks in a big room, 

with a couch over here, a piano over there. 

IT SEEMS LIKE THIS APPROACH 

NEEDS A PRODUCER WHO'S AN 

ENGINEER, A PRO TOOLS OPERATOR, 

LOGIC PRO EXPERT, A COMPUTER 

GEEK. . . DOES THIS WORK IF A 

PRODUCER DOESN'T HAVE ALL 

THOSE SKILL SETS? 

Don Was: I don't think it requires a different 

skill set at I've made records where I'm 

the Pro Tools operator and they're unmitigat-

ed disasters. The more I delegate the more I 

can get back to creating a mood conducive to 

making a record. You can go jeto Ocean Way 

and hire a guy to do Pro Tocls — or not. I 

was in there the other night. They have a wall 

of photos, like a decade of my life. That's a lot 

of time to spend in one place. It's nice — 

especially if you're working w-th an artist for 

the second or third time, to jus. do something 

different — and a sound stage — especially 

these rooms at Centerstaging, happen to 

sound great, so you really can make records. 

I've tried a lot of places — in a loft, out of an 

Airstream — trying to throw people off balance 
so they do something new. 

GG: I fell in love with the idea right away, I 

walked into Studio 1 here and it immediately 

brought me back to the first place I ever 

recorded — RCA Studio A in New York — 

48th Street studio — the same dimensions. 

Big, padded room — wooden floors. 

DW: It's so weird you say that ... the first 

time I came in here it reminded me of this 

old show from the '50s called The Sound of Jazz, with Count Basie 

and Thelonious Monk and Billie Holiday, just an unadorned sound 

stage and I remember thinking that's where I want to be. 

WORKING ATA SOUND STAGE YOU HAVE MORE TIME — 

DW: Just because you take the time, that doesn't mean you make 

a better record. The danger of getting out of the conventional 

recording studio where you're paying by the day is the likelihood 

that you will overcook the soup. It took me years to learn that 

because Pro Tools seduces you into thinking 'wow, if I just keep mess-

ing with this, it'll be Sgt. Pepper.' No — if you keep messing with 

it, it'll be a mess. But what you can do — is spend less money for 

the same amount of time. Get in there — make your record — get 

out. Don't start second-guessing yourself. Like Allen Ginsberg 

used to say: " First idea, best idea." When you rehearse something 

and it's really good, and you get it on tape, there's a real good chance 

that you're not going to beat it. Re-creation and creation are two 

very different neurological activities. So — that's the beauty of hav-

ing equipment going while you're writing — you capture stuff 

that's spontaneous. How many times do people take the songwriter's 

demo and use that to build the master? Because if you pick the demo 

there must be something going on in the songs that you liked — 

and it's hard work to recapture that — and sometimes futile. 

THIS IS A QUOTE FROMTREY GUNN OF KING CRIMSON, FROM 

THE OCTOBER '05 ISSUE OF E42: "THERE'S SOMETHING 
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ABOUT KNOCKING IT OUT QUICKLY, DESPERATELY, 

AND DANGEROUSLY. WHERE THERE'S A CERTAIN 

AMOUNT OF DESPERATION, YOU JUST GOTO A HIGHER 

LEVEL. WE MISS SO MUCH TODAY WITH PRO TOOLS AND 

RELATED MEANS OF RECORDING. IF YOU KNOW THAT 

YOU CAN DO 30TAKES THEN YOU DON'T NECESSARILY 

POUR 100% INTO EACH ONE OF THEM' 

DW: If people feel that way, then as producers we're not doing our 

jobs. It doesn't matter what the situation is, you should have peo-

ple inspired to give 110%. I have worked with guys who go out and 

play 300 shows a year and sing great and come into the studio and 

insist on doing 75 tracks and in the 75 never get the high note, 

whereas if they had one shot to get it, they'd get it. So yes, I've 

seen that happen — but that's my fault, not theirs. Pressure can 

definitely be a good thing. " This counts" — that's a good thing. I 

once heard Marshall Crenshaw say that he'd never written a song 

that he didn't have a deadline for. 
HOW MUCH QUALITY, IF ANY, DO YOU LOSE OUTSIDE 

A RECORDING STUDIO? 

DW: After doing a lot of remote sessions, last summer I went back 

to the now-defunct Cello Studio 2 and set-up a two-inch tape and 

we made a live Solomon Burke record. Don't kid yourself — it sounds 

DW: I worked with David Crosby at Ocean Way, I sat in the room, 

that's just how I work. Or you could go out and sit in the truck, if 

you felt more comfortable. I think it's better to be in the room. 

WHAT VARIES TECHNICALLY — LIKE MIKING, ETC. — 

WHEN YOU'RE WORKING ON A SOUND STAGE? 

GG: Fewer assistants. There's no cats in the room, who, like, 

that's their studio and they know every wire in the patch bay — it's 

not slick like that. It's really more homespun. 

DW: There's a learning curve — four-five days. I hire an engineer 

who's great and I trust him. If I'm working with Ed Cherney or 

Rik Pekkonen or Krish Sharma who did the Stones record, a great 

engineer, I don't tell these guys what microphones to use. If 

something's off, I'll say " can we do something about that snare 

drum sound?" It's just like with the instruments. I could take the 

bass from a guy and say " no — here's what I want you to 

play." I've never done that. You hire a guy who's appropriate for 

the work. You might offer some comments. And it's the same 

thing with the engineers. 
CLASSIC RECORDING STUDIOS HAVE LORE ESPE-

CIALLY TO YOUNG MUSICIANS. DO YOU FIND SOME-

THING'S LOST IN NOTTRADING ON THAT EXCITEMENT 

WITH THE MUSICIANS? 

I think we're from the same school, which is don't put a de-esser on the overhead — if 
it's too brittle, change the cymbal — right? They put warning labels on cigarettes, they 
should put warning labels on plug-ins. Because it's easy to fall into the abyss — sitting 
there all night trying these things out. Plug-ins are great and they make some incredi-
ble ones, and the way you get good is by experimenting, but you really gotta watch it. 

better. I don't mean just the room — the board, that little Neve in 

there, the two-inch tape, all of it. Now — does that matter? That's 

the question. If you're making records for Al Schmittt, maybe, 

but he gets it free. The reality is, other records that I made in 

slightly less ideal situations recording-wise have sold much better 

than Solomon Burke — it's no guarantee that you got a hit. After 

you do all that recording, you go mix with some guy who puts some 

new drum samples in, you master with a guy who's under pressure 

from the record company to make a loud record, and you get 

some digital compression, so the sound has changed, then you go 

into a pressing plant — the quality control is " yes there's data on 

the disk," so there's a wide variance in the manufacturing, then you 

sell it to someone who's driving a Volvo with the left speaker off 

for three years. So the question is — does it matter that you've got-

ten this extra 10% of better sound? No — I don't think so. We just 

made a Stones record at Jagger's house in France. In an untreat-

ed room, the computer was right in the room and it sounds bet-

ter than records we made where we spent a couple million dollars 

on studios. The important things — writing better songs, giving bet-

ter performances — aren't governed by tape compression. 
ON A SOUND STAGE THE PRODUCER IS USUALLY RIGHT 

IN THE MIDST. IS IT SOMETIMES INTRUSIVE FOR THE 

ARTIST? 

GG: Creating a vibe . . . I heard that Clint Eastwood never says 

"ACTION." You feel all that out from artist to artist and from tune 

to tune. Essentially for me the music always comes from " is it 

a good song?" or " is it a good performance?" The most impor-

tant thing is to capture the moment and hope there's some 

magic there. 

GG: There're certain studios where I feel the " Stevie recorded here" 

or " Jimi Hendrix whatever" vibe, where I feel this sense of grat-

itude and honor. 

DW: But that's not going to make a shitty song a good song. You 

should remember that the godfather of all rock ' n' roll records — 

the Robert Johnson records — were made in a hotel room. So maybe 

we should all go the Chateau Marmont. 

AND BIG PINK. . . ? 

GG: . . .in a musty basement. 
DW: And The Band album — the brown one? Everyone thinks 

that was done in Woodstock, but it was made in Sammy Davis Jr.'s 

pool house in Beverly Hills. That picture, with all the wires hang-

ing — that really had a profound influence on me. 

YOU GUYS WANT TO TALK ABOUT WHAT KIND OF GEAR 

YOU WORK ON? 

DW: I can tell you what I have at home. I have a couple of old 1078s, 

Neves, a couple modules like that. I have a couple of AKG C12s and 

dbx160s, the wooden ones, no "over-easy." I got these JBL 

speakers the ones with the equalizers — and I've got a Digi-02. 

GG: At home I have a Brent Averill Neve 1073 pre, an old ART Pro 

Mic pre (with the Chinese tubes replaced with some dead stock 

6L6's, a box of about 25 of my favorite mics collected over the years 

. . which I always bring to sessions . .. including a Neumann U87, 

AKG 414s, AKG 451s. I Use Logic Pro with a MOTU 828 Mk2 Firewire 

interface on a Mac dual 2GHz G5 with 2 megs of RAM. My 

1.25GHz PowerBook is outfitted with the same software and is a 

mirror of anything done at home. I use Logic Control as a control 

surface. Line mixing is routed through a Mackie 1604 and monitoring 

is a pair of KRK V8 powered speakers. I have a 250 gig Lacie 
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Drive with samples and several 250 gig drives for audio. Finally my trusty Sony MD 7506 

headphones. I have spent half my life in those cans. I can mix a record in those things. 

The mobile rig I use is Pro Tools and Logic on a Mac G5 2GHz with 2 megs of RAM. Plus 

32 channels of Pro Tools HD fed by four Presonus Digimax 8-channel 96k digital près ... and 

all clocked by an Apogee Big Ben. KRK V8s (the gray " farmer" models, not the purple metal 

flack hot rod ones) with a KRK V12s Sub for Monitors. I use a Presonus Central Station for mon-

itor and input control and a Digidesign Command 8 (page 721 as a control surface/MIDI 

interface. Lots of Lacie 250 gig drives for audio and back up. 

I am a big fan of as little in the signal path as possible — and as little as possible in the 
signal path coming back to the ear. 

AND THAT'S BECAUSE OF YOUR MUSICIAN BACKGROUND? 

GG: Because I'm a drummer I never had any opportunity to put a reverb on. I play an acoustic 

instrument. So my experience of the music was always uncompressed and very dynamic. 
SO YOU DON'T USE OVERHEAD MICS WITH DE-ESSERS, OR. . . ? 

GG: I like the most natural sound, the most dynamic range. And I like the high-hat on the left. 

DW: I think we're from the same school, which is don't put a de-esser on the overnead — if 

it's too brittle, change the cymbal — right?They put warning labels on cigarettes, they should 

put warning labels on plug-ins. Because it's easy to fall into the abyss — sitting there all night 

trying these things out. Plug-ins are great and they make some incredible ones, and the way 

you get good is by experimenting, but you really gotta watch it. 

NOT EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE WILLIAM ORBIT. . . ? 

DW: I, ahhh, I suppose, err, not. 

GG: I call it data smog. 

DW: Time stretching algorithms, yes — that's a very big deal. That's one of the nice things Pro 

Tools will do for you ... if you're trying to combine takes. If you have a song that yot. cut two 

weeks earlier and the first half was great and then you go back and the second hah is great 

— like the Strawberry Fields thing. You want to combine the two but one is much slower. Or 

you have a guitar lick that's great but now it's too long.. . . 

LET'S HOPE WE CAN DOTHAT WITH THIS INTERVIEW . . . DO YOU EVER WANT 
TO RUN YOUR GEAR WITH SUPER-HOT CHIPS OR SUPER-COOL CHIPS? 

DW: I know the hot ones burn my legs. 

GG: Quality RAM is way better than cheap RAM. Iran into this problem where low-qua4ty RAM 
causes instability. 

DW: Really? 

GG: I'll pay the extra money and buy the RAM from the Mac store . . . I pay top doter. I go 
straight to Apple; they have quality control. It makes a big difference. 

DO YOU FEEL TODAY'S DIGITAL PRODUCER/ENGINEERS ARE MORE SECRETIVE 

ABOUT THEIR TECHNIQUES THAN TRADITIONAL GUYS? 

DW: Hell no. I remember guys in the '70s would have all sorts of stuff stashed under the consoles. 

I'd wonder how they'd get that sound to gel, but they wouldn't show their shit. Nah, it's just 
new secrets. In fact, nowadays it's the exact same plug-ins on the exact same gear — it's 

easier to identify. . . . 

GG: You can always identify a poor job with Auto-Tune. 

DW: I think kids now accept an Auto-Tune artifact as being part of a good vocal, and if you don't 

have that, it's like, unfinished. It's now part of the vocabulary of record-making. 

GG: There's also an intolerance for being off-pitch whereas half the emotion in a Smokey Robinson 
or James Brown thing is that slight sharpness. 

DW: I was working with Brian Wilson once and he picked up a digital tuner and said, " This 

device ruined music." I said "Oh come on." He said, " Seriously, when people had to tune by 

ear, they were off a bit. If you get 11 guys in the room and they're all off, you're creating your 

own tempering — a warmth — so now everything sounds real thin." So Brian'd play a part on 

the piano and then have us drop the vso down a hair and he'd play the identical part a bit out gpf tune. 

ASSUMING YOU HAVE THIS ADDED PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT, ARE THERE 

TRICKS YOU HAVE TO USE BECAUSE ARTISTS WALLOW IN THEIR CREATIVITY? 

DW: I'm not sharing that secret [ laughs). That's a good question. The best artist management 

trick is to respect the artist — if they want to go on some journey that may end up wasting three 

or four days, you follow the journey. Just don't work with someone you don't respect enough to 
take that trip with — that's the trick.... You just have to be committed to chasing an idea down. 

You want to provide possibilities for people. You don't have to come up with the idea, just help 

them implement their idea — help them interpret the wildest idea.... What's that Eddie Kramer 

story? Hendrix wanted to hear what a Leslie would sound like underwater . . . So they put it 
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EVOLUTION 
OF THE SNAKE 
introducing the 

CONVERTIBLE 
World's first modular snake! 
For over 25 years, sound companies and broadcasters have been 

restrkied to snake systems made from a single steel panel attached to a 

back box No flexibility No way to upgrade Suddenly, the Convertible V12 

changes al' the rules Now you in order a snake system to meet today's 

IPucket are expand to meet the demands of tomixrow as you grow 

The V12 features a high-density rack inside a twit(' design that packs up 

to 64 clarinets in less than 24". You can mix and match input and output 

panels add cross-patching and sub-snakes, even load the back with 

multi-ens, XLRs or whatever else comes to mind. Best of all, the V12 is 

bolt tongn to handle the road 

Radial Convertible V12 - the evolution Pf snake design! 

• Modular expandable system design 

• Up to 64 channels in 12 RUs 

• Veam, Mass & Ramlatch multipins 

• Jensen or Radial iso transformers 

• RF network reduces noise 

• Choice of 5 sub-snake boxes 

• 14-gauge steel & I-beam frame 

• Color coded panels for fast setup 

• 100% quality performance guarantee 

(noel (recut. 

Return (I.e.:Jule 

Sub seeke module 
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BECOVE A BETTER 
PROD ER ONLINE 

berkleemusic.corn 

Adding Berkleemusic's 
online courses to my resume 
opened up new opportuniti *I 
for me. The training was 
essential in preparing me to 
work at a world-class musi 
technolo com any 
Rick Breen 
Cdmpleted Berkleemusic's 
Master Certificate in Produci 

Spring Semester B- s April 3rd 

Sttcly on th ided e facul o- Music. — _ 
Ov?, 80 coorses and college credit certif cite programs are enrolling now. 

www.berkleemusic.com 866.BERKLEE 

The Synergy series is 
designed to provide 
beautiful and ergonordc 
console housings for al 
the popular mixers, 
praviding you with 
optimum functionality 
to accommodate these 
mixers and associated 
peripherals. 

P O. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 800-332.3393 415332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607 
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com 

underwater and tried it. You just have to try 

stuff. Time isn't always your enemy. 

Sometimes you really corne up with better 

things. I remember working with Bob Dylan 

in '89, and we just had some jams, one 4/5 

chord progression, it was a cool band with 

Stevie Ray Vaughn and Jimmy Vaughn. It 

was a cool day, Bob was playing piano, 

and this thing was 20 minutes and we 

were trying to make a song out of it. There 

was no digital editing but we cut the two-inch 

and got it down to three and a half minutes 

and he marveled at it and loved the fact that 

you could play without having to worry about 

the arrangement, that you could go over the 

cliff and recover but just cut that part out. He 

said he saw Miles Davis record in the '60s and 

he loved that Miles would just play and Teo 

Macero would carve it up into something 

that would hold water. 

GG: Some guys just don't conform musically or 

time-wise in any way. On an Ivan Neville record 

I went to record Keith Richards at his house, so 

we brought ProTools up there. It started out he 

was going to play on one track. He heard the 

record and decided he wanted to play on every 

tune.The next thing I know we're jamming for 

an hour.... I think we were there about two days 

straight. That's his process, sometimes you 

just have to give in to that and let it happen. 

DW: We spent the better part of a year 

working on a Stones record that turned out 

to be 16 songs. A lot of that was just play-

ing until they were ready. There's no short cut. 

And the Rolling Stones are entitled to not 

have to have enforced short cuts. They just 
go with it. 

BUT THEY HAVE MORE OR LESS AN 
UNLIMITED BUDGET. 

DW: But they're conscious of the budget. 

We've spent $5,000,000 making a record — 

although most of that's the wrne at dinner. It 

cost more than analog tape. But on this record 

they were very conscious of it. On Bridges to 

Babylon, we had to hire two clerxs to keep track 

of all the 2' tapes. They worked shifts — day 

and night — on call all the time. We spent more 

than I usually spend making a whole album just 

buying that tape. This time we're down to 

$2,000 a hard drive. If that works for the 

Rolling Stones, think of what it does for peo-

ple who would not be able to get the budgets 

to record ... now they can make records. That's 

why this sound stage thing is so great. Because 

all of a sudden rock ' n' roll has gone back to 

being folk music again — musc of the peo-

ple — not of some corporation Really — you 

can't blame the record labels for holding you 

down. Whether you can sell it in stores, that's 

another matter. But you can't use the excuse 

"I need a record deal." 
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Worldwide effects of 
the Reason 3.0 launc 
When something comes along flies extremely efficient, awesomely inspiring 

and mindblowingly flexible, the things that are not will simply have to go. 

Reason 3.0: Huge, great-sounding Soundbank containing everything from noises to 

drum loops to life-like strings and parlo sounds Performance-friendly architecture for 

both live and studio use Out-cf-the-box hardware integration A lightning-fast sound 

browser for locating sounds in a flash, on stage or in the studio One-click loading of 

massive combinations of instraments and effects A sound like nothing else Hands-on, 

fully featured sequencer Infinitely expandable sound iibrary - no ROMs or cartridges 

Completely and effectively eliminates the need for pricey, oversized 

wcrkstation keyboards. 

6 Distributed in the US by Line 6 www.line6.com/propellerhead propellerleAd 
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5 LL GET U 2 

THE CHINESE 
CONNECTION 

Lynn Fuston digs deep into the thrifty bottom line of Asian mic manufacturing. 

The heat was rising up in waves off the 

pavement as I hustled down the crowded city 

street. There I was, minding my cwn busi-

ness, when I see a guy wearing a trench coat 

making a beeline for me. Before I could 

decide where to run, he was right in front 

of me, stopped dead in his tracks. I was 

trembling as I noticed his hand slipping into 

his coat and I heard him say, " Hey buddy, 

wanna buy a ribbon mic? Cheap?" 

Then I realized I was wearing my AEA 

T-shirt, with the RCA-styled logo and 

"ribbonmics.com" on the back. I might as 

well have had a bright red target painted on 

my chest. Before I could answer, he shot 

back, "Two hundred bucks, no questions 

asked, you're good to go. I'll throw in this 

canvas mic bag for free. And just because 

you got an honest face, you buy it now 

and I'll give you this aluminum flight case 

too." He pulled out a shiny box the, size of 

a pistol case. 

"Am I dreaming?" I thought to myself. 

"This guy's peddling ribbon mics off the 

street corner for $200? Somebody pinch 

me." I don't usually fall for tricks lite this. I 

pass up the $50 Rolexes when I go to New 

York City. I don't even buy the $30 Gucci bags 

for my wife. But a ribbon mic? For $200? 

What's the catch? 

I was so shocked I didn't even bother try-

ing to bargain with him. I reached in my 

pocket and handed him two C-no:es. You 

see, I've got a weakness for ribbon mics. As 

I walked away with my new microphone, I 

thought about what a deal I had made. The 

other ribbon mics in my collection cost me 

10-15 C-notes each. (That's $1,000 to $ 1,500 

if you didn't know.) I use them all the time. 

The vintage RCAs that I'm hunting for can 

cost up to $3,000. Did I mention mv ribbon 

mic addiction? It's my " habit." Those 

Ribbonaholics Anonymous meetings have 
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helped, but I still couldn't pass up an oppor-

tunity like this. 

Then it occurred to me. " Not only is this 

guy selling these for $200, but he's making 

money at that price. Who is HIS source?" 

That's what I had to find out. So as soon as 

I got back to the studio and put my new 

beauty on display for all to see, I got on the 

Internet to do a little research. 

While this fictionalized account may seem 

a little far-fetched, the circumstances on which 

it is based are very real. There is currently a 

flood of Chinese import microphones on the 

market. Some are imported under Chinese 

brand names, but increasingly they are being 

sold by companies wanting to expand both: 

A) their product lines and 

B) their profits. 

Cable makers, mic stand makers, even 

individuals are getting into this seemingly 

lucrative business. If someone can buy a 

mic for under $ 100 and turn around and sell 

it for $200 with no development expense, 

why not? And with the prices that Chinese 

manufacturers are charging, there's plenty of 

room for markup. This isn't rocket science and 

it doesn't take an entrepreneurial wiz to fig-

ure this one out. I've been getting emails for 

the last five years from companies that say 

"We can put your logo on our mics and you 

can sell them and make lots of money." 

Obviously, I'm not the only one receiving 

those emails. 

So I decided to give it a shot. Not because 

I ever dreamed of becoming a mic importer, 

but because I'm curious just how difficult or 

easy it truly is. And the Chinese ribbons got 

my attention because I'm the world's biggest 

ribbon neo-fanatic. (I told you part of the 

story was real.) So here's the play-by-play 

story. Names have been changed to protect 

the innocent. 

DAY 1: I decided to try this out and see how 

hard or easy it is. So I go on'ine and find a 

source for Chinese mics. That takes about five 

minutes. Next, I contact them via email. 

I'm not going to lie and pretend to be a big 

shot. I'm just a guy, a nobody. I type a letter 

expressing interest in their products and 

requesting evaluation units and send it That 

takes about two minutes. 

DAY 2: I expect it may take a while to hear 

from them but the response comes the next 

day. I receive a letter asking me to check out 

their online catalog and tell them what I 

want. I have already seen the catalog and 

know I want a ribbon mic, so I reply and wait 

another day. They respond with a quote for 

the "evaluation units," which is about $60 

each. In our correspondence, I made my 

intentons deal, that this was a one time 

order, these mics are for demo purposes 

and I wou.d not be buying thousands of 

them. So I asked for pricing on 10 units 

with shipping straight to me in Nashville Now 

QUICK PICK 
THE GEMINI iKEY [$229, ikey-audiocorn] 

I have to decide on how many to get. 

Later that day, I get an email saying that 

the shipping price for the 10 mics (weighing 

3 kg each) is $315. That will get them from 

China to my door in one week's time. It 

seems like a lot for $600 worth of mics, 

doesn't it? That may be a reasonable price, 

but I've never done this before so I don't 

The Gemini iKey is an odd 

product. It's not a stand-

alone recorder, but rather a 

basic USB interface that 

records directly to any USB 

mass storage device 

(including USB hard disks, 

iPods, and memory keys). 

Files can be recorded as 

either MP3 ( 128, 192, or 

256 kbps) or .WAV files, all 

at 44.1kHz/16 bit.This would 

allow recording 128 kbps MP3's for days at a time onto even a modest hard drive, or 

a few hours of CD-quality .WAV audio onto an iPod mini. Not surprisingly, the unit 

has a very Apple-like look to it, being constructed of white plastic with silver buttons 

and a brushed-metal panel for the battery compartment (4xAA).There's a row of seven 

LEDs that display information about signal level, recording resolution, and memory 

availability.The controls seem simple at first, with only two buttons plus a rotary dial 

to control the input level. All-in-all, it's a great concept, but in reality? It's disappointing. 

The unit has several flaws that I think hamper its overall usefulness. For starters, 

it's about twice the size of a standard iPod.That's not huge, by any means, but con-

sidering that it still has to plug into an external storage device, it's definitely not com-

peting with all-in-one hard disk or flash card recorders for compact design ( bootleggers 

beware!). Additionally, there's no preamp and the only inputs are the RCA stereo pair, 

which presents a challenge for live recording. It does come with an adapter cable (twin 

RCA-to- 1/8" stereo), but that doesn't really make it any easier to use a decent mic with-

out throwing a separate preamp into the chain ( plus yet another adapter), at which 

point you would have three little boxes to lug around. In addition, the record button 

is located on the unprotected corner of the unit, so it's very easy to accidentally start 

or stop recording.To top it off, there's a several second delay between pressing the 

button and the actual start of the recording. All this, combined with the unwieldy 

four-screw battery compartment makes it pretty inconvenient for live recording. 

So it would seem that the iKey is intended for recording out of a stereo or DJ mixer, 

but even for that it can be frustrating. For example, the clip indicator is supposed to 

remain unlit at proper signal level ( solidly on means no signal, flashing means it's clip-

ping), which really doesn't provide any decent level indication and can be very con-

fusing when recording more dynamic material. It definitely does not make up for the 

total lack of any monitor output, that's for sure. Furthermore, with all the LEDs 

constantly flashing to indicate different things, it is very easy to lose track of whether 

the unit is actually recording or not. Last, but not least, MSRP is somewhat high at 

$229 ( although it can be found at $ 150, making it almost worthwhile). Given all its 

other problems, I wouldn't expect the iKey to compete well with all the other com-

pact recorders at the same price point. —Sam Wheeler 
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know. I do know that it adds 52% to the cost 

of each mic. That's a lot. So now they will cost 

me $91.50 each. Since I am bringing them in 

as "evaluation units:" I won't have to deal with 

customs or pay import duties, I remind 

myself. I don't know how much that would 

be but it does add another layer of paperwork 

and cost to the deal. 

DAY 13: I wonder if I'll have trouble selling 

eight mics, since I'd keep two for myself. Well, 

that worry disappears within eight hours of 

mentioning it online. Even at $ 100, I have 

orders for 16 mics via email. Within another 

eight hours, several friends hear about it 

and want some too. 

Everybody I mention it to wants one or 

two. So now I could sell 24 mics, even 

though I am only ordering 10. Nice problem 

to have. Of course everyone is excited 

because it seems like a deal. Well, it is. See, 

I'm doing all the work and they're reaping the 

rewards. Selling them at $ 100, I'm not mak-

ing anything for my trouble. How much is my 

time worth? And what about warranties? 

What form of technical support do I pro-

vide? And branding? Do I just import them "as 

is," or do I put a logo on them and make a 

website and advertise? How do I let people 

know about them? Remember that these 

mics are virtually (maybe precisely) identical 

to four other branded mics on the market now. 

Those mics range in price from $ 199 to $399. 

Street price is typically $ 199. Should I do 

anything to make mine different, to set them 

apart from the others? Sure I could sell hun-

dreds at $ 100 each, but what would I have to 

show for my efforts? Having the appreciation 

of my customers with no way to support 

myself is not my idea of good business. 

After several Internet searches I realize that 

other people are doing the same thing. 

Some groups or forums are doing group 

buys, and subsequently receiving " cease 

and desist" letters from lawyers of more 

established importers who consider the 

product line their property. Some individuals 

have even brought in hundreds of them, 

rebadging them with their own brand and sell-

ing them. I spoke to one of these individu-

als who is selling quite a few mics. 

Interestingly enough, he is having the same 

thoughts I was having. " If all I'm doing is 

rebadging the same mics as everyone else 

and people are buying mine because they're 

cheaper and I'm not making any money, 

how long can I keep doing this?" His plan is 

to branch out and offer different units, built 

on recommendations he has given to the 

Chinese manufacturers. " So how will you 

keep them from taking your ideas and sell-

ing those mics to other people?" I ask, 

thinking that he is reaping from what other 

people have sown and the same will be true 

of the seeds he is sowing. He answers 

"That's just a risk you take." 

We talk at length about our dealing with 

the Chinese and how they do things. We have 

both had very good experiences. But it's a 

double-edged sword. On one hand, you can 

"Rm I dreaming?" I 
thought to myself. "This 

guy's peddling ribbon mics 
off the street corner for 
$200? Somebody pinch 
me." I don't usually fall for 
tricks like this. I pass up 

the $50 Rolexes when I 
go to New 'lark City. I 

don't even buy the $30 
Gucci bags for my wife. 
But a ribbon mic? For 

$200? What's the catch? 

get manufacturing done for less than half of 

what it costs in other parts of the world, 

which is very good. On the other hand, your 

designs may possibly show up in other prod-

ucts that may be sold to your competition at 

the same price you are paying, except they 

don't have to recoup the R&D time and 

money you spent. That's bad. So you have to 

balance the good with the bad and decide 

whether you can take the risk of possibly giv-

ing away your investment. It's a tough call. 

DAY 33: After several weeks of debating 

about how many mics to order and whether 

to sell them, I place my order. I decide to pur-

chase eight mics, only for myself and friends. 

I get a final pro forma invoice and arrange to 

have the funds transferred from my bank to 

the Chinese bank. 

The trip to the bank goes successfully 

with only minor confusion over account 

numbers. After paying a $35 fee for the wire 

transfer (didn't know about that one), I have 

my receipt proving funds are on the way. My 

contact in China assures me that as soon as 

they have received the funds, they will begin 

building my mics. They anticipate 15 days 

before shipment and another four days 

before they arrive at my address. I have 

decided against any customization. Just 

quick and easy this time. 

DAY 41: The payment has arrived in their 

bank, minus an additional $28 transaction fee 

that was charged on their end. 

DAY 45: The package has shipped from 

China and is on its way. I am given a track-

ing number. 

DAY 47: I am given a new tracking number 

since the forwarder has changed shippers for 

safety purposes. I am contacted by UPS 

since they need additional information. The 

package is stateside but it seems there is a 

catalog that was attached to the declara-

tion but not assigned a value. You can't bring 

in something without a value assigned, so I 

tell them that it's worth $ 1. They assure me 

it will be delivered within two business days. 

DAY 50: Still no microphones. 

DAY 52: The microphones arrive. All are in 

good shape and as I expected. 

DAY 69: I receive an invoice for $23.76 

from UPS for import duties. So after I total 

my expenses and divide by eigh- mics, I 

spent about $98 per mic. And probably eight 

to 10 hours of my time. All went WE II and as 

expected. 

So what did I learn? 

1) These mics look different but scund the 

same as the other " rebadged" ribbon mics 

being imported. 

2) They are a very good deal, considering the 

price of other ribbon mics. 

3) Comparing these mics to the other ribbon 

mics in my collection, my AEAs ano Royers 

have nothing to worry about. 

4) If you order mics that you have rot seen 

or heard, it may work out or you may get 

burned. Who eats the cost when you get 

what you ordered and it's not what you 

expected? You. 
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A Mixer— to connect all your gear including mics, 

instruments, studio monitors, headphones and your 

computer ( hey its a Yamaha, no problem). 

What You Need... 

A Computer Interface— that's really easy 

to setup (we put a USB interface right in the 

mixer, so you're already done). 

DAW Software— to record MIDI and audio. 

notate your songs and work with digital video 

(Cubase takes care of that nicely. right?). 

Cubase LE 

A Suite of Soft Synths & Effects Cubase comes 

with its own VST effects (and we teamed up with 

IK Multimedia and Sonic Reality to bring you the 

most complete software suite ever). 

Is What You Get! 
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Mic preamps & inputs for connecting all your analog gear 

• Insert I/0s for adding compressors and effects 

• Individual channel controls for shaping your sound 
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• Stereo 2-track/USB return with volume control 

• Stereo master, control room & headphone outputs 

CYAMAHA 

A suit* of VST software VST Effects pack with Amplitube'' software 
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5)These are indeed useful mics and sound like 

ribbons. They would make a good " ribbon 

primer" for people who have never owned one. 

Likely, they will make you want better ribbons. 

6) Although ordering mics from China is not 

as easy as walking into a dealer, it is relatively 

painless and I didn't have any trouble with the 

language barrier or them being honest in 

their responses. It was a good transaction 

(A++ in Ebay speak). 

7)When I factor in my time, and the amount 

of time I gave up working on billable projects 

to pursue this, it is no bargain. If I charged my 

normal rate for my time (which is valid because 

I took time away from my schedule to do 

this), the cost per mic jumps up to almost $260. 

Considering that the street value of these 

mics is $ 199, these were no bargains. 

8) Would I do it again? As a learning experi-

ence, yes. As a bargain hunter, no. The other 

issues of warranty, ribbon replacement, and 

local support all factor into my decision. It was 

a valuable experience, but there's a reason 

you pay a little bit more for a company to han-

dle import, QC, service, and other things. In 

my opinion, their prices are fair. So, if you are 

willing to work for free, then it might be 

worth your while. If you are planning on 

making money doing it, by the time you 

have an outlet for selling them, advertising, 

shipping, and warehousing facility, you would 

probably have to charge the same as every-

one else to make any money. 

My advice? If you want an adverture, go for 

it. If you just want a ribbon microphone or 

two, go buy them and leave the headaches 

to someone else. If you want to go into 

business doing this, realize that you'll be 

just another face in the crowd un ess you do 

something to differentiate your product from 

the others who are selling the same thing. 

ANO IN THIS CORNER  

Mi-AUDIO 
MICROTRACK 
24/96 VS. 
SONY MZ-M100 
Fresh off of its prelim scrap against the 
Edirol R-1, the MZ-M100 knuckles up to the MicroTrack. 
Oooh, this is going to be good. 

by Scott Colburn 

My pal John Vallier wrote me an email a 

couple months ago with a link to the 

MicroTrack and asked me what I thought 

about it. It was a serendipitous moment in 

that my old, reliable, pocket-sized Aiwa cas-

sette recorder finally bit the dust and I was 

told it couldn't be repaired (can't get parts). 

Then I found that it's nearly impossible to find 

this kind of unit anymore. I struggled with an 

old minidisc recorder for a while but it just 

couldn't take the SPL level of a live band. So 

I was really in the market for a small, con-

cealable, reliable, quality recorder. 

Mr. Eugene helped me get my hands on 

the M-Audio unit for review and also sent 

me this Sony recorder for a shootout. I, 

however, admit to bias as I'm extremely leery 

about both machines and their relationship to 

the place where the rest of us live: the REAL 

world. But the M-Audio uses compact flash 

and the Sony uses either regular mini-discs or 

the new HI-MD mini discs that hold a gig of 

information. (I'm a bit more confident of the 

compact flash mainly because it's used in a 

lot of digital cameras so it would seem that 

there's a little bit of staying power right there.) 

Both units are light and tiny. The Sony is 

a 3 square where the M-Audio is 4' x 2. 

So they're close in size and of similar weight. 

The Sony feels a bit stronger in that the 

jacks seem like they will last longer through 

the rigors of plugging and unplugging inputs. 

The M-Audio accepts 1/8' stereo mics 

and has two 114' mono line/mic jacks, which 

will feed phantom power if needed. The out-

puts are 2 RCAs for analog stereo, coax 

S/PDIF for digital, USB and 1/8' stereo head-

phones. It has three input sensitivities ( line, 

mic, and hi gain). The MicroTracK records 

WAVs at 44.1, 48, 88.2 and 96 in 16- or 24-bit, 

and MP3s at 96, 128, 160, 192, 224 and 320. 

The Sony has two 1/8" jacks. The first one 

accepts a stereo mic. The second doubles as 

optical in or analog line in. The record level 

can be set automatically with Soly's AGC 

(Automatic Gain Control). There's a " Standard" 

setting and one for " Loud Music:' If you turn 

the AGC off, the levels can be manJally set. 

The output is 1/8" stereo headphone or USB. 

The MZ-M100 records in Linear PCM at 

44.1 kHz with 16-bit or ATRAC3 at 256kbps 

(hi-sp) or 64kbps ( hi-lp). 

But let's talk about recording. 

Both have great sound and record really 

well for normal everyday field recottling. In 

the high SPL department, the Soiy wins 

out in that it doesn't start to distort until you 

hit 123dB! This applies to manual rrode, as 

well as AGC. The M-Audio craps out at around 

118dB. So, if you're doing field recordings of 

cannons (or snare drum at half an inch) you'll 

do best to use the Sony but ... this is the only 

measure dominated by the Sony. 

The Sony's buttons are small and difficult 

to manage: I had a hard time figuring out how 

to turn it on without the manual. To put the 

MZ-M100 in record requires a bit of finger-

nail to hit the buttons in succession. The 

supplied 1/8' stereo mic is cool, but the 

unit itself makes such a racket that it needs 

a mic extension (which is supplied). The 

MicroTrack? Well, it's simple and straight 
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forward. It's easy to turn on, plug in the 

supplied 1/8' stereo mic and hit record. No 

moving parts. No noise. Both units come with 

supplied ear buds, but the Sony phones are 

made for smaller men than me since the cord 

needs to oe at least a foot longer so I can put 

it in my pocket and not have to walk around 

like a hunchback. 

And getting the recordings off the recorder 

is another story. The Sony architecture is 

OpenMG and requires that you install the 

I. however. admit 
to bias as I'm 

extremely leery about 
both machines and their 
relatIonship to the place 
where the rest of us live: 

the REAL world. 

Sonic Stage software to yank the files off. If 

you do a straight pull with the software, you 

can only play them in the software. The files 

then need to be converted to WAVs before 

they play n other programs. The program 

does this really well, but the MicroTrack just 

* plug: intoe  at lie.  computer• 4 • ea tie sehó‘Zs• Li:peel • • 

your desktop like an external drive. The files 

are all there and you just drag and drop. 

While both units can charge their internal bat-

teries through the USB port, one really cool fea-

ture on the MicroTrack is that they use the 

USB port for both USB transfer and power 

input. The same USB cable that plugs into your 

computer, can also plug into a little wall wart to 

get power from the wall. The Sony has a plate 

that moves to reveal the USB port, thus covering 

the power nput, however, the Sony has an 

attachment that allows you to run off of store 

bought batteries, which could be extremely 

helpful when out in the bush with no way of 

recharging for a few days. The MicroTrack only 

has the option of internal battery or wall power. 

The internal charge lasted about five hours of 

constant recording, which is pretty good, but 

if you are on a week-long hike ... SOL. 

So even though the Sony can take a 

higher SPL and can run off of external bat-

teries, it's pretty rare that I'm in the vicinity 

of sound that is over 120dB. Given the sim-

plicity of the MicroTrack and its complete 

compatibility with the rest of the world, I'm 

going to have to give this round to M-Audio. 

[M-Audio Microtrad< 24/96, $499, m-audio.com. 

Sony MZ-M100, $439 sony.com) 
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Trade paper, 220 pages, ISBN 0-87930-844-3, $22.95 

HEAVY DUTY 

CONSIDER A CAREER 
IN MODELING. HEIGHT, 
\X/EIGHT, LOOKS N/A. 
by Roberto Martinelli 

Justin Broadrick was not happy. 

"I was getting so fucking bored with mic 

placement and the Marshall amp. I got 

really disillusioned with it — to me, when I 

make records, I have to do it when I want to 

do it, and not this pocket of time that I have 

to cram everything into," said the mastermind 

behind the now defunct industrial/metal pio-

neer Godflesh, and currently setting both the 

indie and heavy music worlds on fire with 

Jesu. " I spent time in the late ' 80s and 

early '90s going into studios, being forced to 

record in a certain amount of time, get the 

fuck out, come back, mix it, get the fuck out 

again, and then spend the next four years 

moaning about the record." 

"I've never banged my head so much 

against walls as with which mic to use and 

where to place it. I never worked it out. With 

Godflesh, it was like one day I could have the 

Marshall in the bathroom, with an SM 58 about 

three inches above the cone, and it would 

sound amazing, and I thought, 'wow. That's the 

tone I'm looking for: Shut down the studio, 

come back the following day, turn it all back on, 

INCLUDES CD-ROM! 

Turn Your 
Client's Music Notes 

into BankJLotes 

"Before any meeting, negotiation, deal, or 

green light, make sure to read this book." 

—Paul Resnikoff, founder and editor, 

Digital Music News (digitalmusicnews.com) 

BREATHTAKING changes are transforming the music business. While these 
changes may be smashing traditional business models, eroding CD sales, 

and creating havoc among the major record companies, they are also providing 
new opportunities for attorneys, unsigned artists, independent labels, and music 
entrepreneurs. 

The Future of the Music Business provides a legal and business roadmap as well 
as practical tips for your clients who have questions about how to sell music on-
line, develop an online record company, take advantage of wireless technologies, 
open an online music store, and much more. This book details the latest legal 
developments, chronicles the major labels' battles Wth peer-to-peer services, and 
proposes solutions for the industry's woes. 

The Future of the Music Business also features interviews with artists and entre-
preneurs who are creating the future with the latest digital techeologies. 

The accompanying CD-ROM includes a two-hour seminar, additional interviews, and 
hundreds of active links to legal, business, and technical resources—plus links to 
Web pages updating the book—so that it will never be out of date. 

An entertainment attorney and consultant based in New York City, Steve Gordon 
writes on entertainment and copyright law for Entertainment Law and Finance and 
serves on its board of editors. www.futureofthemusicbusiness.com 

Available at fine book and music stores everywhere. 
Or call toll free 866 222-5232. 
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6600 Silacci Way Gilroy CA 95020 USA 
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Professional CD 
manufacturing: 
It's not fast food. 

Ycur prized CD project can't be handled like a " drive through" operation. You need it 

crafted to your specifications, with unusual care, by real artists and real experts. 

That's an important difference that Oasis has strived to offer musicians on every project 

No matter how large or how small. For fifteen years running. 

Ard when we've completed your project—when the pristine sound reproduction, 

printing, and other painstaking details are all in place—the benefits of being an Oasis 

client have really just begun. For example, it's a tremendous advantage to place your 

music in the prestigious OasisSampler radio promotion program—an excbsive aria 

automatic benefit of working with Oasis. Your favorite track from your CD will be 
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musical genre—and to our private list of highly connected industry insiders, people who 

can make a real difference in your career 

The feedback from these promotional endeavors has been remarkable. Our clients are 
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wi-ose music was recently purchased for use and played under the credits on Deadwood, 

HBO's runaway hit series. 

But the Oasis Sampler is only one of a baker's dozen of interrelated Tools of 

Promotion (TOP). All of our TOP services are designed to help independent musicians 

jumpstart their careers. 

Ask your friends. Ask around. Or just pick up the phone and talk with 

one of our famously friendly Client Advisors. Call (888) 296-2747 or 

email advice@oasisCD.com and let us know how we can help. 

Sincerely, 

Micah Solomon, President and CEO 
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nothing has moved whatsoever, and the tone 

is shit. And I'd just be like, 'what is this all 

about? Did I not warm up the Marshall long 

enough? Is it this? Is it that?' I was so fed up 

of going through the chain. There were so 

many Godflesh records that were made where, 

to be honest, I just put up with it. I got used to 

it being an approximation of what I wanted. Now 

I don't have to put up with that anymore:' 

MT NAME IS POD, OF 

THE POD PEOPLE 

So what's Broadrick's secret now? He started 

recording direct using Line 6's POD, one of 

a few products out there that simulates (or, 

"models") amps. Plug it in to your existing 

rig to make it sound like a famous amp of 

yore, or just go straight into your mixer for 

noiseless recording. 

Million 
Dollar 

Mi takes 
Mee« Avalon 

Author of 

Conle••••••• 

el • Record 

Produce.. 

Steering your 
Music Career 

Clear of Lies, Cons, 

a, 

II 

evealed 
Moses Avalon, author of the bestselling 

Confessions of a Record Producer, 

has breached the barrier of the music 

industry's best-kept secrets with his new 

book, Million Dollar Mistakes: Steering 

your Music Career Clear of Lies, Cons, 

Catastrophes, and Lanclmines. 

From copyright screw-ups to sheer 

arrogance and lying, this explicit book 

includes tidbits such as the pitfalls of 

employing a family member and the 

industry's accepted levels of lying and 

thievery. Some of these mistakes are so 

embarrassing that the people involved 

would speak only off the record. 

Million Dollar Mistakes details some of the most expensive mistakes ever made by artists and by 

the record executives, managers, and producers who've worked with stars such as Michael Jackson, 

Christina Aguilera, Madonna, Kurt Cobain, Ricky Martin, Dido, LA Reid, and dozens more. 

www.mosesavalon.com 

11IFtockksbeat 

Available at Fine Book and Music Stores Everywhere 
or call toll free (866) 222-5232 

6600 Silacci Way, Gilroy. CA 95020 USA 

Phone: ( 866) 222.5232 

(408) 848-8294 

Fax: ( 408) 848-5784 

F-mail: backbeat@rushorder.com 

Web: www.backbeatbooks.com 

Distributed to music stores by Hal 
Leonard Corp.: to bookstores by 
Publishers Group West. 
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"It's easier to record going direct:" said Jeff 

Loomis, guitarist of North American heavy 

band Nevermore. "You don't have to deal with 

a mic, or dealing with sound bleeding through 

to other recordings. You can get a lot of 

good tones when you start dialing things 

in on the POD. As a matter of fact, aside from 

the POD, I'm using the Digitecl- GNX3. And 

a lot of people record direct, and there's 

nothing wrong with that at all. You can still 

get very good tones. It's just that a lot of peo-

ple also still prefer the old way" 

Indeed. Amp modelers are not a miracle 

problem solver to everyone's recording frus-

trations. And, surprise surprise, there are just 

as many POD opponents as proponents. 

DOWN WITH POD 

"On any kind of heavy record, I ,:.:annot stand 

PODs, or Johnson J-Stations, or Amp Farm, 

or any other modeler," said Ron Vento, owner 

of Nightsky Studios in Waldorf, Maryland, 

where every genre of music under the sun 

is recorded. "There's nothing like putting a mic 

in front of a real cabinet, and cranking it up. 

You might get 80 percent of that sound out 

of a modeler, but putting a mic in front of a 

Mesa Boogie Triple Rectifier and letting it 

fly, to me, sounds unbelievable. I've never 

used an amp modeler on an/ album I've 

ever done, unless it was a fly-in, auxiliary gui-

tar part. Any time we're doing a heavy metal 

or rock record, we're using real amps, and 

sometimes two or three real amps. We might 

use a Marshall JCM800; we might use a 

Soldano; we might use a VFIT Pitbull, but 

you can bet they're all real amps. Modelers 

are good live amps, because you can get a 

whole array of sounds out of them, but if 

you're going into a studio, get the real head, 

or rent the real head, because it sounds bet-

ter. Eighty percent of a Recto is not a Recto." 

THE GAVEL COMES DOWN 

Well, we had to find out for ourselves, so we 

got a POD xt Pro, a Bass POD xt Pro, and a 

Vetta II head (which essentially is a physical, 

solid state head with a POD bult in) and cab, 

which we manipulated via an FEV Shortboard. 

All mic recordings were done with a single 

Shure SM57, and all DI recordings were 

done through Pro Tools LE. 

Our first tests involved checking out var-

ious incarnations and simulatons involving 

the ' 01 California Treadplate, Une 6's model 

of a 2001 Mesa-Boogie Dual Rectifier. We 

chose this because of how popular this amp 

is with guitarists who want a clear, meaty 

tone, and also because our pal Max Doyle of 
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Bay Area group Walken happens to have an 

actual one, so we could see how the imita-

tion stacked up against the real deal. 

What we got surprised us. 

Well, it might not have been so surprising 

to find out that miking the Vetta gave a supe-

rior sound in terms of crunch, bite, warmth, and 

presence than recording direct, but the direct 

recording wasn't bad at all. The DI signal was 

a bit thin and muddy, but it wasn't something 

we'd turn our noses up at if we were in a bind. 

"There is that extra 10 percent that you can 

get out of the guitar amp, if you work at it:" said 

Andy Sneap, metal producer extraordinaire, 

from his Backstage Studios in England. " I 

don't think amp modelers are the do all and end 

all. They are a way to get a good, workable tone 

very fast. At the end of the day, it is an imitation 

of something. I was a bit dubious about the 

whole amp modeler side of things. I had never 

really heard them sound that good, until the 

Pod xt Pro came out. I'm actually really 

[$1,399 via charteroakacoustics.com] 

So we got this cool mic here from CharterOak. Cool box. Even the card-

board part it was shipped in was printed with their cool-looking silhouette 

of a big old oak tree. I was in the middle of mixing a record on ROIR, 

called " Dub Trio." Everyone in the room was like, "ooh . aaahhh!" 

about the box alone. Nice touch. I open the thing up, and we all 

said, "ooh, aah" because this is a great-looking package, and obviously 

well made from Jump Street. I mean the 

shock-mount is BEAUTIFUL. I don't just 

mean, like, OK, or kind of OK: awesome. First 

class. It's made to last, and is very functional. 

I weigh about 190, and I felt like if I hung from 

it ( as I often dol, it wouldn't even bend. 

SOLID. The mic weighs a ton as well, so I 

guess it's good that someone actually put 

some thought into how it would stay off 

the floor. . . 

So, OK: The mic looks really nice, and the 

shock-mount rocks ... but is it any good as 

a recording device? 

Hell yes. 

This mic is a touch bright, but no more 

so than a C12 in good shape. I don't normally like bright mics, but this 

one has the oomph in other places that really makes it kill. 

And I tried this mic with a variety of common mic pres, uncommon 

mic pres, and downright obscure mic pres: always cool [though 

some better than others]. The mic pre REALLY seems to affect the sound 

of this thing, more so than with many other tube mics I own or 

operate daily. With the Neve 34120 mic pre in my sidecar (class A, dis-

crete 70dB) the mic really sounded wide open, but not as gnarly in 

the top end as with a Sytek (surprise, right?), and the mic really 

came to life using a Manley VTL mono tube reference pre. Amazing 

with that combo. 

But I had to record some piano for a very sparse, weird arrange-

ment where the overall tone was really going to affect the presentation 

of some odd interval and note choices, and with the CharterOak in fig-

ure 8, on a big upright piano, a Sage electronics class A mic pre [the 

SE-PRE1], and a Pultec EOP1 I got one of the most amazingly 

detailed, forward, lifelike piano sounds I have ever recorded with any 

single microphone. Really. An upright, two feet from a wooden wall, 

impressed with it. I still wouldn't put it above 

a good amp with an SM57, and a good cab with 

Vintage 30s. But if you're in a position where 

you can't make a lot of noise, or you're record-

ing at home, the Pod xt Pro is definiely the way 

to go. I've got programs like Amplitude and 

Amp Farm, and I haven't found any of them that 

sound as good as that POD, but then again I 

haven't found anything that sounds as good as 

a Peavey 5150 or a Boogie with a 56,457 in the 

right place." 

with the mic between the soundboard and the wall, in figure 8: 

amazing. The Sage pre really is amazing, so I was really surs we would 

get it with that one. The bottom of the piano was resonant and solid, 

the mids were insanely detailed, and the hammer/highs were simply 

perfect. The overtone series represented by this odd piece of music 

came flying out of the speakers at my head! Awesome. 

On drums as a mono ambient mic this thing was a little bright for 

my tastes, but it DID have some amazing detail when I rollec back some 

16k on the Pultec. Then it really came to life, and just sounded HUGE 

through the Manley pre and the Neve 33609. 

ONE mic really was the whole kit. Super bal-

anced from top to bottom when you roll 

the highs down a touch.. . . To tEpe this mic 

would be really good, so I printed some 

drums to the Studer 827 I have, and wow. 

Really liked that. The " right Jright" on 

drums. I am glad I got the B, which is the 

"extended bass response" version. I can't 

even imagine this mic without the OOMPH 

on the bottom. So great. Transparent, yet 

solid, with none of the wooly cartoon of 

tube mic BS people are trying to pass off on 

consumers these days. This thing is for real. 

Blow Marlboro smoke in it for 20 years if you 

want it to sound more " vintage" (or, as I found out yesterday, tailor 

the sound by working with the manufacturer). The websit€ has all the 

tech specs. I skimmed over them and got bored and put tie thing on 

a stand and got psyched again. . . 

After meeting the person responsible for this microphone at AES, 

and finding out that he is absolutely willing to tailor the sound of the 

microphone to YOUR tastes (!!!!), I really started to feel like this com-

pany and its products are absolutely something everyone reeds to get 

hip to. 

Anyway, the bottom line is this: In a condenser world gone crazy, 

this microphone is a welcome addition to any mic collection. I have 

a bunch of choices of tube mic, many classics, and CharterOak is going 

to have to drive down from CT and whoop me to get it back. I really, 

really like it. Thank you for making a really great micrcphone, and 

having a cool aesthetic. I LOVE that this is not simply a copy of any-

thing: It is a great microphone that does not need to glom on to some 

bullshit historical validation to try and find a home. 

Thank you, CharterOak! — Joel Hamilton 
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So we tried tricking our Peavey VTX MX 

120 watt head and Celestion speaker cabinet 

into thinking it was a Dual Rectifier by plug-

ging in the POD xt Pro. Sure enough, it 

sounded better than DI ( but not as good as 

the Vetta rig). Were we lucky that all our ini-

tial mic placements yielded good results? 

Legendary frontman and composer King 

Diamond, who's been 

recording rhythm gui-

tars exclusively with 

POD for years now, 

related his frustrations 

with recording cabi-

nets for albums. 

"Miking up . 

God, man . . . you 

have so much trouble 

all the time. When you record, you have to 

have it so loud. And the mics still have a hard 

time picking it up. I remember how we spent 

days Ion it), and still weren't satisfied: putting 

one between the speakers; in front of the 

speakers; angling in different ... trying to find 

some combination that finally worked. You 

have so many variables. Any, ANY change to 

the mic placement — you move it a hair — 

and the sound changes. Of course, it depends 

on how meticulous you are about the sound. 

Me, I like it to remain the same throughout 

the whole album." 

So what's our big surprise, you ask? 

The Rectifier that sounded the worst 

was in fact the actual Rectifier, which was 

played through the very same cabinet we ran 

our Peavey faker through. Well, it sounded 

000kaaayyy, but the Vetta's imitation blew it 

away (our Peavey " fake" was also much 

better). There is an important detail to be 

noted, though, that we didn't use any effects 

or pedals on any of the amps, so what we got 

was the head's pure, innate sound. 

BROTHER, SPARE A FEW 

THOUSAND BUCKS? 

This is a crucial point for people who don't 

have all the money in the world. You see, L'ne 

6's stuff comes loaded with all manner of 

models of pedals, effects, delays, and so 

on.... Now, our actual Boss MT-2 Metal Zone 

pedal sounded better than Vetta or POD's 

Metal Z model, but the big picture remains 

the same. This becomes especially brutally 

clear when you consider that the Line 6 Vetta 

head is exactly the same price as the Mesa 

Boogie Dual Rectifier ($ 1,6991, but you'd end 

up having to spend much more in terms of 

auxiliary equipment with the " Recto" in order 

to get it to sound the way you want it. 

Meanwhile, the Vetta and POD come pre-

loaded with all that stuff. And the fact that for 

much less than you'd spend for a top of the 

line amp, you could buy a POD xt Pro ($699) 

to boost the performance of your existing rig, 

not to mention vastly improve the quality of 

your DI recordings, makes investing in this 

product powerfully compelling. And do you 

think that you could just beef up your tone by 

plugging in your Boss pedal into the DI chain? 

Just try it and see what happens. 

"[The POD) is quite convincing," Sneap 

said. " I think if you were a guitarist doing 

complex stuff and needed 10 different tones, 

it could work for you quite well. But when you 

put the real thing side by side with the imi-

tation ... it's close, it's real close, and I think 

you're getting real value for money with 

these units, but if you want the actual real 

deal, there's only one way to get it. I'm not 

putting the units down. I use them and like 

them: If you need something particular in a 

mix, like a Box AC 30, there's no point in going 

out to a store to get one just for that." 

So how are people whose careers are 

based as much on the sound of their music 

as the music itself, people like Justin Broadrick, 

recording direct, and still getting people to rave 

about their guitar tones? For that answer, 

you have to look a little more closely. 

"I quite often put the signal head of the POD 

into a big Avalon vacuum tube compressor," 

Broadrick said. " It warms up the signal and 

boosts the frequencies, and it sounds like it's 

got multiple pre-amps on it. I also use one of 

the larger JoeMeek compressors. Putting 

those in a chain with the POD gives me so 

much more control over the tone than I ever 

had with miking up a Marshall. And it works 

mainly because the compression is so awe-

some sounding, and the EQs are so warm and 

very clean. It also takes away a lot of the cheap 

nastiness in the mid-range ... as much as I like 

the POD, it still has a lot of the problems that 

I get with the Marshall, oddly enough. My big 

problem with the POD is that the sound is thin. 

But I've found that once I've got it into the 

Avalon or a lot of Waves plug-ins, I'm boosting 

it up to around 150-200Hz, and then I'm adding 

more compression to contain that, and then I'm 

adding a limiter . . . I'm doing a lot, but I still 

think the basic tone is great, and nine times out 

of 10 it's better than fumbling around with a 

Marshall and a mic for like, three weeks or so. 

I'want the clarity of digital, but the warmth of 

analog. And the tubes 

of the Avalon give that 

to me. The JoeMeek 

is valve; on the com-

puter I'm using valve 

emulation as well, like 

the PSP Warmer. 

Another lung 1 use is 

a TL ALdio Power 

Electric Equalizer. I put 

signals in that as well to find the right top 

end. Chasing sounds is a day to day thing 

with me; I'm never 100 percent happy." 

Translation: THOUSANDS of dokirs in equip-

ment to make the POD sound killer DI. 

King Diamond's story is a little different, 

and much more basic: " 1 have two PODs. 1 

have one of the very first ones — right when 

they came out — and it sounds very differ-

ent from the newer one (1 use tt-et one to run 

vocals through on stage). The oid one 1 have 

has a very unique sound. Some of the other 

guys in the band have PODs, too, but they 

sound very different from the ore 1 have, you 

know. 1 can tell you that their PODs, I would 

not use to record. They don't have that warm 

sound that mine has. They sound like digital 

processors. Even if you set them exactly 

the same, the newer PODs carnot be made 

to have the warm, natural sound that mine 

has. It's pretty strange. Maybe it's because 

it's one of the first ones and it has higher qual-

ity components in it. I don't know. The [newer 

ones) have a little bit of digita;ized top-end 

treble that I don't like." 

BOTTOM FEEDING DIRECT 

Now, the Bass POD is a different beast 

entirely. Overall, we loved the results we got 

from it — far better than the output of the gui-

tar POD. We're not alone. Alex Webster, 

bassist for platinum-selling cleat metal band 

Cannibal Corpse, had this to say about his 

modeling experience. 

"An important point about digital modeling 

is you don't need very much recording skill 

to get great results. With my extremely 

modest home studio (which is composed of 
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FOR MOST FOLKS, 
ANY FIREWIRE 
INTERFACE WILL DO. 

FOR THE OBSESSED, 
THERE'S ONYX. 

Ordinary FireWire audio interfaces are fine for capturing your 

musical ideas on the go. But if yot..'re the type of musician or 

engineer who won't compromise quality, then you need to 
audition the Onyx 400F Studio Recording Preamp with 

•I92kHz FireWire I/O. 

This professional 10-channel premium mic preamo and 
audio interface features four bout que-quality Onyx n-ic 
preamps, with superior headroon, sonic detail and clarity 

vs. the competition ( 123dB dynamic -a ige and .0007%THD, 

measured in the real world). The Onyx 400F also offers TRS 

nserts for inserting your favorite outboard gear into your 

0.6 COMM, 90.1 

• ,...77.7._'  ,-:--e-•-_- ,; ) { 
• • • • • • - - -  

Md. 

signal path before sending it to your Mac or r • an 

internal 10 x 1Q DSP Matrix Mixer with 64-bit floating point 
p-ocessing and full reca-l—a feature not found on any other 

FireWire interface, at any price. 

With mastering-grade 24-bit/192kHz AKM'' audio converte 

true 192kHz operation at full channel count, a powerful 
standalone operation n-ode, and robust aluminumn-and-ste 

construction, the Onyx 400F boasts fanatical attention to 
every last detail. Not to mention exceptionally open, natural 
and revealing sound worthy of your finest projects. Call 

Sweetwater at 800.222.4700 to feed your obsession. 

N Y X. 400F 

:lie\e\f\( ..‘" N . I ( ‘ i 

N( `.( Nf t• 

‘v/ 

MACKIE ONYX 400F: FOUR BOUTIQUE MIC PREAMPS W/ I92KHZ FIREWIRE I/O. 
MM. 

MACKIIE. www.mackie.com Sweetwater www.sweetwater.com 
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"Royer R- 121s and R- 122s are 
essential to my guitar sounds. 
They give me something that 
no other mic has. I use a lot of 
microphones when I record, but 
if I pull the Royers out of the mix 
I really miss them. To me. that's 
the sign of a good mic. 

"I used to avoid using ribbons 
on drums. but the SF- 24 
changed that the first time I used 
it. It attacks in the perfect place 
and interacts beautifully with the 
other mics on the kit. It adds 
power and richness to the drum 
tracks and seems to smooth cut 
the other mics. Royers have 
become an indispensable part 
of how I record music." 

Michael Beinhorn 
(Producer - Soundgarden. 
Marilyn Manson, Red Hot 
Chili Peppers, Ozzy Ost,burne; 

e 
* 

*,-

ie_ . 

Royer Ribbons 
818.847.0f2f • burbank, CR 

royerlabs.com 

a Compaq laptop, a Pro Tools Mbox, and a 

Line 6 Bass Pod XT), I have been able to lay 

down basic bass guitar tracks for an upcom-

ing album I've been working on (with Ron 

Jarzombek of Spastic Ink and Chris Adler of 

Lamb of God). And the sounds I've been 

getting with the POD are as good as or bet-

ter than many miked sounds I've gotten in 

the past in professional studios." 

"The POD's Ampeg styled setting (Classic 

Rock) is what I've been using, and it's so much 

like the real thing that I have to wonder what 

I'm going to do for Cannibal's next full length 

record. Chances are we'll record a POD 

channel and a couple of channels of different 

mics on my Ampeg SVT rig, and see which 

one sounds the best. I'm actually hoping 

the miked channels sound better, because 

damn, it just shouldn't be this easy to get a 

great sound. I don't think I'm mentally pre-

pared to completely give up on cranking 'the 

refrigerator' in the studio just yet!" 

The reason for this clear distinction in 

results probably lies in the fact that most 

QUICK PICK 
THE THERMIONIC CULTURE PHOENIX DUAL-
CHANNEL TUBE COMPRESSOR 

bass players aren't distorting their sound. 

In fact, when recording bass, it's often a 

great idea to record one DI track whilst 

miking the cabinet, giving you clarity to go 

along with low-end. With the POD, the 

direct sound is that much better, and you'll 

still get the physical push of the sound 

waves against your microphone. But record-

ing all DI through POD seems to yield much 

more satisfying results than wi-h guitars, 

especially if you want heavy distortion and 

crunch out of your six-string. 

But of course the POD isn't only for 

heavy worshippers. Line 6 has tried to cater 

to a maximum of guitarist's styles, which iron-

ically can make amp modelers seem a bit 

more endlessly useful than they really are. 

You see, for all the multitude of effects and 

models that are at your disposal, wu'll prob-

ably end up using only a handful. 

NOW USEFUL IS IT REALLY? 

"It's really funny that there are like eight 

million different sounds in the POD" Broadnck 

[S4,500, ouch, thermionicculture.com] 

Simple and elegant. What?The Thermionic 

Culture Phoenix dual-channel tube com-

pressor. Why? Well, it sounds fantastic. 

U.K-based Thermionic Culture special-

izes in no compromise all-tube (" valve," as 

the Brits say) professional audio equip-

ment. The company was founded by Vic 

Keary, who's been into the whole tube 

thing since he built his first studio in the 

'50s. He went on to build Maximum Sound 

Studios, which was later bought by Manfred 

Mann and renamed The Workhouse. He 

also built Chalk Farm Studios and the all-

tube Chiswick Reach. 

Thermionic's products, including The 

Phoenix we're looking at here, use only 

tubes in the audio signal path. The only 

solid-state part of the design is in the 

power supply.The circuits take ideas from 

the mid-20th century and update them for 

lower noise and distortion. 

The Thermionic Culture Phoenix car-

ries a list price of S4,500, which puts it 

squarely at the top end for a dual-channel 

compressor. Is it worth it? If you're look-

ing for an easy-to- use, stellar sounding 

compressor, then probably so: XLR ins and 

outs for each channel. Each channel has its 

own Gain, Attack, Release, Threshold, 

Output Trim, and Bypass controls, and a 

huge mechanical VU meter.The only other 

control is a Link switch. 

The Phoenix uses a " soft knee" or 

"variable mu" approach to ratio — so the 

harder you hit the compressor, the higher 

the ratio. The ratio ranges from 1.2:1 to 

5:1 ( at 15dB compression). Attack times 

range from 4ms to 120ms, while release 

goes from 60ms to 2.2 seconds. 

Each Phoenix comes with a test report 

sheet documenting its voltage measure-

ments, frequency response, distortion, and 

the particular tubes installed in it. 

And I found The Phoenix to perform as 

well as its price would lead you to expect 

it should. It's one of those boxes that 

everything sounds better for passing 

through. I enjoyed it as a stereo compres-

sor for tightening mixes and gluing tracks 

together. There's plenty of control for 

evening out stereo bus levels. 

But I really enjoyed The Phoenix as a 
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said, " but I only use a few. All my sounds are 

contained within one bank: A, B, C, and D. 

And all I do is modify them. Frankly, (having 

so many sounds to choose from and only hav-

ing four useful ones) is ridiculous. But I 

think that if you know what you're looking 

for in particular, inevitably this is what's 

going to happen." 

"People often think that you press a 

pre-set patch ( on the POD) and every-

body sounds the same. And a lot of 

people that I've talked to — even musi-

cians that I've worked with — as soon 

as I mention that I'm using a POD and 

recording DI, they go, 'oh, my God. . . 

.' Do you know what I mean? Like, it's 

horrific. And then they listen to it, and 

they're like, ' shit, that sounds like it's 

coming out of the amp.' And I'm like, 

'yeah. . . .'" 

Special thanks to Rob Bursiago, Hasad 

Freitag, Max Doyle, and Chris Rosset for help 

with this article. 

dual-mono compressor applied to indi-

vidual tracks. It was simply stellar on vocal 

tracks, rounding out the highs and mids, 

and tightening the low end. It doesn't 

have a heavy " tube" sonic signature; 

rather it leans toward the audiophile side 

of the tube equation, adding richness 

and subtly smoothing the top end — 

basically it makes everything sound more 

pleasant and better. That isn't to say it 

can't punch the sound out when you 

drive it hard, especially with drums. 

The Thermionic Culture Phoenix is 

one of those rare products that make 

everything sound better. The only real 

problem with it is the price — not that the 

price isn't justified. But if you have the dol-

lars to put the best in your studio, give 

The Phoenix a good hard look. It sits 

squarely among the " really good stuff," 

and does its job perfectly. What more 

can you ask for? 

So to sum on the upside: great sound, 

transparent compression, soft-knee ratio 

design; and on the downside: no sidechain 

and 0000, the price. —Mitch Gallagher 

Studio Records 
John Evans' home studio 

eS* 

4006 BELT LINE RD. SUITE 160 
ADDISON, TX 75001 

972.661.5222 
www.rbdg.com 

Record Great Tracks Using the Gear You Already Own! 
Think you need to spend S10.000 on new gear to get pro-quality sound? Think again. 
tn Guerrilla Honte Recording. authror Karl Coryat shows you a revolutionary new approach 
to achieving amazingly clean recordings with maximum impact. Even if you're recording on 
a shoestring budget, Guerrilla Home Recording will help you produce a great-sounding 
CD that will leave everyone else's in the dust. 

Save time and money! 
This boa:shows you how to 
• Make noisy gear dead quiet 
• Make iihs,mments sound crisp. an distinct 
• Make drum programs and sequences sound live 
• Get the ir ost out of a limited -lumber of tracks 
• Create a professionat-sounding mix 
• Avoid the most common stuctio mistakes 

Includes fun projects and execises to sharpen your 
ear fcr sound! 

Karl Coryat (a.k.a. " Eddie Current') is a consulting 
edito- for Bass Player magazine, where he was a staff 
editor for 14 years aid wrote many articles anal 
colums on recording and technotogy. He has been 
a prolCic creator of original music since the mid 1980s. 

11 11 1:11 11 1 LLA 
num[  nr.C11111lINÍ; 
HOW TO GET 
GREAT SOUND 
FROM ANY STUDIO 
ino matter how wed or cheap your gear ' at 

BY KARL CORYAT 
tfIltne 4. • 

Sohcover. 208 pagt. BS» !noel-aeons 

Mreughoot S22.95 

Available at fine book midi music stores everywhere. 0, call toll free (866) 222-5232. 

Backb ks eat Boo q „,„no Stlecci Wdy • Gdroy. CA 95020 USA 

phone loll kee: (408)484,8294 • lax. (405'1 B4B-3784 
Backbeat e-mail backbeette:rushorder.com • web. www.backbeateooks.cute 

BOOAIS Ilse'tatted to ant.- stores b, Hal Leonard Corp:to bookstores try Publishets Group West. EQ0205 
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POWERFX 
CINEMATIC HIP HOP 
Contact: PowerFX powerfx.com  

Format: 1 CD-ROM, 16 bit/44.1kHz acidized WAV files 

Price: S49 

t irTili 7 I I' 

mliiro it• 
Take the title at face value: It's not nec-

essarily minimalist hip-hop, but tough 

hip-hop beats often coupled with a grand, 

almost cinematic vibe. Many grooves are 

highly evocative, and more emotional 

than mechanical. 

The bulk of the CD is 425MB of con-

struction kits, with 34 folders and 307 

files; tempos range from 70 to 110BPM. 

Another 245MB of " Elements and Extras" 

includes 24 bass loops, 76 drum loops, 26 

FX/misc. loops, and 41 files of keys, synths, and mallets. 

Compared to most hip- hop libraries, it's heavy on the 

synrhIpads/FX parts — a typical construction kit has as many 

me.odic loops as drums/bass loops. The melodic loops are longer 

as well, so they don't wear out their welcome; furthermore, several 

bass and drum variations are available per kit, so you're not locked 

into one groove. 

Mix and match options are pretty good. About 2/3 of the con-

struction kits keys are in the range of B to E (about half of these 

are in DI, so you needn't stretch pitch too far. Rhythm is another 
matter; the acidization quality is variable, so most drum parts 

won't stretch too far downward without noticeable flamming. 

Overall, though, this CD is a unique and cost-effective offering. 

Sometimes brooding, sometimes sweet, Cinematic Hip Hop has 

a higher than average "emotional dynamic range." — Craig Anderton 

BIG FISH AUDIO 
ROOTS OF SOUTH 
AMERICA VOL. 2 
Contact: Big Fish Audio bigfishaudio.com  

Format: 1 DVD-ROM, 16 bit/44.1kHz acidized WAV files, REX files, 

and Apple Loops 

Price: $99.95 

' • II Few sample CDs make me say"I gotta have this!" 

after opening up a mere half-dozen files ... but 

this is one of them. Why? I'm a sucker for 

great world rhythms, and it's hard to ind primo 

shake-your-booty rhythms from South America — 

especially a collection like this. 

There are 26 multitrack drum loops, each with 

a full mix and the individual elements. These are 

duplicated as WAY Apple Loops, and (without the 

full mix) REX files.The REX and Apple locos stretch 

well; the WAV files are cut to loop properly at the 

given tempo. ( Beirtg percussive, they're not hard to acidize if neeied.) 

A major bonus is a folder with over 100MB of hits (AIFF andWAvformats) 

for 32 instruments, including plenty of samples per instrument (differ-

ent licks, velocities, articulations, and so on). This begs for a Kompakt-

style front end, or at . east Akai/EXS-24 presets. But if you take the time 

to assemble these into instruments, you won't be disappointed. 

This CD isn't about the smooth " tropical" sound that hit big in Euro 

clubs a coupe years ago, but is more raw and real. Styles range from 

hyperactive carnival time to mysterious — almost shamanic. The loops 

make fantastic breaks in dance mixes, and provide exotic accents to sound 

tracks. If you're an adventurous slave to the rhythm, this is an adventure 

worth taking. — Craig Anderton 

UR IN COMMAND 

IGIDESIGN 
COMMAND 
by Phil O'Keefe 

For many people, a control surface is a 

"must have' item, and many people feel 

using one is a lot better than mixing with just 

a mouse. Dioidesign's Command 8 (C8) was 

optimized to work with Pro Tools LE, HD, and 

M-Powered, but can also work with any 

third party software that responds to 

MIDI CC (continuous controller) data via the 

C8's " stand alone" mode. Unfortunately, no 

third party software templates are included 

with the C8 — you'll have to program your 

own, but up to eight different CC layouts can 

be saved to internal memory locations. 

The C8 connects to the host computer via 

USB. Power is supplied to the C8 via an 

outboard " line lump" adapter, which I defi-

nitely prefer over wall warts. A 1 in/2 cut MIDI 

interface is also included. Installation of the 

drivers and configuring the C8 for use with 

Pro Tools is quite easy. 

Speaking of software, the C8 comes bun-

dled with the latest version of the TDM and LE 

Pro Tools software. You still need a Digidesign 

audio interface to run this software, bu 7 LE 

users won't have to pay extra for the latest soft-

ware upgrade, which is a nice bonus. 

The C8 is laid out nearly identically to the 

Digi 002's control surface, so we'll ¡ ust con-

centrate on the main differences. I had no 

workflow problems working on the two units 

side by side. The look is a bit more squared 

off than the Digi 002's love it o- hate it 

"Fisher Price" design. Most of the switches 

are larger, and have a subjectively better 

"feel" to them. The C8 isn't an audio inter-

face, but it does have basic onboa-d moni-

toring. You can select between one o- the two 

sets of stereo line inputs, switchable via 

back panel +4/-10 switches, but there is no 

way to mix them. Volume, mute, arid mono 

switches are provided however, and this basic 

monitor control is handy for people who work 

entirely " in the box" and sounded tine. The 

eight 100mm . 1dB resolution motorized 

faders are smooth enough, but unfortunately 

they use the same knobs as found on the Digi 

002, which have such shallow detents that 

your fingers tend to slide off of them. The 

much nicer Control 24 fader knobs will fit, and 

are available from Digidesign for $40 

(plus $ 10 shipping) for a set of eight, and 

I highly recommend them. The C8 has eight 
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Everything 
for the Musician... 
%kart A Click Away! 

Whether you're a beginner, a pro, or 
anywhere in-between, we're your ultimate 
source for music gear. Visit our website 
today and find out for yourself! 

Free Shipping! 
.1). On most orders over $99, see our website 

for details. 

elie Lowest Price Guaranteed! 
IT. Well meet or beat any verified competitive offer 
• for 45 days. 

Ziatal Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Take 45 days to be sure you're totally pleased or 

• your money back. 

PLUS! 
• Over 40.000 Products! 
• Totally Secure & Easy To Browse! 

• Huge Savings In Dur Clearance Center! 
• Weekly Newsletler! 

• VIP Concert Sweepstakes & 

Weekly Gear Giveaways! 

• Thousands Of Soundbites! 

• Customer Product Reviews! 
• And More! 
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The Best For Less Shipped To Your Door   

Get Your FREE Catalog at www.rnusiciansfriend.com/free or 1-800-436-6981 
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multi-function continuous con-

troller knobs, which have the 

rotary LEDs that will be famil-

iar to Digi 002 users, but also 

adds a second five segment 

LED level meter for each of 

the eight controller channels. 

The main 110-character LCD dis-

play is not segmented as it is 

on the Digi 002, but otherwise 

serves the same basic func-

tions (such as displaying track 

names, listing parameter 

names and values, displaying 

text messages, and so forth). 

Integration with Pro Tools is excellent, and 

the C8 provides control over all the critical 

things you would want from a control surface — 

fades, panning, mutes, solo, levels, plug-in 

parameters, transport, navigation, and zoom 

controls, " flip" switch and keyboard modifier 

keys are all there, but like the Digi 002, it does 

lack a shuttle wheel. Another drawback is that 

you can only use a single C8 per computer 

system. If you're using another Digidesign 

illbruck coustic 

The Results 
Are Clear 

SONEX 

control surface, such as a Control 24, Digi 

002, or ProControl, you can use a C8 along 

with it for extra transport controls and faders, 

but some features, such as plug-in editing, 

are not available directly from the C8 when 

it is used with one of these other con-

trollers. Additionally, any third party con:rollers 

must be disabled when using the C8. You 

can't Jse, say, a digital mixer's control sJrface 

HUI emulation mode simultaneously with a 

C8 for more faders. 

Il11111111111111I111111111111IIIIIII11111111111111111 

Capture precision sound tailored to your needs and 
budget. Since every recording environment is direrent, 
illbruck offers a range of innovative acoustic solutions 
—plus the expertise to maximize sound quality in your 
unique space. We feature SONEX products made 
with willtec®, a fire-resistant material that's easy to 
install and easy to move if you do. 

Make a sound decision and call us at 
I - 800-662-0032 or visit 
vvvvvv.illbruck-acoustic . com/eq 

2006 illbruck ecountic, inc. All rights reserved. 

But despite a few limi-

tations, the C8 is a well 

thought out control sur-

face that works well with a 

variety of software, but 

particularh), well with Pro 

Tools. While there are sev-

eral control surface solu-

tions on tne market, the 

C8 is a excellent choice for 

people who primarily use 

Pro Tools but also need to 

be able to control third 

party software. Well done 

Digidesign. So the strong suit? Excellent 

integration with Pro Tools software, can 

be used to control third party apps, 

improved switches and metering when 

compared to the Digi 002, bundled with the 

latest version of Pro Tools and onboard 

monitor control by Focusrite. On the weak 

side? The fader knobs coud use improve-

ment, only one C8 can be used per com-

puter and there's no jog/shuttle wheel. 

[$1,295 MSRP, digidesign.com] 

SONIC CIRCUS 
Serious Studio Infrastructure 

The most comprehensive selection of recording 
equipment in the world. 

cIrcus.com 

I- 8 8 8 - SC 4 - GEAR 
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Buy This 
Sony Hi-MD 

Recorder and 
Get a FREE 

_pair of 7506 
Headphones! 
FREE Sony MDR-7506 
Headphones with 
purchase of MZM100!! 

Or buy ern separately: 
,2506 List $ 130.00 

Waves Dynamics 
Processing for Live Sound! 
The Maic<BCL combines three of Waves most important 
software algorithms (Renaissance compressor, MaiorBass 
bass enhancement, and 1.2 Ultramaximizer peak limiter) in 
a hardware unit for live sound applications. And this is no 
ordinary processor. The Maiod3C._ offers 96 kHz/24-bit resolu-
tionwith a 48-bit, double precision internal processing path 
and a dynamic range of -125 dB. Waves'patented MaiorBass 
algorithm adds stunning bass sound without adding bass 
frequencies. Check it out at www.bswusa.com today. 

MAXXBCL List $3,200.00 

WAVES 

M-Audio 
Trigger 
Finger 
USB MIDI 
Drum 
Controller 
Trigger Finger 
puts the power 
to program percussion parts at your fingertips. Its 16 
velocity-sensitive pads are perfect for playing the drum 
sounds in your favorite software or launching loops and 
samples—and applying pressure to the pads can gener-
ate any MIDI controller.Trigger Finger also gives you 8 
knobs and 4 faders assignable to MIDI parameters such as 
volume, pan, pitch and effects. Pre-programmed maps for 
Reason, Lise, GM Drum, XG Drum and Drum make setup 
a snap. Includes Ableton Live Lite 4 music production 
software, so you can make music right away. USB port 
Mac OS X 10.2.8 and Windows XP. 

TRIGGERFINGER List $ 249.95 

LowestPriceebserusa.com 
OR CA I 900 , • 4 .1 

40 1 «it loge, 
iso elai 

*** 

M-AUDIte 

only $199! 

Sony MZM100 Hi-MD Mini-Recorder 
Perfect for any portable recording application or audiophile 
playback, the MZM100 has a line-in jack and a mic input. 
You can use the line-in to archive audio or other material 
you want to store (including data), and the minijack input 
is there for making field recordings using your favorite 
microphone (this model also includes the ECM-DS7OP 
high-quality, two-head, plug-in stereo mic). Each Hi-MD disc 
can hold up to 1GB of data or roughly 675 songs (one Hi-MD 
disk included). There's also something that just can't be ignored 
about the MZM100-. the large organic electroluminescence dis-
play. It's easy to read with six lines to display title, track and sound 
settings. Upon transferring a Hi-MD recording to Sony's SonicStage 
Music Management System on your Mac or PC via USB, you will have 
the option to save your recording in .WAV format. The MZM100 sup-
ports MP3/ATRAC3/A1RAC3plus and linear PCM audio formats, and 
supports WMA and WAV audio formats with conversion to MAD. 
The handy remote control stick is included, along with rechargeable 
battery, mini headphones, USB cable, AC power adaptor, carrying 
case and more. Free MDR-7506 offer expires 3/31/2006. 

MIM100PROMO Total List $ 569.99 (MZM100 list: $439.99) 

only $39999! 
Accessories: HMD1 G 5-pack Hi-MD disks '29" 

Tascam Pro 192 kHz 
Portable Stereo Recorder TASCAM 
Tascam amazes again with the HD-P2, a portable Com-
pactFlash high-definition stereo recorder that's perfect for 
'on location'applications. It records up to 24-bit/192 kHz 
Broadcast WAVE and transfers to your computer via a fast 
FireVVire interface. The HD-P2 boasts professional features 
like a SMPTE tirnecode input for synchronization to external 
devices while in record or playback The user interface is 
designed for fast and intuitive use under stressful one-
take-only situations, and its angled LCD is easy to view. 
XLR mic inputs with phantom power, analog peak limiting, 
SO MUCH MORE!! See it at www.bswusa.com. 

HDP2 List $ 1,249.000 

Primeacoustic 
Portable Acoustic 
Panels 
Free-standing Freeport acoustic 
panels transform any studio 
space! Freeports are large (2irw 
x 48"H x 3"D) and stand almost 
6 ft high to create an intimate 
listening stage in any part of 
your studio. They enlarge the 
'sweet spot' listening area, con-
trols reflections, and compen-
sates for poor room acoustics. 
Best of all, you can take Freeport 
panels with you anywhere. Sold as pair. 

Smaller Freeport GT (not shown) stack around amps and 
drums. Use them in a V-shape to corral your guitar amp 
and reduce spill during the recording process. Dimen-
sions: 36"VVx18-1-lx3"D. Sold as pair. 

FREEPORT List $325.00 pair 
FREEPORTGT List $275.00 pair 

PRIRACOUITIC 

LOINeStPrke@bSINUSa£OM 
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SONY. 

SAVE OVER $600! 
JSVV Special Project 
Mic Package 
AKG C1000 & C3000 
We've bundled these two great 
rnics to give you a nice, reason-
ably inexpensive way to equip 
your project studio. Now only 
5299 - that's 33% below our 
previous sale price!! The Project 
Pack combines the versatile, 
all-purpose C 1000 S 
small condenser micro-
phone together with a 
C 3000 B 1" diaphragm 
studio condenser mic 
Both mics are extremely 
diverse and versatile in the 
studio. The hard shell black 
carrying case mcludes not only the 
two mics, but also an H 100 spider suspension, 
and SA 63 stand adaptor. Get it today arid save a ton! 

PROJECTPACK List $903.00 

'feed 

LowestPrice or ly $299! 

Alesis FreVVire Mixers Are Hot! 
Alesis FireWire mixers 
provide 24-bit 44.1/48 kHz 
operation with high-end 
MD and DIA conversion 
through a ouilt-in FireWire 
audio interface (no add-on 
cards) using the next-
generation Dice ll FireWire 
chip. All feature 3-band EQ 
per channel, 28-bit digital 
effects including reverbs, 

delays, cho-us, flanging,pitch, and multi-effects, 

Steinberg Cubase LE 
software included with each mixer! 

MULTIMIX8FW List $599.00 
MULTIMDi 12FW List $699.00 
MULTIMIX 1€.:W List $799.00 

LowestPrice 

$399' 
$499°' 
'599" 

from $399! 

FREE SHIPPING ON MOST ORDERS OVER $189!!! Just make your purchase on our website and we'll cover the shipping!  

Same Day Shipping 
89// stocks a huge warehouse of products. 

Ire& have it in stock well ship d the same day 
lust older by 380PM Fasten Time. 

Free Shipping on Mon Web orders over $189 
For a ;bided Orne, ai web orders over 5189 get FREE 
ggiund secure oeliyery to the contiguous 48 states. 

Eycludes heavy or oversizei rem 

Lowest Prices at: www.bswusa.com 

='wa-ivATA 
Knowledgeab e Staff 

,,,• ; r;•,, • have reat world studio 
experience to offer ,'open t help sioth your 
equipment purcha. E0_0306. 

Loweserice@bswusa.cern 
For the best prices cri all of your gear visit us on 
the web at winary.bsevusa corn or email us for a 
quote at LowestPric.ophswusa.com 

1-800-426-8434 



QUICK PICK 
T.C. ELECTRONIC POWERCORE PCI MKII 
[$1,199, if you look hard, tcelectrenic.com] 

This hardware supported plug-in package can be a welcome addition to your 

setup for mastering or mixing applications. It has a full range of useful plug-ins 

that sound great and have a different quality than most software plug-ins. It's 

dual-platform and the plug-ins work with any program that can run VST or AU 

plug-ins. But into the nuts and bolts of it:The PCI card was easy to install after 

running the software installer and it was up and running in seconds on my PC. 

The EQSat was the first plug-in I tried on a mix. I really liked the way it sounded and it seemed to do more at the same levels 

than a comparable software EQ.The reverbs all sounded nice and the Mega Reverb in particular has a cool interface. One of the 

plug-ins most suited to mastering was the Master x3 — the software emulation of the TC Finalizer.The 24/7-c limiting amplifier 

is also a very accurate nice-sounding recreation of the UREI 1176, which is always handy. The Tubifex plug-in — the virtual gui-

tar amp — is nice with a lot of parameters to tweak, like individual tube voltages. Reading the box, the first plug-in that really 

drew my attention though was the Character plug-in.The literature states that Character can be used on any source material and 

the " algorithm intelligently identifies and enhances characteristics in the instrument or vocal source that are pleasing to the human 

ear." Seems like a very robotic thing to say about adding something to a track to make it sound like nothing was added to a track 

(even if the plug-in does sound interesting and it definitely hypes up the source).The Denoise is also useful as are the Delay and 

the Voice Strip plug-ins. Also included is a great mono synth: the PowerCore 01. It's very useable as a VST instrument and it sounds 

big for a software synth.The latency on it was still noticeable but just barely.The one critique I'd have of the unit would be that 

some of the plug-ins have slightly awkward interfaces. Oh, and that the plug-ins seemed to tax the processor a bit ( but much less 

than some other intense software plug-ins). Overall though the PowerCore PCI MKII is an easy way to have a bunch of solidly 

performing, great sounding plug-ins just by giving up one of those unused PCI slots. —Griffin Rodriguez 

pc.r..c2C0.7. 

Vinteich 
Introduces the X731! 

We put this piece head to head with vintage Neve 1073's at this 
year's AES show. It is 100% guaranteed to meet your expectations 
and is an incredible value. List price $1595 Special $ 1375 

The X73 
The Vintech X73 features custom hand wired concentric style 
switches with gold plated pins. Swiss made military grade atten-

uator switch. List price $ 1995 Special $1795 

The " X81 CLASS A" 

The Model 473 

vvvvvv..virrutec et-auclicLcom 

1 -4377-4-IVIIC-FeRE 
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'dindex These companies would be very happy to assist you in obtaining more informa-
tion about their products and services Please contact them via phone or online 

For a better response, tell them "I saw it in EQ!" 

e - NY  PHONE WEB PAGE # 

Audix 

Auralex Acoustics 

B&H Pro Audio 

Berklee Music 

Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW) 

Clarion Musical Instruments Insurance 

Conservatory Of Recording Arts & Sciences 

Digidesign 

Euphonix 

Full Sail 

Genelec 

House Ear Institute 

Illbruck Acoustic 

JBL 

John Lennon Songwriting Contest 

Lexicon 

M-Audio 

Mackie 

Mark Of The Unicorn 

Marshall Electronics / MXL 

Millennia Music & Media Systems 

Musician's Friend 
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Omnirax 

Peterson 

Radial Engineering 
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Shure Inc. 

Sonic Circus 

Sony Pictures Digital 

Studio Projects 

Sweetwater Sound 
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Tapco 
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T.C. Electronic Inc. 

THE Audio 
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Vintech 

Yamaha Corporation of America 

Yamaha Corporation of America 

800-966-8261 

317-842-2600 

800-947-5518 

866.BERKLEE 

800-426-8434 

800-Vivaldi 

800-562-6383 

650-731-6300 

650-850-0400 

800-226-7625 

508-652-0900 

800-388-8612 

800-662-0032 

818-894-8850 

www.audixusa.com 

www.Auralex.com/pArtScience 

www.bhproaudio.com 

www.berkleemusic.com 

www.bswusa.com 
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y Craig Anderton 

Create melodies out of digital audio samples. 

Adobe Audition's " Music" function lets you select a region of 

digital audio, then "map" it to a melody line you create by dragging notes, rests, and 

chords on to a staff. Audition copies and pitch-shifts the region to create the specified 

melody, and inserts silence as needed to match the timing. It sounds goofy, but allows 

for some wild effects, This example shows how to create a melodic line out of a 

percussive hit, but the concept applies to any sound. 

Notch Filter 

Parametric Equalizer 

Quick Filter 

Scientific Filters 

Noise Reduction 

Special 

(Aoup r_;Jtt“.jory 

MIDI Quick Preview 

sap nth 

J. „ 

File Edit View Effects Gener 

• • 44444 

1.11 

MIX Quit:lewd...  

Il 

ID _II I -1 _II 

Ms 

r °Intent Otrdlon 
bad hr.. 

Select Edit Was eform view. 

Load a short peicussive file 
(timbale, clave, and so on). Select 
it as a region; this becomes a 
quarter note that will be used as 
the basis of the music. 

Click on the Effects tab, open 
the Special menu, and double-
click on Music. 

Drag notes on :o the staff to 
create the phrase you want. 

Specify other variables as 
desired (Tempc, Transposition, 
and so on). 

Click the Lister button, which 
previews the melody using a 
default MIDI sound. 

Click on OK, and the single hit 
is rendered as he melodic line 
you created 

In the Music window, irag the 
chord symbol (the three stacked 
notes) on top of a note t) create a 
chord.The Chord Type pErameter sets 
the chord voicing; you can also 
specify 2, 3, or 4 note ch 3rds. 

Checking " Constant Duration" 
stretches time as well ar. pitch, so 
that higher-pitched notes and lower-
pitched notes have the same 
duration. Otherwise, notes higher 
than the original sample are shorter, 
and notes lower than the original 
are longer. 
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Do you or someone you know 
suffer from bad sound? 
Every year, millions are exposed to weak, underpowered and/or distorted sound 

systems. With your help, we can find the most pathetic of these club, rehearsal, and 

cafe systems and replace each of them with a professional sound system 

featuring Mackie- s finest mixer and Active loudspeaker technologies. 

Here's what you do: take a digital photo of you and your miserable 

PA system. Go to endbadsound.org, log in, and enter "EQ1530" 

when prompted to upload your photo. An expert panel from, 

Mackie and EQ Magazine will find and replace the most 

deserving sound systems. 

With your help, we can end bad sound. 

Does your rig look like 
this? Then its part of 
the problem. Enter 
the contest and be 
part of the solution. 

ENTER TO WIN! 
One of three complete Mackie sound systems: 

CLUB SYSTEM: Two ( 2) SA1232z Super Active High-Definition Loudspeakers, Two 

(2) SVVA1801 Active Subwoofers, Two (2) SRM450 Portable Active Loudspeakers, One 

(1) Onyx 2480 Premium 24-channel 8-bus Live Sound Console. Valued at $ 13,620! 

REHEARSAL SYSTEM: Two (2) SR1521z High-Definition Loudspeakers, One ( 1) 

SWA1501 Active Subwoofer, One ( 1) Onyx 24.4 Premium 24-channel 4-bus 

Live Sound Corm.ole. Valued at $ 5,610! 

CAFE SySTEM: Two ! 2; SRM450 Portable Active LoudspEakers, One ( 1) SWA1501 

Active Subwoofer, One ( 1)CFX12.mk11 Live Sound Mixer. Valued at $ 3,709! 

Read the instiucions above, note the access code, then go to endbadsound.org f:-)r details. 

Official Rules • NO PIRCHASE NE : Er:BART 

1. To Mee: Enter by submilIng Ireour barne. contact Women, and a deal phew of your pathetk same system online Men. 
endbaelsOundorg beginning amœmealtNy lanuagy12,21:216 Entries must bemoaned by April 15, 3006. Linty one eotryper pers... 

Phetonsaphs must be taken benefited end Shall ne(induele the Image of any person or any artwork. dedes or adedrona: Images 

Enna', submitting more thanowe photograph or a photograph eluding Images or designs not permitter, by thee Rules shall be 
disco. bed. The sponsor of the g n,ecCA Enter...nee Meet leo. Men.-- By participahng th-s competittem, entrams 

(if warady and represent that rhes O rr imellectial properly an4 other tee m le photographs being sere, d and IC Strlat 
Senua the pore manufacturers and Their respective designe. e1 a perpetual ropet71ree license to use. pubtish. rode avairabe ro 

the purl( distribute, copy, 'erode. add or alter any subronted photograph lo. any purpose related to h, cornpeut on Neither 
Sensor nor the prize ',aoudads:refs ah responsible for emend or typographical...7es In any compeer-teateu rote.., la>, 
loc. or -.seeded mad or trarhœ-aora that are lost, fad tener ire the processing System or art processel or transnerned lare, , 

for any ... lost misdirected. a unprdressed eline trans Ammons. 

2. Determination of Winners :The winœrs wirl be œlected on or about May 1..:00h. Odds of winning each pme depend on die 

number and quality cleric:4de ere. referred Your punbase of a eroded, or senn from the Sponsor or the pole manracturers 
melocreaœ your chances of winning a pnee. 

3. media, Gone h open to air regal rerdents of the • bated Stales and Tanana Irher than the event. of Puerro foc and the 
prem. ot Chem). except far the employees and trneedrate Lamely (spouses atri parents, siblings. ch. dren and cart of the), 
wee. of Sponsor. the pr. 'near. wren. and each r Men affiliates. subsides: ad. hung agenc.er. and any othmr roopary 

Inwolved wed, the design, proem:en, erecution or dierroden of tee competition In order to win a prize, residen, of Canada yid 
be recurred to answer coned, own. Iterated matter/err. al skill tenang mesh. te. be administered via telephone 

4. Release Winner releases the Sponsoe. the mice manufacturers, and eel of deb pare- art. tubsicianes, aerates, officers. duectors 

agents. ar d employees irorn any responsdelety or leabdety en connection me any loss soudent, of deals es-sired en connection 

with the use of the norm non in the giveaway. The sonnet hereL-y consents to the to of os or her name af doe likeness by the 

Sponsor fmadveneung :ournoses mthout adding:no' compensaron sobs prohlteed by lass. The maned price sooner and, or price 
winner's gr.rent Of legal >median will be required to sign and return to *men, within sen nays of receipt, an Mehra,. al Elegibility 
and a PuWecity/Liabelityftelease unless prcheloned by law. Failure to ccrerely may resul: e, rusgualifearico and tie selection cd an 

alt. nate 'won«. All prizes for the game are donated try third parties The pone is ref rn.ret to convey anyondorsentent of any 

product . wore, nor doer a third party's Sr:matron of any prize have any influence on Sponsors eddorial come aje 

5. Taxes: Any tax 'ob.,. are 'piety de elem.:Ale of Me winne,r and he wormer wall be receed to provide hé os her social security 

number o tax payer eolith-aeon number. tax purpose AN federal. Creamof mend:eland provincial laws and regulations apply. 

6. General: Sponsor roll be deemed sole 'Interpreter of the ones and Carel110f, pa-ticipanng. entrants dknoecledge and 

agree to he bound by these rules and Mar the decisions of the Spon. are Mal Contest is void sex. preened by law Prue 
components are not exchangeatae, transferable or redeemable far US, hoe shown are estimated retail pees. and actual prices 
ma: . vary. SPONSOR DOES 7101 MAKE Are) IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANT INARPANYKS ,INCLUDING IMPL.0 WARRANTIES OF 
MEPCHARTABILITC OR Of FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE) OF AN, GURRANTEE WIT. REGARDS CO Al. PRIZE OR PORTION 
THEREOF All photogratin utenitted n (conertion with this compelfion sedl become the property of the ,pansor. In the event 

of unavadabelny of stab d prize sl or componentls) thereof. Sponsor ',serve! Use men to erberrule denies, al comparable value. 
Sponsor reserves the r ght in its sole deureton to target, termed, stepend rIa. gneaway should any anus, manundsore 
unonhoreed human mersontron or Other causes beyond its control cce-rapi or &deft:he administration, seems, fairness or proper 
play of any part of the contest ln such cases, Sponsor reserves the right to remos the were:from uncorruptl entrees only 

7. Winner's Liss: To obtain h. name of the pnœ winner, send a self -addressed. darned erhelope ro'Werner . The Mac. End Bad 
Sound Greaway. Muse Meer Network. 2E00 Carnes Dr., San Mates, r-A 46403. USA. by-December 31.20E6 

Coalition to End Rad Sound BROUGHT TO VDU 8V 0;1 MACKIE. 

1600,40341ES ge 

Help spread the word! Go to endbadisound.org to find out what you can do. 

'co ! Elero tatofil s tumult, tetenaux If ton «mum': on 411.61161 TAA20941011 SM fiCeltit till rid'. erfieTiri ,741" e rri 
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Normalize songs being mastered and assembled based on RMS level, not peak levels, so 

the subjective level of the songs is equal. 

With traditional normalization, a digital audio editor scans a file for the loudest peak, 

and amplifies the file so that the peak attains the maximum possible level. However, if you do that while 

mastering, subjectively the songs will still vary in level because the ear responds to a song's average level, 

not peak level. Wavelab's Metanormalize function can normalize songs based on average (RMS) levels. 
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Drag all the files you want to 
metanormalize into Wavelab's 
main window. 

Select " Batch Process" from 
theTools menu. 

Click on the Input tab then 
click on the Add File button in 
the Batch Processing window, 
and select "Add All" 

Click on the Edit Bata Plug- Ins 
button. When the Processor 
List appears, open the Plug- ins 
folder, and double-clics on the 
Meta Normalizer plug in. 

After double-clicking c n the 
Meta Normalizer plug in, it 
appears in the left Secuence 
column in the Processor List. 
Double-click on this to show 
the Meta Normalizer 
parameters, click on " Equalize 
Loudness ( RMS)," check 
"Global," check " Maximize if 
Possible" if you want the 
loudest track to reach :he 
maximum available headroom, 
then click on "OK." 

Click on the Processor List 
"OK" button. 

Click on the Batch Processing 
window Output tab. C ick on 
the folder button to navigate 
to the desired folder, cr create 
a new folder. Click on ' Run," 
then the files will be 
"metanormalized" and saved 
to the folder you speci'ied. 
Simple ... and simple s good. 

' To change the output format [e.g., 
convert sample rates), click on :he 
Output Format button in the Batch 
Processing window Output section, then 
enter the desired parameter va ues. 
Also in the Batch Processing window 

Output section, you can specify a 
distinctive file name prefix or soffix (e.g., 
RMS [filename)), as well as create 
backup files or delete the origiral files 
after processing (I don't recommend 
deleting, just in case there's a problem 
with the conversion process). 



SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

TAM Ribbon Mic Series 
Nad y Systems 
Launch Date: March 2006 
Combines the unparalleled sound of a 
classic ribbon mic with the natural 
warmth and musicality of an internal 
12AX7A tube dreamp and at levels higher 
than that of ordinary ribbon mics. Ideal 
for many vocal/instruments roecording 
and live sound applications. 
SRP: $499.95 (depending on model) 
www.nady.com 
510-652-2411 

SpaceRrrar 
Ruralex Rcoustics, Inc. 
Now Available 
Auralex Acoustics SpaceArray"' combines 
excellent hemispherical acoustical diffusion 
with a top quality wood finish ideal for 
control rooms, auditoriums, performance 
venues, listening rooms, home theaters, 
and worship spaces. 
SRP: $399 
www.auralex.com 
317-842-2600 

Onyx  400F Studio Recording 
Preamp tuith 192kHz Firetiire I/O 
Mackie 
Now Available 
The Onyx 400F is a thoroughly professional 
10x10 FireWire audio interface featuring 
premium Onyx mic preamps, 24bit/192Hz 
converters, and internal 64-bit floating point 
processing for the best sound in its class. 
SRP: $899.99 
www.mackie.ccm/onyx400f 
800-898-3211, Irternational: + 1-425-487-4333 

Radial SOI Studio. Guitar Interface System 
Radial Engineering 
Now Available 
Plug your guitar into amps up to 500 feet away! SGI's 
transmit and receive modules connect with balanced XLR 
cable. Transformer-isolation, Class-A circuit and Drag TM 
pickup load correction ensure best possible sound. A must 
for every studio! 
SRP: $300 USD 
www.radialeng.com 
604-942-1001 

RT3060 Tube Microphone 

Rudio Technica 
Now Aval'able 

The AT3060 phantom-powered tube 

microphone offers the classic tones 

of a tube ampled with standard 48V 
DC phantom power—no dedicated 

power supply needed. Shock mount 

and soft pouch included. 

SRP: $599 
wwvv.audio-technica.com 
330-686-2600 

Garritan J_FIZZ and Big Band 
Garritan 
Now Available 
A complete ,azz 8t big band colPection featuring trumpets, 
trombones, many saxophones, rhythm sectior arc more. 
Variety of mutes, extended ranges, expressive control. NI 
Kontakt Player -Mac & PC, VST,AU, DXi & RTAS. 
SRP: $259 
www.garritan.com 
360-376-5766 

To advertise in this section of EC) contact Christine Vela at 631-223-3562 or cvela@musicplayer.com 

For more information about these products, visit www.eqmag.com/productspot www.eqmag.com MARCH 2006 EQ 



MARKETPLACE 
To Advertise in Marketplace please contact Christine Vela at 631.223 3562 or cvela@musicplayer.com 

MARKERFOAM— ACOUSTIC FOAM 
GIANT 54"x54" • $29.99 
. IMMEDIATE SHIPPING 

Kill Noise Quick! Maximum density 
sheets of Markerfoam mount easy A look 
professional. A low cast, super- effective 

sound absorption solution that's proven in studios worldwide Request 
Foam Catalog & free samples today. Blue or gray available 

2" Reg 539 95 Now $29.99 • 3" Reg. 549 95 Now $39.99 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES"' 
Amerwa's Rest Acoustic Tile Value! ____mmulsomm; 

Nth Performance,, Low, Low Cost! 

BT2 le"x16'x2 , charcoal or blue $4.99 ea. 
BT3 1 Fx16-x3", charcoal or blue $7.29 ea. 
BT4 18-x16x4. charcoal $8.49 ea. 

0 BASS TRAPS . Serious Low Frequency Absorption! 
Triangular design to It trie corners of your room! 

215'1-101" D. Charcoal Gray. 

MF-8T1 • $24.99 Ea. 
FREE Foam Adhesive wIllt any Purchase of d 
or more foam sheets! Promo Codes EQFA 

MARKERTEK JUMBO 
111% SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 

Heavy-duty 76r68 • padded blankets absorb 
sound wherever they're hung or draped. 
Fabulous for stage, studio and field use Top 
professional quality at a super saver pncel 
Weight: 6 lbs. Black SAII-1 • $19.99 

<=1221b.00Ine 

 VIOLO SUPPLY 

www.markertek com • 800-522-2025 
All los.m products shown above meet 1194 HF-1 flame retardancy 

Check your local bode P. fire codes 

G 
E 
• 

• 
eat 

anufa re your 
D at Oasis and get all of the 
romotional services—FREE: 

1111‘..7.7 

• Oas sSamplerTm Radio Promotion 
• Distribution: CD Baby, Borders.com, CD Now, 
Arrizon.com, Virginmega, Waldenbooks 

• XM Satellite Radio Airplay 
• Sorícbids'i Electronic Press Kit 

• CD-ROM of 14,000 Music Industry Contacts 
• Direct SoundScan Upload 

• Patent-Pending Retail Display Racks 

• 

• • 

CD ,v1.ANUFACTUR1NG 

www.oasisCD.com 

tel ( 888) 296-2747, ( 540) 987-8810 

email info@oasisCD.com 
,,,,swwwwwwwww•  

1 

..."The sound was so rich and full 
that I would've sworn that this was 
a tube pre, except that the sound 

also had a solid-state focus." 
- PEO1/PEQ I R review, Mix June '04 

PEQ1R 

- 

PA FOUR 

i wunder 
• 

‘,6,wunder audio 
512.338-6777 

wunderaudio.com 

THINK YOU CAN ONLY BE 

INSPIRED BY THE CLASSICS 

AND THEIR CLONES? 
Ton.simele 

Otsigned by someone who actually LISTENED le this mn, 
it's the most perlero, well rounded midi", &rod in years. 
Dm RAW, Omer/Emmee Aube.* Mi. OM N a.k 

An amazing mn that's come our of nowhere Super-dean 
and nth lee fret to be disappointed 
(IN UN*. sud. Us, Dam 5.50w bd.) 

"Irlw 

we're crealong the 
classics of tomorrow , y 

SACS, DISTRIBUTOR 8. DEMO INFORMATION visit': 
- WINVV.CHARTEROAKAGOUSTICS.COM 

HOW YOUR DISC LOOKS 
IS JUST AS IMPORTANT AS 

HOW IT SOUNDS .. . 
CDs 

DVOs 

AUDIO MASTERING AND EDITING 

VOICEOVER RECORDING 

MULTIMEDIA PROGRAMMING 

DVD AUTHORING 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

PRINTING 

PACKAGING 

PL£Y-
PRODJCTION7) 

WHERE SIGHT AND 900N0 MERGO. 
2515.351 TN... RI. NT ,D5N1 TOO / NMI antasurr • 

212-1904H0 wrhertaTAntooucrutuut 

C3MNIRAK 

The Industry Leader in S 

The ncry =a are 

dm1 to provide 
boautful and ergonomic 
commie housings for all 
the popular mixers, 
providing you wish 
optimum functionality 

to accommodate these 
mixers and associated 
peripherals. 

11 a Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966 

800332.3393 4153323392 FAX 415.332.2607 
wiriaosaoizaa.cos 
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CATEGORIES 

SOUND/SEQUENCERS/SOFTWARE 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

DUPLICATION 

STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

GEAR FOR SALE 

MIXING/MASTERING 

ACCESSORIES 

EDUCATION ANO TUTORIAL 

TALENT AND EMPLOVMENT 

GET IT SOLO IN EQCLRSSIFIEOS! 

CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: 

cvela®musicplayer.com 

SOUNDS / SEQUENCES / SOFTWRRE 

AU:EMI 
toi 

Real Drums. Real Songs. Real Easy. 

Pro- Level Loops in Easy-to-Use Song Sete 
Stereo & Multitrack in Major Formats 

www.drumsondemand.com 

Dopest Hip-Hop/R&B 

sound libraries on floppy disks. MPC-

2000, MPC-2000x1, MPC-3000, ASR, EPS, 

SP1200 and .WAV. (310) 842-7670. 

www.soundsforsamplers.com. 

Drum samples made famous by Drumagog 
now available in way format. Large col-
lection of high quality drums multi-sampled 
for use with your favorite drum replacement 
program or sequencer. Ideal for rock and 
metal. www.rock-drums.com 

ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

SILEN 
INFO 

1(413)11114-71N. 
FAX 

(413) 054.2377 
58 NorioLuca St. Northampton MH 01062 

ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 
info@silentsource corn • www.silentsource.com 

Acousticore Fabric Panels - Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence VVallcovering • WhisperWedge 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnrfoarn 
iR.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quilt 

Over 10,000 Studios Served 
01 Bound Con -  

(i4 Aurale. 
ens t/cds-

at•— 

What About Your Room? 

L, ACOUSTIC 
Design Consulting Proc ucts 

.....soundcontrolroom_ 
toll free 866-788-1238 

NC 

SOUNC ISOLATION ENCLOSURES 

Celebrating over 15 years of reducing 
sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

tv'GL 102126S 
¡El 5510 

19 Sizes and 2 Levels of Isolation Available 
New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallel) 

Immediate Shipping! 
www.whisperroom.com 

PH: 423-585-582/ FX: 423-585-5831 

VocalBooth.com 
MODULAR SOUND REDUCTION SYSTEMS 

Listen to your dreams. 
Follow your heart 
Don't ever stop. 

- Calvin Mann 

"`""RIMIlafe-

541-330-6045 
WWW.VOCALBOOTH.COM 

,-,,ALTRAPSe 

High-Performance Acoustic Treatment 
é Rave Reviews 

From Top Pros 

INS .e 

"Rea 
the market ci 

Their traps are e 
effective at ma 
a bad rodm sum 

Ji niv 

Multi-Platinum, Grammy-Winning 
girreer ¡ Mixer / Producer, and author of 
te It Lire A Record DAW mixing course 

Learn why REALTRAPS has fast 
treating pro recording studios and list 
web site for a wealth of product inform 
of the clearest explanations of roonsacou 

Toll-Free. 866-732-5872 ; TRApswi, 

AcousticsFirst 
Toll-Free N 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

SMALL ROS \i/ORK TOO! 

631-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: • cuela@musicplaye.com 

DUPLICATION 

*PETITION 

377-ODDS ON 1....rn t,ddsOnRetorling.to 

11. ri rireilie're'r I ut Discoun 
on-dm, punting. rotor prime/1.6MM. batted., and cnilowrapping. 

.114 Ile tuLej 

s2î%sec s09* si„9)9,Î 
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DUPLICATION 

Là. 

0,2.94,f,1 
000 FULL 
PAC 

SNS 0.0 FfULL'COLQR piKAL ‘13 PACKAGE-$824 

lie TOLL FREE 1-877-442-08M ATLANTA 678-442-0933 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
100 CD's $1.39 ea. 

With Color Inserts 1.99 ea. ( 2 Page & Tray ) 

Price Include, CD - R. Dupliution, 

  Thoornul h 
(THE 4th CREATIO) ", , P"" "9-1:w"Box. 

DUP1.1,,71 nsc..ing O. Cover n.,, wrappe. 

(936) 756-6851 

You should care 
who makes your CD. 

We do. 
• the best customer service in the busi less* 
• instant online quote 
• inhouse mastering, design & multimpclia 
• quality finished CDs, DVDs & vinyl 

d e-M USIC 
M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

www.musicmanufacturing.com 

US: 1-800-293-2075 
Canada: 1-800-667-4237 

New York•Toronto•Montreal•St. Johns 
Read our client survey results to find out more. 

GET IT BOLD IN EQCLASSIFIEDS! 
CALL CHRISTINE VELAR AT: 

6311-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: 
cvela®musicplayer.com 

111 

FRE E DISCS 
To celebrate our 60th anniversary, Disc Makers 

is giving you 60 extra CDs - FREE - with 

every new replication order. 

Order 300 CDs; get 360. Cool, right? 

For a FREE CATALOG and FREE GUIDE to 

Making a Great Master, call 

or visit www.discmakers.com/eq 

DISC MAKERS" 
CD AND DVD MANUFACTURING MADE EASY 

Lonely 
RECORDS 

CD & DVD Manufacturing 
10% National Price Guarantee 

Iv 990 
Retail Ready 

CD Package 

RINTING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

AUDIO Mf‘STERING 
DVD AUTHORING 

POSTERS 
BUSINESS CARDS 

POSTCARDS 
BARCODES 
P NJD MORE 

Get a FREE Catalog 
1.800 409.8513 

www.lonelyrecoirds.com 

CKAGING 

NEED CDs? 
the choice is 

CRYSTALCLEA 
SC & TAP E 

Trusted experience fir over 50 year 

1000 CDs • $999! Retail Ready/ 

WOO Promo Câ. Peck • $599! 

1000 DVD5 • $ 1899! t( • Retail Reach') 

11 -800-880- 073 
wvvvv.crystalclea c.els.com 
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GEAR FOR SALE 

We pervert helpless , 

vacuum tubes. 

METASON 
PMB 109.1W 11TH ST 

LAKEPORT CA 06453 USA 
701 263 • 

WWW.METASONIX.COM  

EVERY MAJOR BRAND OF EVERYTHING. 

M.LLIONS OF DOLLARS OF MUSICAL 

GEAR IN STOCK. 

ALTO MUSIC 

Guitars, recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 

drums, pro sound, new & used. One of the 

largest selections in the country. 

We ship everywhere. 

(845) 692-6922 • sales@altomusic.com 

180 Carpenter Ave., Middletown, NY 10940 

Ask for Uncle Freddy — He loves Ya! 

Visit www.midi-classics.com 
helphg musicians since 1993 

Low prices, Selection, Service c, 
Pro audio, software, samples 4  " _ 
Call 800-787-6434 NOW! 

es#z 
C42 Cardioid Condenser Microphone 

Josephson Engineering 
www.josephson.com 

EDUCATION AND TUTORIAL 

gEFJECORC1NGENGINE#R 
lit *e- *TRAIN AT HOME with iu \ 

Easy Horne- Study practical training in it. die 

MultLtrack Recording Join our successlui 

mg graduates or build your own studio lt • • 

FREE INFORMATION: 
••• 

1114 RAN Avenue Surte AN. San Franc., CA 941 1 wa,.. 
audio Institute of tmeriipa armor gurbnce 

Lle•••sel 

GET IT SOLD IN EQCLASSIFIEDS? 
CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: 
cuela®musicplayer.com 

MIXING / MASTERING 

East Coast MIXING 
Have your song mixed by a PROFESSIONAL 
Vintage analog, state-of-the-art digital. 
Annie formats accepted. 
Don't waste your time mastering a less-than-average mix! 

4110% . ewe 
Free consultation. Donut Joe Birardi Chlef Enginec.r, RES Member 
(732) 831-0355 www.EastCoastMastering.com 

Sonic Factory Studio 

C:61. END Mosterirrq!Replinatipro 

1-8,77-S0r-rIC 62 ' 
www.sonicfactpr.net / infosonicroc,ory.-rer 

DRT Mastering 
the Analog Speciatist 

You will have the fat, slarnmin' meter-label 
sound that sells discs... or the work is free. 
Custom gear. First-class resurts. Free 16-pg Drochure 
800-884-2576 www.drtmastenrig.com 

MASTERING 
"BIG LABEL" Sound—Guaranteedt 
Located. New York $ 4 75 Complete 

Senonç the U.S Album Deal! 
Since 989 

fEl 1-800-692-1210 
www.musichousemastering.com 

GET IT SOLD IN EQCLASSIFIEOS! 
631-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: 

cvela®.-nusicplayer.com 

ACCESSORIES 

Case Specialists 
www.newyorkcaseco -npany.com 

We Will Beat 1, pie 
ANY Price! 'n 
877-692-2738 

GET IT SOLD N EQCLASSIFIEDS! 
CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: 
cveiaCerrusicplayer.com 

Extreme Isolation Headphones 
-Great for Microphone Placement -Thinner Design 
-Record Loud Drums in a One 
Room Studio 
-Hear Your Mix in a Loud 
Environment 

-Will Not Bleed Sound Into tr etter Sound 
Recordings ...better t an even 
www.Extremeheadphones.com 

Toll Free 1-877-962-2832 
Europe/ UK www.AudKmgencyeurope.com New Zeadaid www.Buzzaudio.com 

Australia www.FrontendaLdio.com.au India www.Promusicals.com 

JustStrings.com 
World's Largest Selection of Guitar & Bass Strings! 

www.juststrings.com (800) 822-3953 
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STUDIO FURNISHINGS 

www.ArgosyConsole.com 
studic furriture 

Gear racks, 

media drawers and more 
The RACKITTm System 
Factory direct since ; 984 

Free brochure (please mention EQ) 
Per Madsen Design ( 800) 821-4883 

www.rackittm.com 

DEADLINE for ADS: the 10th cl everg month 

DON'T MISS OUT ON NEXT MONTH 

CALL CHRISTINE VELA AT: 

631-223-3562 OR EMAIL AT: 

cvela®musicplayer com 

AD ORDER FORM 

TALENT FIND EMPLOVMENT 

Join Sweetwater 

  Today! 
• The best earning potential in the industry 

• Thousands in incentives, including gear 
for your studio 

• Impressive benefits package with 401(k), 
health insurance, and relocation assistance 

• Work with the most respected audio 
professionals ir the business 

We're growing, and are looking for just the right people to 

join our award-winning staff of Sales Engineers - the premier 

music technology retail team in the country! 

If you are experienced in the world of professional audio, highly motivated, Illesee 

strive for excellence, and committed to customer service, we're interested in 

speaking with you. Call today and make the leap from a job to a career. 

Take the first step, and visit www.sweetwater.comicareers 

or call Human Resources at (80LI.. ) 222-4700 

An ad in EQ's Classifieds reaches more than 40,000' serious musicians for only $2.40 per word plus $ 1.00 for an address. Minimum charge $25.00. Please underline words to appear ir bold type and add $0.59 per every bold 

word. Please indicate clearly any words to appear in all caps and add $0.25 per every cap word. Each phone number, e-mail address, or website address counts as one word. Display Classifieds are $ 152.00 per vertical col-
umn inch. Color (Display Classifieds only): 25% extra. 3 months minimum schedule required. Deadlines are the 10th of the month, 2 months prior to cover date (for example, April 10th for the June issue, on sale in early June). 
All Classified ads are also posted on our Website (www.eqmag.com) at no additional charge. Businesses must list business name in ad. All ads must be received in writing, paid in full in advance. All ads must be music-relat-
ed. Retail advertisers may not list discounted prices or percentages on specific models, unless items are used or discontinued. Advertisers must provide us with complete name, street address, and phone nurrber, whether or 
not included in the ad copy (you may list a PO Box addres in your ad, however). Mail ads to: EQ Classifieds, Attn: Darlene Labrecque, 2800 Campus Dr. San Mateo, CA 94403. FAX (if paying by MasterCard, or Use): (650) 513-
4616. For more irformation, call Darlene Labrecnue at (6';01 513-4217; E-ma,): dlabrecqueOmusicplayercom. (*Audited circulation; does not include pass-along rate.) 

Company Name 

Address  City   State  Zip 

Telephone  E-mail   

Please print your ad clearly. Use a separate sheet of paper if you need more room. 

  Contact Name  

(do- not indude address when counting words) 

Category: 0 Guitar Shows 0 nstrumerts 0 Parts/Accessories D Duplication/Replication D Websites 

EJ Schœs 0 Instruction 0 Software 0 Songwriting J Records/CDsNideos 0 Employment 0 Other 

Card # 

FO 

TO COMPUTE CO5 T OF AD 

# words x $2.40 = _ 

 bold words x $ . 50 = _ 

# ALL CAPS wds x $ .25 _ 

Address $7.00 = _ 

Total cost per issue =   

(miniinum $25 Oft 

x number of issues to run x  

Total payment =  
0 Payment enclosed, or Charge my 

0 Visa 1 MasterCard 

Expiration date:  

Signed:   
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STUDIO NAME: Shorefire Recording Studio 

LOCATION: Long Branch, NJ 

KEY CREW: Joseph DeMaio 

CONSOLE: Helios Type 79 140 input x 32 buss x 32 monitor) 

RECORDERS: Ampex 351 1/4 2-track, Dlgidesign Pro TOols Mix 

24 Plus ( 1 x Core, 6 x Farm), Apogee AD8000se, Digidesign 

888/24 x 3, Digidesign Universal Slave Driver, MCI JH 2.4 2' 24-

track w/AL Ill, Sony APR 5002 1/2' 2-track, TASCAM DA-30 DAT, 

TASCAM 122 MKIII Cassette 

MONITORS: Advent AV570, Aurotone S-L, JBL 4433 wNVhite 

4865 graphic EQ and Bryston 48 amplifier, Mackie h1R824, 

Yamaha NS-10m 

EFFECTS: AMS RMX-16, Antares MR- 1, Binson Echorec Baby, 

Ectloplate Ill Plate, EMT 140 Plate, Eventiae H3000 x 2, Eventide 

instant Flanger, Eventide Instant Phaser. Lexicon 224x1, Lexicon 

PCM 42 x 2, Lexicon PCM 70 x 2. Lexicon PCM 81, Lexicon 

Pdmetime II, Marshall 5002, Orban frIB Spring, Roland SDE 3000 

x 2, Roland SRE-555, Yamaha SPX90II x 2 

OUTBOARD: ADR Compex F760, A'tec 436c x 2, API 525a x 2, 

A°I 550a x 2, API 560b x 2, Asl%iy SC-50, dbx 902 x 2, dbx 160xt 

x 2, Drawmer DS201 x 2, Eventide Omnipressor x 2, Evil Twin 

GML 8200, ITI MEP-230. Lang DEQ-2, Little Labs PCP 

Distro, Neve 33609. Pultec EQP-1A3 x 4, Pultec MEQ-5 x 2, RCA 

BA-6A, fietrospec Juicebox D.I., SSL G384, Teletronix LA-2A, 

Urei LA-3A x 2, Ur& LA-4 x 2, Urei 1176 x 3, Urei 1178, Urei 565t, 

Valrey People Kepex I x 2 

MIC PFtEAMPS: API 512b x 2, FocLsrite ISA-215 Dual, H&ios type 

69 x 6 (original), Neve 1066 x 2, 1073 x 2, 1084 x 2, 1091 X. 2, RCA 

BA-1A x 2, Telefunken V72 x 4, V72a x 4, Trident A-Range x 2 (onginal) 

MICS: Altec 639a, Altec 165a, AKG C12, AKG C12a x 2, AKG 

D12e, AKG D20, AKG D30, AKG D36, AKG D112, AKG C414 x 4, 

AKG C451 x 4, AKG C452, Beyer M88n x 2, Beyer M160 x 2, 

Beyer M201, Coles 4038, Crown PZM CS x 2, EV RE 20 x 2, EV 

665, EV 666, Neumann U47feti, Neumann U47, Neumann M49, 

Neumann U67 x 2, Neumann U87 x 2, Neumann KM54, 

Neumann KM84i x 2, RCA 44BX. RCA 77DX, Royer R 121 x 2, 

Sennheiser MKH 416 p48 x 2, Sennheiser MD 409U3, 

Sennheiser MD 421 x 8, Sennheiser MD 441 x 2, Snure 55s, 

Shure SM56, Shure SM57 x 6, Shure SM58 x 2, Shure SM61, 

Shure SM81 x 2, Shure Beta87a 

COMPUTERS: Mac G4 933MHz , 1280MB RAM 

BAND ACTION: Accept, Bruce Springsteen and the 'E Street 

Band, Bernie Worrell, Deborah Harry and Blondie, Marshall 

Crenshaw, Monster Magnet, Overkill, Skid Row, Southside 

Johnny and the Asbury Jukes, Zakk Wylde 

STUDIO NOTES: When people think Jersey, first thoJght that 

comes to mind is urban blight, crooked politicians and Sanitation 

Companies run by guys wearing silk warm up suits and gold pinky 

rrigs. The Jersey I remember, however, is the beautiful jersey 

Shore. Growing up in South Philadelphia my parents owned a 

summer home in the picturesque Oceanside town of Margate, 

New Jersey. Just north of Margate you'd find Atlantic City and if 

you were to travel just a little further north on the Garden State 

Parkway, just off ex,t 109, you will find Long Branch, New Jersey. 

This is the nome of Shorefire Recording Stuaios, ano Shorefire's 

been the temporary home to some of the biggest names in rock, 

having worked with the Boss and Bon Jovi, and so when these 

guys list their credits there's not a puzzled look in the room: 

impressed a'ways, envious sometimes, but puzzled? Never. 

When asked about the signature Shorefire " sounci," Joe 

DeMaio tells us, " Here at Shorefire we blend the best of the old 

with all of the latest to form a happy marriage of sonic ecstasy!" 

When asked HOW, he goes on to say, " The combination of 

our vintage mics and outboard play an important role in getting 

tnat sound, but the two most important things thaT make 

Shorefire so special is the classic Helios desk and the room. The 

Helios console (Type 79) was the iast one ever made by Dick 

Swettenham for Townhouse Studios, London. Many great records 

from the late ' 70s and '80s were tracked and/or mixed on this 

desk. The console has 40 inputs, 32 bus, and 32-montor section 

with fully sweepable 4-band active equalizers, cons'dered by 

many to be the most versatile EQ Helios ever made.The sound of 

the desk is clean ana warm but the top ena is just amazing. The 

top frequency is 18k and you can boost fully without it collapsing 

or sounding shrill. Open, creamy, and silky is how I like to 

describe , t. Certa.nly there are not many Helios consoles in the 

USA and we are very proud that ' Big Brownie' resides neme." 

A blena of the old and the new to create a sound tnat can be 

described as open, creamy, and silky? Oh yeah. Definitely 

Shorefire. 

HEY, E0 READERS. WANT US TO FEATURE YOUR STUDIO? SEND 

PICS AND INFO TO eq@musicolayercom. 
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INCREASE LAG TIRE 

The only one endorsed by ARP founder Alan R. Perlman 

Then. 
Introduced in 1970, the ARP 2600 was 

one of the first commercially available 

synthesizers. Its fat analog sound was 

popularized by music pioneers such as 

The Who, Weather Report, Stevie Wonder C' 
and Herbie Hancock. Featuring three 

voltage-controlled oscillators, envelope follower, 

sample-and-hold, ring modulator, resonant filter and more, it was 

an extremely flexible modular synthesizer where musicians could 

use patch cords to override "normalled" connections defining the 

default signal path. While sounding killer, it pre-dated MIDI, lacked 

memory, was only monophonic and became difficult to maintain. 

• 

..A././NYCI W/\flI 

an Attend.° partner 

UI and the M Audlo lu90 art- ,.i.r3tered trodemorks .of AvKI 

INCA 

0 0 o 
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TIME WARP 2609 

ARP 2609 

"[The TimewARP 2600 is an] awe-inspiringly 

true emulation of the original.., doesn't sound 

like a plug-in; sounds like an analog synth." 

-Keyboard Magazine, March 2005 

Now. 
The TimewARP 2600 is a completely authentic software version 

of the ARP 2600-the only one endorsed by ARP founder 

Alan R. Perlman. Faithful in sound and operation, the TimewARP 

2600 also brings significant improvements including MIDI with 

sophisticated velocity and aftertouch control, unlimited mapping 

of MIDI controller parameters, 8-voice polyphony, memory, and a 

patch manager with hundreds of great factory 

patches. Standalone or RTAS, VST, and AU 

host operation on Mac and Windows make 

this blast-from-the-past a unique cutting 

edge tool in today's digital studio. 

Preamp input provides unique effects 
processing for guitar, vocals and more. 

11—1,1111111111111116vollill 
eleggaimmaitniu 

PC and MAC compatible 

> GET NI-POWERED IMI-AUCI10" 
recording interfaces USB keyboards studio monitors l microphones I preamps sound libraries music software www.m-audio.com 
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MOTU 
motu.com 

Take your music to the 
ends of the earth 

in just a few clicks... 

• Instant access to 8GB of world 

instrument sounds, loops and 

phrases together in one window. 

• Browse sounds by category or 

by region of the world. 

• Create layered stacks in seconds. 

• Tempo-sync features let you browse & 

.ply loops in tempo with your music. 

• Sliced loops let you rearrange beats 

or play them via your MIDI controller. 

• Drag phrases and loops directly into 

your host software, tempo-locked to 

your project time line. 

• Convolution reverb provides authentic 

acoustic spaces, from natwral settings 

like caves and forests to spacious 

concert halls and soaring cathedrals. 

• Advanced programming for live 

performance, including key switching, 

velocity crossfades and zone splits. 

• Play up to 64 parts simultaneously 

via 64 MIDI channels. 

• Unlimited polyphony and ultra- low 

software latency. 

• Submix to 17 stereo outpwt pairs. 

• Disk streaming conserves RAM 

resources and quickens lead times. 

• Supports all major Mac/PC plug-in 

formats. Stand-alone version included. 

Ethlq 
INSTRUMENT 

Africa: Balaton, Kora, Ngoni Dons°, Sanza, Valiha... Asia: Koto, Liuguin, Shakuhachi, Shamisen... Australia: Aboriginal Percussion, Didgeridoo... Genic: Bagpipes, Flutes, Guitars, Harp, Harmonica.. Eastern Europe: Balalaika, 

Balkanish Instruments... India: Electric Sitar, Harmonium, Tambura, Sitar... Middle East-Mediterranean: Baglamas, Bouzouki... Occidental: Accordions, Dobro, Jumbo Bottleneck... South America: Cuatro, Latin Percussion... 

Spanish-Gypsy: Flamenco Percussion 8. Guitar... West Indies: Cuban Percussion, Steel Drums... World Synths: Ambient Chords, World Pads... Xtra Percussion: Agogo, GraceIs, Dares, Darbuka... 


